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ABSTRACT
Mapping Learning Ecologies: A Diffractive Exploration of the Emergence of Learning
by
Laurie Hurson
Advisor: Susan Saegert
The learning ecology framework has been used by connectivist, social constructivist, and
ecological researchers to examine how learning takes place in a variety of contexts, across
formal and informal settings, and through various technological mediums. In this dissertation,
drawing on Karen Barad’s theory of agential realism (2007), I explore the learning ecology as a
“specific material configuration” that produces learning, an emergent, “onto-epistemological”
phenomenon of entangled being-knowing. I offer this new materialist approach to the learning
ecology to better define the concept, taking seriously the material nature of the ecology and
acknowledging that learning and knowing is a material practice of being in the world.
To explore learning ecologies, I conducted qualitative interview and mapping sessions
with 26 undergraduate students at the City University of New York. To analyze the narrative and
visual data, I utilized a diffractive reading methodology to explore patterns of difference in the
materialization of ecologies and examine how these differences support or hinder the emergence
of learning. Diffractive readings of students’ learning ecology maps and narratives provide a
deeper understanding of what components make up a learning ecology, how learning ecologies
develop, and how intra-actions within these ecologies foster or degrade the conditions for the
emergence of learning.
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The learning ecology materializes as an entangled network of places, supplies,
technologies, people, and practices, whose intra-actions foster or hinder possibilities for being
and knowing. The learning ecology itself is an emergent phenomenon produced by students’
everyday practices of being in the world. Understanding the learning ecology as an entangled
network of material-discursive components and intra-active practices re-centers materiality in
this exploration of learning because discursive practices, such as cultural practices and norms,
are understood as always already material.
Diffraction patterns within and across students’ ecologies reveal how the campus acts as
a catalyst in the formation of the learning ecology, that both human and nonhuman components
leverage agency to create access or barriers to resources, and that different forms of pedagogical,
technological, and institutional interference can support or stifle the emergence of learning.
Expanding the lens, I examine how learning ecologies are deeply entangled within the university,
the city, and technological infrastructures to expose how systemic components also leverage
agency to shape students’ learning ecologies.
Ecologies do not develop in a void, they matter. The learning ecology materializes
through intra-actions of professors, pedagogies, students, campus spaces, city infrastructures,
technologies, administrators, university policies, and so on. All components leverage agency to
shape the ecology, opening up or shutting down possible ways of being and knowing. These
ecologies of material-discursive components are embedded within structures of power, politics,
and agency. Recognizing that learning emerges from component intra-actions creates
opportunities for actors entangled within the ecologies to foster increasingly supportive ecologies
that can facilitate the emergence of transformative ways of being-knowing.
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CHAPTER 1 | Materializing the Learning Ecology
Researchers have used the learning ecology framework to examine the networks a student
engages with to learn; these networks can include peers, resources, activities, home and school
spaces, and neighborhood communities. Often, the learning ecology framework has been used to
study the crossover between formal and informal learning processes and environments (Barron,
2006; Brown, 2000; Looi, 2001; Siemens, 2003; Sheridan, 2015). In past research, the “learning
ecology” concept has been defined in a multitude of ways: as an environment, a context for
learning, a set of elements, and a metaphor (Sangrá, et. al., 2019). This dissertation seeks to
materialize the learning ecology to better understand the ecology’s composition and function in
the production and emergence of learning.
Drawing on Karan Barad’s new materialist theory of agential realism, I contend that the
learning ecology could be better understood not as a polysemic concept but rather as a “specific
material configuration” of “material-discursive practices” (Barad, 2007). In this framing, these
material-discursive learning ecologies produce the conditions from which the phenomenon of
learning can emerge. Barad’s theory of agential realism offers a performative approach to
learning ecologies that attempts to illuminate the entangled relationships between the material
and the discursive and seeks to remedy a “[failure] to acknowledge the primacy of matter in our
theories” (Coole and Frost,2010). An agential realist framing of the learning ecology aims to
answer questions about how learning comes to be and how this emergent phenomenon matters
and materializes in the world.
Everything exists with/in and emerges from relationships. As Haraway stated, the world
is “relationalities all the way down” (Gane and Haraway, 2006). Barad’s agential realism offers a
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method to examine these relations and “account for how practices matter” (Barad, 2007).
Instead of using the term interaction, which assumes two separate entities coming together,
Barad uses the term intra-action to signal that nothing (no thing) exists prior to its relations,
“distinct agencies do not precede but rather emerge through their intra-action…they do not exist
as individual elements and hence they do not inter-act.” (Barad, 2007; p. 33).
Similar to Dewey’s concept of transaction (Dewey and Bentley, 1949), intra-action
implies that relationships between people and environment, between thought, language and
action, are co-constitutive of one another; all involved in dynamically shaping the other.
According to Dewey experience is not something inside the subject, “[Dewey’s] transactional
approach destroys the dualism of inner and outer” (Brinkmann, 2011). Intra-action refers to this
dynamic becoming through relationship, subjects and objects only become such through their
intra-actions.
I explore learning as a phenomenon that emerges from intra-actions within the ecologies
that students are entangled. This notion of intra-action suggests that there is no outside, ecologies
do not develop in a void. Researchers are not independent observers in their inquiries;
universities are not autonomous purveyors of courses; technology is not a neutral medium or
platform; professors are not merely conveyors of course content. In this dissertation, I weave
together past research on learning ecologies and this performative understanding of learning to
explore the matter, agencies, and material-discursive practices form students’ learning ecologies.
This introductory chapter lays out this agential realist approach to learning ecologies by
first presenting the past research on the learning ecology framework to demonstrate the utility of
the theory, and then identifies how an agential realist approach diverges from past
conceptualizations. The chapter offers an overview of Barad’s new materialist theory of agential
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realism and other agential realist explorations of learning. The chapter concludes with an agential
realist framing of the learning ecology as both an individual and systemic unit of analysis that
can be explored through diffractive analysis. This agential realist framing seeks to emphasize the
materiality of learning ecologies and consciously attend to ethics and entanglements that past
research on learning ecologies has not addressed.

Learning
Learning is often conceptualized as an epistemological process of gaining knowledge,
often through processes of acquisition or transfer (Sfard, 1998). Learning can be lecture-based,
inquiry-driven, project-based, skill-focused, discovery-oriented, technology-enhanced, and can
occur individually or within a group. Problem solving, memory retention, reasoning, knowledge
transfer, skill development, understanding dependency relations, and participation in cultural
practices have all been referenced as instances of learning (Bransford, et al., 2000). Limiting our
study of learning to cognitive or social explanations leaves us with an “ontological remainder”
(Rosiek, 2018) that overlooks the emergence of learning from within an entangled network of
human and non-human entities engaged in a variety of practices, in places, in a specific time.
Framing learning as a cognitive phenomenon maintains a separation between learner and
environment, between knowing and being in the world, a separated brain that gains something
from the outside world. Drawing on past ecological approaches to learning and leveraging
Barad’s theory of agential realism, I argue learning is a contextual, embedded, ontoepistemological phenomenon, a process of being-knowing that emerges from an ecology of intraacting human and non-human components. This approach to learning, recognizing the link
between learning and environment, draws on a long ideological history explicating the
connection between person and environment which includes, but is not limited to, Dewey’s
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notion of transaction (1949), Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (1978),
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological system (1979), Bourdieu’s habitus (1984), Lave and Wenger’s
community of practice (1991), and Heft’s person-environment reciprocity (2007).
Put simply, learning does not exist outside the systems from which it emerges. Consistent
defunding of higher education, shifts to online learning before and during a global pandemic,
electoral politics that determine housing, healthcare, and budgetary policy are only some of the
entangled components and processes that act to shape the ecologies students develop and inhabit
to progress through college. These networks consist of materials - classrooms, books,
computers, libraries, writing centers, professors, subways and so on. But they also consist of
discursive (linguistic-socio-cultural) practices that create meaning and erect structures that have
real, material outcomes. University budget lines, curriculum development, syllabus policies,
definitions of “academic integrity”, city governance, and technology provisioning processes all
shape how students navigate and engage in learning.
Connectivist, ecological, and social-constructivist and cultural approaches have been
used to develop and research the concept of the “learning ecology” (Sangrá, 2019). These
theories identify learning as an ongoing activity and a transactional process (Dewey, 1896;
Brinkmann, 2011) embedded within a specific cultural-historical period with social repertoires
and communities of practice (Vygotsky, 1978, Engeström, 1987; Gutierrez and Rogoff, 2003;
Lave, 1996; Wenger, 2011), and acknowledge that learning is often shaped by the tools and
technologies of the era (Vygotsky, 1979, Brown 2000, Siemens, 2003).
Both Dewey and Vygotsky contended that the human condition is fundamentally social,
but Dewey posits that experience shapes our learning while Vygotsky holds that culture provides
the framework for development and learning. For Dewey, education entails learning to question
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and analyze our experience, and learning should mirror participation in everyday social life as “a
process of living, not preparation for future living” (1897). Vygotsky focused on how social and
cultural goals shape learning (Glassman, 2001). Vygotsky’s “zone of proximal development”
describes how children learn and develop through interaction with the social and cultural world
using social artifacts such as tools and language (1979). Socio-cultural and ecological
approaches present learning and development as interrelated social processes guided by
interaction with knowledgeable adults and capable peers in multiple and varied settings
(Vygotsky, 1978; Bronfenbrenner, 1981). Certainly, the people and cultures we interact with in a
variety of settings shape our being and knowing. These approaches raise questions about the
materialization of our social and cultural environments, and how power and agency are leveraged
within these environments.
Similarly, cultural-historical approaches posit that learning is emergent from active
participation within communities of practice; interaction with communities highlights the
importance of sociality and discursive practices, often focused on the interaction between
humans. These theories highlight how, in both formal and informal communities, learning
requires novices to engage in “legitimate peripheral participation” by working alongside more
knowledgeable peers (Lave and Wenger, 1991) and that all learning, development, and even the
formation of identity is a dynamic and collaborative process of transforming the world
(Stetsenko and Arievitch, 2010). In these approaches, humans and their distinct agency are the
catalyst for this transformative process.
I highlight these past approaches to acknowledge the importance of interaction,
environment, sociality, technology, culture, and community in the process of learning. But
additionally, in this dissertation I offer Barad’s theory of agential realism as a new materialist
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approach to explore learning as emergent from entangled material-discursive ecologies that
produce the phenomenon of “learning”. I am not attempting to reject past theoretical approaches
to learning, but rather says “yes, and” to these past intellectual traditions (Dolphijn and van der
Tuin, 2014). I seek to open up possibilities for a new metaphysics of learning that foregrounds
how materiality and material-discursive practices entangle human and non-human actors into
ecologies that can support or hinder the emergence of being-knowing – what we often call
“learning”. I aim to highlight how learning emerges from the intra-actions within these entangled
networks of human and non-human actors and components.
As Hayles wrote, “what we make and what (we think) we are co-evolve together” (2006).
In this approach, learning is onto-epistemological, an emergent and entangled process of beingknowing. In laying out the theory of agential realism, Barad combines terms to create neologisms
such as “onto-epistemology” to signals the inseparability of our knowledge of the world and our
being in the world. This project explores learning as an onto-epistemological phenomenon where
knowing and learning are emergent from the entanglement of matter and practices with/in the
world.
In her work advocating for an agential realist concept of learning, Plauborg (2018)
contends that the concepts of acquisition and transfer would be better understood as “constant
intra-activity” that results in leaps and reconfigurations; learning is an emergent phenomenon,
not a linear given. To rethink the learning concepts of acquisition and transfer, Plauborg uses a
diffractive reading analysis to read the past theories of learning through agential realism. Other
authors have employed diffractive methodologies to rethink learning as an emergent
phenomenon; such research examines climate education as an active process of “climating”
(Verlie, 2017), the human and nonhuman entanglement in maker spaces (Sheridan and Lemieux
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2020), the emergent nature of emancipatory learning (Brooks, 2019), the entangled agency of
coordinators in schools (Van de Putte, et. al., 2018), and the entanglement between classroom
encounters, institutional practices, and national policies (Thiel, 2020). These agential realist,
diffractive analyses present opportunities for intersectional and systemic analyses that consider
how various components and agencies shape the emergence of learning. The learning ecology
framework offers a way to examine these material and discursive entanglements and examine the
network of active components and agencies in our analyses of learning phenomena.
People do not know or learn without being in and of the world; learning emerges through
our material-discursive practices of being in the world. Barad’s neologism “material-discursive”
signals how our words and our social and cultural practices are always already inherently
material. Discourses are not just words and rhetoric; they are discursive practices that materialize
through bodies and objects that make the world. Discursive practices produce real, material
configurations of the world. For example, whether a professor lectures or engages in group
discussions creates possibilities for the emergence of specific material(-discursive)
configurations in that particular classroom. “Learning” is not just something that happens to or in
the student; learning emerges through intra-actions with/in the material-discursive ecologies in
which we are entangled.

The Learning Ecology Framework
The learning ecology framework was first used to describe the integral role technology
played in facilitating learning in the Internet-era, tracking closely in time with concepts like the
“information ecology” (Nardi and Day, 1999). At this time, the “learning ecology” was defined
as an “open, complex, adaptive system comprising of elements that are dynamic and
interdependent” that students used to engage in learning (Brown, 2000). These connectivist
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approaches conceptualized learning as a dynamic, tool-rich and technology driven process
(Siemens, 2003; Bass, 1998; Thomas 2010; Lai and Khaddage, 2013).
Connectivist research on learning ecologies examines the pivotal role that networked
technologies play in the learning ecology (Luckin, 2008; van den Beemt and Diepstraten, 2016;
Peters and Romero, 2019). In connectivist approaches, the learning ecology concept was also
used to examine the extension of the learning environment beyond the classroom to include “the
overall setting in which learning communities come into existence, evolve, fade away,
regenerate, and transform” (Looi, 2001). While these approaches helped to expand explorations
of learning beyond the classroom, they often maintained a narrow focus on networked
technology, blended and online learning, and the role of the Internet and “Web 2.0” (Williams,
Karousou, and Mackness 2015; Peters and Romero, 2019; Ranieri, 2019).
Expanding the lens beyond technology, researchers might gain more insight into the
actual composition of a learning ecology as Sheridan (2015) did when, after studying the use of a
media arts center by a student learning community, he concluded that learning emerges from a
network of “teachers, technologies, raw materials, curricular structures, knowledge,
compositions…learning-supportive processes”. Sheridan expanded beyond the technology
ecology to examine the various actors involved in the production of learning. His work presents
an early and welcome attempt to further explore and materialize the “learning ecology.”
While connectivist approaches demonstrate the importance of networked technologies the
limited focus on technology also limits the use of the framework itself. And more importantly,
these technology-oriented approaches to the learning ecology presume neutrality of technology.
This contrasts with the more recent understanding of technology as a mechanism for embedding
socio-cultural biases and methods of surveillance into the learning model. Authors and scholars
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have pointed out how commonly-used learning systems and technologies tend to frame learning
as a process to be managed and tracked, and these systems can introduce racial bias and market
logics into higher education (Groom and Lamb, 2014; Fabricant and Brier, 2016; Watters, 2016).
Moreover, educational technologies like proctoring and plagiarism software often contain
algorithms designed to surveil students and extract data for profit (Swauger, 2020) and the tools
can reproduce racist, classist, and gendered biases that disadvantage already marginalized
students (Watters, 2016; Gilliard, 2018). Beyond learning tools, many scholars have pointed out
how some of our most-used technologies like Google’s search algorithm and facial recognition
software re-produce racial and discriminatory biases against non-white users (Noble, 2018;
Buolamwini, et. al., 2020). Our technologies are anything but neutral, and to assume so
overlooks the people, ecologies, economies that produce our technologies, and denies the agency
technologies leverage to shape our discursive and material realities.
An agential realist, new materialist approach understands agency as distributed
throughout the ecology, a force for action that can be harnessed by people, places, and things,
including technologies. Learning and learners are presented as somehow separate from the
networks from which their learning emerges but they are not. Spotty Wi-Fi limits students’
agency to complete work; in this situation the network access, reliant upon university budget and
technology infrastructure acts on the student. An online proctoring tool that locks a student out of
an exam for looking away from the screen or for being “unrecognizable” to the facial recognition
software shapes the learning outcomes that are possible for that student. Both learners and their
possible learnings emerge from these ecologies that include technologies and their political
economic entanglements. However, the ecologies need not be defined only by the technologies.
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This dissertation will explore the multiple components and agencies that act within the learning
ecology to produce learners and learnings.
While connectivist approaches to the learning ecology tend to focus on the role of
technology, social constructivists leverage the learning ecology framework to focus on
relationships and communities across formal and informal environments. Social constructivist
approaches posit learning is a “process occurring within ongoing activity, not divided into
separate characteristics of individuals and contexts” (Gutierrez and Rogoff, 2003) and emphasize
that active participation across formal, non-formal and informal learning contexts leads to
learning (Barron, 2006; Kemmis, et. al., 2009). Researchers contend that formal learning
ecologies include school spaces, classrooms, and teachers, shape student achievement (Crick,
2007) and that collaborative local learning ecologies can foster life-long and life-wide learning
and growth (Hodgson and Spours, 2009; Jackson 2013; Díez-Gutiérrez and Díaz-Nafría, 2018).
These approaches contend that learning takes places in formal environments such as schools and
computer labs but also in informal spaces like the home, neighborhoods, communities, projects,
and jobs where students engage.
Similar to the social-constructivist focus on community and spaces, ecological
perspectives reject the traditional school-centric focus in favor of an ecological perspective,
positing that learning occurs across “the broader life spheres of an individual” in a variety of
settings with varied social structures (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Drawing on Bronfenbrenner’s
work, Barron’s research on the learning ecology has been particularly influential in the
development of the learning ecology framework. Barron sought to “better understand how
learning outside school relates to learning within schools or other formal organizations” and her
work examines how formal school learning can lead to “self-sustained” learning in non-formal
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settings. Barron’s social-constructivist, ecological approach demonstrates how learning occurs
across contexts and time, and illustrates how an ecology of environments, activities, and
resources can “spark interest” for students to continue learning beyond their school years and
outside of formal settings (Barron, 2006a).
Of course, any ecology a student inhabits will contain differentiated spaces and contexts,
and therefore it would be important to investigate who and what defines the boundaries of formal
versus informal spaces in order to determine what insight might be gained from differentiating
these spaces. However, the explorations of what a learning ecology is typically focuses on the
social and discursive practices within these spaces that produce learning, not the materiality of
these spaces, the intra-actions between and within spaces, or material affordances of the
formal/informal spaces that support learning. Responding to commentary on her 2006(a)
publication and reflecting on the implications of the learning ecology framework, Barron noted
that “we need detailed accounts of the transactional relationships between ever-changing learners
and their ever-changing life spaces” (2006b).
The divisions between formal/informal communities and spaces exist as specific “cuts”
that researchers make to define aspects of students’ worlds. The researchers often define what is
formal versus informal and overlook how the material-discursive practices of communities,
relationships, and environments are entangled across space and time within a student’s learning
ecology. For example, if a student cannot find a comfortable seat or group work space at school,
they may go work in a comfortable space or meet with their group outside of the school spaces.
The material-discursive differences between these “formal” and “informal” spaces could be
further explored to learn more about how and why spaces and communities become enfolded
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into the learning ecology. Moreover, acknowledging that the researcher has made these defining
cuts emerges as an integral part of defining the ecology and our role in the research process.
In one of the earliest uses of the term learning ecology, Brown (2000) referred to the “the
epistemic landscape” and suggested that knowledge exists beyond the individual student within
communities of practice. The notion that there is a landscape of the mind separate from our
practices in the world upholds the false binary of knowing and being in the world. Brown
concludes that “much of knowing is brought forth in action”. This project attempts to
acknowledge the inseparability of knowledge and action to highlight how there is no epistemic
landscape without the body and practices it enacts in the world.
Past research has demonstrated that learning happens through time, across formal and
informal environments, and includes a multitude of technologies and resources. In my new
materialist, agential realist approach to learning ecologies, I seek to identify the material-discursive
components that intra-act to produce the ecology that fosters the emergence of learning. This
approach to the learning ecology research explores what, who, and where matters in the production
of learning. This exploration seeks to illuminate how in and out of school environments, bodies
and discursive practices, and material resources entangle to form the learning ecology. The
learning ecology framework would benefit from a grounding in a theoretical approach that
acknowledges the materiality of the ecology and resists the binaries of knowing/being and
inside/outside to instead recognize how entanglement and emergence are foundational to learning
phenomena.

New Materialism and Agential Realism
As laid out above, the majority of social science research on learning ecologies draws on
social constructivist, ecological, and connectivist theoretical approaches and has been
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predominantly ontologically defined as an environment or a context for learning (Sangrá et. al.,
2019). Though these theories identify and acknowledge the importance of various environments,
their material and ontological existence is rarely explored or troubled; what actually makes up a
learning ecology? How do the ecologies form? What defines an informal or formal space? How
do materials, technologies, bodies, practices, and spaces act on learners? How do the ecologies
support or hinder learning?
Adopting a new materialist, agential realist approach, I contend that the learning ecology
is a “specific material configuration” (Barad, 2007) of human and non-human components.
These components intra-act through material-discursive practices thus creating this entangled
ecology. This entangled ecology of intra-acting human and non-human components fosters the
conditions for the emergence of learning, a process of being-knowing in the world. Learning
emerges from the ecology, from the network of entangled people, places, resources, practices,
and discursive norms that create and are produced by the university. Using a new theoretical
foundation to explore learning as an onto-epistemological phenomenon allows one to account for
the components and forces that act to define and produce this emergent phenomenon. As an
emergent phenomenon, learning is indeterminate until components within the ecology intra-act
to produce its emergence.
New materialism encompasses a range of ideas, authors, and perspectives that reject
boundaries such as inside-outside, mind-body, subject-object, positing that everything is already
material; meaning and matter, material and discursive are intertwined and co-produced. The
“new” here might be better understood as a “renewed materialisms” (Coole and Frost, 2010)
because, of course, materialism is not “new”. These new materialist approaches advocate for an
ontological turn in the social sciences towards a renewed focus on the materiality inherent in our
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theories. Re-focusing our lens on the material allows for tracing the entanglement of all our
material realities to better understand how agency flows through all matter and power is
differentially produced. This illuminates our shared responsibility in the creation of reality and
recognizing that our social inquiries are inherently ethical and political.
New materialisms are also often referred to as “sociomateriality” (Edwards and Fenwick,
2015) or feminist new materialisms because these approaches are an “embodied and embedded”
form of materialism (Braidotti in Dolphijn and van der Tuin, 2014). Becoming, affect,
distributed agency, matter, and situated knowledges are foundational to this approach. Our
bodies and our practices entangle to produce worlds. We are not separate from the materials and
discourse we produce and engage with. Ways of being and knowing are created, not inherently
existing to be discovered.
In new materialist approaches, all matter has some form of “thing-power”, meaning
agency is no longer located only within the human subject (Bennett, 2010). Agency moves,
bubbles up, and congeals into actionable possibilities. Rather than a linear interpretation of
learning where a professor teaches content and a student demonstrates competency as
knowledge, this approach reads bodies, tools, practices, and processes as entangled agencies that
create the conditions for learning. The human is no longer the only agentic subject in the
production of learning; agency is distributed throughout the components within the ecology.
Matter is not an inert substance, it is vibrant and dynamic and an “agential realist elaboration…allows matter its due as an active participant in the world's becoming…provides an
understanding of how discursive practices matter” (Barad, 2007, p. 135). Both human and nonhuman components possess agency to materialize a world that facilitates or hinders possibilities
for learning.
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The notion that agency is distributed through multiple actors has been explicated by
Barad in her theory of agential realism but also has roots in other theories of “sociomateriality”
(Edwards and Fenwick, 2015), including Latour’s Actor Network Theory (ANT). Latour
contends that both human or non-human actors participate “in the course of action…[to] modify
the state of affairs” (2005). Barad’s “component” is similar yet differentiated from Latour’s
conceptualization of the “actor”; both theories focus on materiality and offer performativity as an
attempt to move away from the metaphysical assumptions associated with representationalism,
the idea that “beings exist as individuals with inherent attributes anterior to their representation”
(Barad, 2003, p. 801). In both cases, components and actors have agency to produce realities.
However, Barad pushes beyond just the inclusion of both human and non-human
components that Latour offers as defining of the social. Barad advocates for inquiry into how
categories like “human” and “non-human” are produced (Cabantous and Sergi, 2018). Barad
uses the term component to signal how a human or non-human force is inherently in relationship
within the phenomena in question. A component becomes component through its relationships; a
student becomes “student” when they enroll at a university, and again when they attend class,
and again when they…and so on. For Barad, it is the intra-action of the components that produce
the components at all. Intra-action and relationality define the components, or Latour’s “actors”.
Through intra-action, agential cuts are enacted and boundaries of components are defined. In
other words, it is in the intra-actions, the practices that take place between components, where
“these differential boundaries are stabilized and destabilized” (Barad, 2003, p. 808). This intraactive becoming differentiates Barad’s “component” from Latour’s “actor”.
The focus on intra-action and becoming of “subject” and “object” opens up possibility
and necessity to more deeply examine where power lies, and the political and ethical
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entanglements of components. Barad points to the exclusionary nature of Latour’s theory, “the
political field is not limited to the statehouse” (Barad, 2007, 59) and her approach allows
inquirers to ask, “How is power understood? How are the social and the political theorized?”
(Barad, 2007, 58). For Barad, all entanglements and intra-actions are political and ethical, not
just those in the political sphere (Conty, 2018). Power and ethical responsibility are at the heart
of all intra-actions and productions of the world. Hence Barad’s use of term ethico-ontoepistemology to describe the intertwining of ethics, knowing, and being, and their assertion that
“each intra-action matters…because the becoming of the world is a deeply ethical matter”
(Barad, 2007, p. 185). Learning emerges from inherently ethical-material-discursive
entanglements between students, professors, university administrations, spaces, technologies and
so on, “We (but not only "we humans") are always already responsible to the others with whom
or which we are entangled…Ethics is therefore not about right response to a radically
exterior/ized other, but about responsibility and accountability for the lively relationalities of
be-coming of which we are a part” (Barad, 2007, p. 393).
Barad’s unique vocabulary, including ethico-onto-epistemology, agential cuts, and intraaction, is foundational their approach. Agential realism focuses on “material-discursive
practices” to highlight the inseparability of material and meaning. In the agential realist
framework, the primary unit of reality is not inherently separate entities with definite boundaries
but phenomena – emergent processes of interacting components. Barad’s vocabulary will be
utilized throughout my agential realist framing of the learning ecology that I lay out in this
dissertation. Though I sometimes use Latour’s word actor to signal an acting components, will
use component more often throughout this project.
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To be clear, all components have agency; these actors or components intra-act and
leverage agency to both create ecologies and produce emergent learnings. Components are not
separate entities, they are entangled within ever-ongoing phenomena such as classrooms, the
university, transport systems, the economy, and so on. Agency is not something within, but
rather emerges through intra-action creating possible pathways for actors or components to
“modify the state of affairs” (Latour, 2005). This approach “shifts the focus from questions of
correspondence between descriptions and reality…to matters of practices, doings, and actions.”
(Barad, 2007, p. 135 (Barad, 2007, p. 135).
Barad locates the foundations for agential realism in the work of feminist studies of
science and advancements in quantum physics. In particular Barad focuses on discoveries about
the nature of matter exposed in the double slit experiment, and in particular the ideas of
indeterminacy and diffraction. Drawing on feminist studies of science, this approach contends
that knowledge is interpretive, partial, and always situated (Haraway, 1988). A researcher will
produce knowledge and read data from a specific position (being), each reader and each reading
can produce a variety of emergent knowings. The readings of the data in this dissertation are my
readings from the perspective of a CUNY graduate student, adjunct instructor, and researcher in
2020-2021. I discuss quantum physics, diffraction, diffractive reading, and positionality further
in Chapter Three.

An Agential Realist Approach to Learning and Learning Ecology Framework
Recent educational research has used new materialist approaches to address how “the
learner and the world cannot be separated, but are of the world in a co-dependency” (Lenz
Taguchi, 2010). In her book, Lenz Taguchi developed an “intra-active pedagogy” to resist the
dualistic thinking of learning theories that hold human as central and separate from the world.
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Lenz Taguchi contends that “[...] learning does not simply take place inside the child but is the
phenomena that are produced in the intra-activity taking place in between the child, its body its
discursive inscriptions, the discursive conditions in the space of learning, the materials available,
the time–space relations in a specific room of situated organisms, where people are only one
such material organism among others.” In her study of a “more livable school”, Lenz Taguchi
(2013) reveals how the materialities of architecture, bodies, spaces, items and associated
discursive practices mattered in girls’ experience of ill or well-being. Lenz-Taguchi’s use of
intra-action highlights how entities do not pre-exist one another but rather come to be through
mutual entanglement from which learning emerges. This dissertation builds on the idea of
becoming through mutual entanglement to explore and materialize the learning ecology, and
begin to reveal the learnings and learnings these ecologies make possible.
Using an agential realist approach allows for the examination of the learning ecology as a
material-discursive configuration of agentic, intra-acting components. This approach also urges
researchers to attend to the ethical dimensions of their own entanglements within the ecology.
This framing of the learning ecology rejects the binary between knowing and being in favor of an
ethico-onto-epistemological approach that recognizes the entanglement and emergence of being
and knowing and acknowledges the agency of all matter. This framing requires exploration of
the intra-action of bodies, tools, practices, entangled processes of becoming that both define
learning and create the conditions for its emergence.
In past social science research, the “ecology” has been used a metaphor or a set of
contexts (Sangrá, et. al., 2019) but these investigations often overlook how intra-actions and
agency produces the emergence of learning. Considering the ecology not as a metaphor but
rather as a “specific material configuration” (Barad, 2007, p. 206, 338) allows for the
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investigation of the human and non-human components and material-discursive practices of a
specific spacetime that lead to learning. Learning is local and emergent, and the components a
student engages with determine how and what learning occurs.
Learning ecologies, specific configurations of material-discursive components, are
unique to a student in a particular university in a particular spacetime. Learning processes
emerge from, and are supported or undermined by this network of entangled agencies, people,
places, resources, practices, departments, and discursive norms that both create and are produced
by the university itself. Focusing on the material and discursive practices that create a learning
ecology illuminates an ecology’s existence as a complex network of intra-acting and entangled
human and non-human components. In this perspective the ecology becomes; the ecology is the
unit of analysis.
Components intra-act to produce certain realities and are also entangled within larger
systems of production. For example, a professors syllabus policies and readings might shape
students’ engagement with texts, spaces, resources, technologies, and so on. But this syllabus
also reflects the requirements of the department (required readings) and the university (access to
library resources, procurement of certain technologies). Learning will be defined and shaped by
these materials – books, technologies, writing centers, printer paper, libraries, laptops, flows of
capital funding for resources, place to study off campus, job or internship site – and discursive
practices – syllabus policies, departmental requirements, assessments via grades, and so on. This
material-discursive ecology entangles the student, professor, department, university,
technologies, textbook companies, state funding, into the emergence of learning. The intra-action
of these material-discursive components matter – they produce specific material configurations
that foster learning – differentiated ways of being and knowing.
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Learning emerges from the intra-actions and entanglements of student, professor, space,
resources, technologies, classrooms, teaching practices, course requirements, university policies,
administrators, school norms, technology platforms, economies, state budgets, and so on. Since
these components intra-act to produce emergent learning they should all be included in an
investigation of learning; this ecology of entangled and intra-acting components is the focus of
the inquiry laid out here. Understanding the components and agencies that act to produce
learning offer possibilities for fostering ways of being-knowing both within the university and
beyond.
Focusing on materiality and the mattering of learning highlights how learning and the
learning ecologies are not stable entities, they are (re)made and emergent from networks of
entangled components of a particular “spacetime (often called history)” (Barad, 2010).
Classrooms without windows, homes without Wi-Fi, quiet libraries, underfunded university
budgets, pervasive use of surveillance technologies matter; they materialize the conditions for
learning. This approach to learning ecologies is inherently local, focusing on what matter comes
to matter in the emergence of learning in a specific trajectory of spacetime.
After exploring the concepts of acquisition and transfer, two common explanations for
learning, Sfard (1998) concluded: “we have to accept the fact that the metaphors we use while
theorizing may be good enough to fit small areas, but none of them suffice to cover the entire
field…we must learn to satisfy ourselves with only local sense-making” (emphasis mine). The
production, emergence, and even the very definition of learning is contingent upon the local
material-discursive intra-actions that take place within a particular ecology. An agential realist
approach pushes researchers to move beyond an individual unit of analysis and offers the
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learning ecology as a systemic unit of analysis to better understand the material-discursive
network of components that intra-act to produce the conditions for the emergence of learning.

Overview of the Chapters
This introductory chapter has laid out my rationale for an agential realist approach to
learning ecologies. I leverage this agential realist framing of the learning ecology to explore who
and what matters in the ecologies, how agency is distributed, and how these forces facilitate the
emergence of the phenomena of learning. In the following chapters, I explore students’ learning
ecology to illuminate the ecology’s existence and formation as a complex network of entangled,
intra-acting human and non-human components, highlight how knowing does not exist
separately from being, and attempt to account for the systems of production and agentic matter at
work in the ecology.
Chapters Two and Three provide an overview of the methods used in this project.
Chapter Two details the context for the project, my methods for data collection, and introduces
the student participants and the maps they created for this project. In Chapter Three I provide an
overview of Barad’s concept of diffraction and the diffractive reading methodology used in this
project, and diffractively read my own approach to the project, offering insight into my own
positionality within this research.
Chapters Four, Five and Six offer several diffractive readings of students narratives and
maps. In Chapter Four I diffractively reads students’ maps to identify the components that intraact to form the learning ecologies, and in Chapter Five I explore the formation of these ecologies
by examining the maps’ topographies and typologies. Chapter Six takes a deep dive into four
students’ learning ecology maps and narratives to explore how their ecologies support or hinder
the emergence of learning. Diffraction patterns within and across students’ ecologies
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demonstrate how the campus acts as a catalyst in the formation of the learning ecology, that
access and barriers to resources materialize within the ecology, and that different forms of
pedagogical, technological, and institutional interference can support or stifle the possibilities for
learning to emerge.
Chapter Seven expands the lens to read the data within the wider systems of intra-action
and production. This chapter explores how learning ecologies are entangled within the
university, the city, and technology infrastructures, exposing how systemic components also
leverage agency to shape learning ecologies. The final concluding chapter lays out the
implications of this research project and offers possibilities for future explorations of learning
ecologies.
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CHAPTER 2 | Mixed Methods for Mapping Learning Ecologies
This dissertation conceptualizes learning as a complex and emergent phenomenon shaped
by a material-discursive, entangled ecology of intra-acting components. Instead of attempting to
determine whether or exactly how students learn, this dissertation explores the ecology as the
unit of analysis to better understand the intra-acting human and non-human components and the
material-discursive practices that create the conditions for the emergence of learning. This
ecological and new materialist lens makes it possible to examine these components and
entanglements but also requires me, as the researcher, to acknowledge and contend with my own
entanglements in the contexts and ecologies that the students and I inhabit. For example, I am not
standing outside the university looking in; like the students, I am part of the university as a
student, a staff member, an adjunct professor; I have my own material-discursive entanglements
and practices that allow me to intra-act within, learn, teach, and co-produce the university.
In this chapter, I lay out my approach to collecting data about the learning ecologies of
undergraduate students at the City University of New York (CUNY). This research was
conducted at Baruch and John Jay colleges from Fall 2017 to Spring 2019, which was a time of
austerity, polarization, and social change at CUNY and beyond. Combining a narrative, semistructured interview with a mapping exercise, this mixed methods approach sought to engage
students in the creative endeavor of mapping their learning ecologies in order to help visualize
and materialize the entanglements of components within their ecologies. My focus on the
ecologies here is an attempt to better understand the many, entangled components that intra-act
to produce learning: technologies, classroom and campus spaces, university resources, teachers,
pedagogical practices, administrators and administrative decisions, race and class, public transit
systems and components beyond the university itself. Learning is not a definitive process, but
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rather emerges from intra-actions between components at different scales and levels of
complexity.

Grounding the Project
Exploring and acknowledging complexity is foundational to understanding the
emergence of learning, and especially understanding learning at the City University of New York
(CUNY). As the largest urban public university system in the world, CUNY is defined by its
complexity. The City University of New York system is comprised of 25 campuses throughout
the five boroughs and includes seven senior colleges, four comprehensive colleges, and seven
community colleges. As an institution with over 275,000 degree seeking students and more than
40,000 employees, CUNY is a city unto itself (About CUNY). The complexity of this large,
public, urban institution plays out through its systemic bureaucracy, obscure operational and
procurement processes, lacking infrastructure, uneven distribution of resources, entanglement in
increasingly austere city, and state politics, all while aiming to fulfill the university’s mission to
serve the city’s diverse student population on an ever-diminishing budget. Learning is a complex
process and learning at CUNY is complexified by the university itself.
Since its founding The City University of New York (CUNY) has been dedicated to
providing affordable higher education to all residents of New York City and aims to create
educational opportunities for typically underserved populations (History, CUNY). As tuition at
many other universities has skyrocketed, CUNY struggles to keep tuition relatively affordable
and maintains various scholarship and funding programs. As a result of these funding programs
and admittedly lower tuition rates compared to other public and private colleges, students who
typically could not afford college are often able to attend CUNY. Over half of CUNY students
come from households with incomes less than $30,000 per year and students tend to be older,
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from minority backgrounds, and many the first generation to attend college (CUNY Office of
Institutional Research and Assessment, 2016).
College students, and especially students at CUNY, maintain complex lives that require
balancing academic responsibilities with work, family, and social responsibilities. In order to
examine all the components students intra-act with throughout their time at CUNY, I embraced a
mixed methods approach to gain insight into students’ “hyphenated selves” (Fine and Sirin,
2007; Katsiaficas, et. al.; 2011). The mixed methods used in this project provide students with
multiple modalities (talking, writing, drawing, mapping) through which to communicate their
experiences, acknowledging the “multidimensionality” (Frost, 2009) of students’ lives during
college. Multimodal methods facilitated exploration of both objects and processes that
materialize within students’ learning ecologies. Rather than focusing solely on technologies and
on/off campus spaces, a multimodal approach attempts to foster creative opportunities for
students to articulate social relationships, processes, and human and non-human components that
play a role in their engagement at CUNY.
This work presents students’ narratives and maps as the primary source of data and
knowledge about learning ecologies at CUNY. Exploring students maps and narratives, and in
later chapters drawing student recommendations for improvements at CUNY, I am advocating
for recognizing students’ as foundational sources and creators of knowledge about how learning
emerges, how the university functions in this process and how the ecologies materialize and
facilitate learning. The student perspectives shared in this project offers unique insight about the
networks that support and hinder learning and progression towards an earning an undergraduate
degree at CUNY.
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Mixed Methods
Because the “learning ecology” has been defined in various ways in the literature
(Sangrá, et. al., 2019), I entered into the research process without a definitive hypothesis about
learning ecologies. Using a grounded theory approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), I sought out to
better understand the materialization of the ecology. Grounded theory requires the researcher to
“stay close” to the data in order to generate theory through inductive exploration. This approach
offers a promising method for exploring aspects of the “human experience” that might be
difficult to capture through more experimental and quantitative methods (Rennie, 1988).
Consistent with a grounded theory approach, at the outset for this project, my research questions
were relatively open-ended:
•

What people, places, technologies, university and other resources comprise a
student’s learning ecology?

•

How do student learning ecologies facilitate the learning process and shape
engagement in their college experience?

These questions were developed to explore both the objects and processes that comprise
students’ learning ecologies and my focus on different aspects of these questions changed over
time. The first question aims to provide insight into what components coalesce and act within the
learning ecology. The second question sought to explore the how ecologies support (or hinder)
learning. At the outset of this project, I thought I was examining students’ engagement in the
learning process but later, after refining my own view of learning and the actors within the
ecology, I re-framed my analysis to read for how ecologies open up or shut down possibilities for
learning to emerge. Both research questions aim to produce empirical information about learning
ecologies that may help to refine the fragmented definition of the “learning ecology” found in the
literature. Moreover, I hope that this project will highlight the utility of the learning ecology
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framework and in particular, how supportive learning ecologies might be fostered within higher
educational contexts.
In order to learn more about students’ academic work and processes of engagement I
conducted semi-structured interviews with the students to collect narratives about their time at
CUNY. Since narratives are often used to make sense of our situatedness in the world, these
narratives were gathered to provide insight into the multidimensionality of students’ lives
(Chase, S.E, 2003; Frost, 2009). After the semi-structured interview, we transitioned into a
mapping session. I chose to extend the interaction beyond the semi-structured interview format
to gain a deeper, less formalized and textual understanding of students’ lives at CUNY. The
mapping session aimed to give students a way of communicating their world, its meanings,
embedded emotions, and processes beyond verbal exchange.

Setting up the Project
The narrative and map data was collected over the course of two years, from the Fall
2017 to Spring 2019 at two senior colleges within the City University of New York (CUNY)
system: Baruch College and John Jay College. To conduct this research, I first gained approval
from my home campus, the CUNY Graduate Center’s (GC) Institutional Review Board (IRB) by
submitting my research plan which included my interview and mapping protocol, participant and
recruitment information, and details about the campuses where the research would take place.
The project was approved with the caveats that I gain individual approval from each campus
where the research would take place and locate a private and secure location in which to conduct
my research on each campus.
I wanted to conduct research on the student’s “home” campus for several reasons. First,
conducting interviews on campus did not require students to travel to my campus, the Graduate
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Center, which would likely be out of their way and incur additional travel costs. Moreover, being
on the students’ campus allowed me to immerse myself in the locations might mention in our
sessions. And finally, conducting interviews on campus allowed students to remain in place
when participating in the interviews. Typically, when students came in to participate, they had a
class that day or were on campus for another reason. I wanted to make it is easy as possible for
students to participate, being on a campus where they spent some of their time and with which
they were familiar lowered the barriers to participating in this project.
It should be noted that I was already quite familiar with the Baruch and John Jay
campuses; I had taught as an adjunct in the John Jay Psychology department for three years
(2013-2016), and I was also a staff member in Baruch’s Center for Teaching and Learning
(2015-2019) while I was conducting this research. Originally, I had planned to conduct research
at four CUNY campuses, Baruch, John Jay, Brooklyn College, and New York City College of
Technology (City Tech). I had chosen these campuses because of their differentiated curriculum
offerings and locations.
Brooklyn College offers over 100 undergraduate and graduate programs and has a more
typical “college campus”, with grassy quad areas and various brick buildings spread over a larger
area than other CUNY campuses. City Tech is a comprehensive college granting Associates and
Bachelor’s degrees and is located in downtown Brooklyn within several, interconnected
buildings. John Jay and Baruch are both densely urban campuses located in Manhattan. John Jay
is located on the West Side with 5 buildings between W54th Street to W59th street. Similarly,
Baruch College, on Manhattan’s East Side, is housed in six buildings between 22nd and 26th
street, just north of Gramercy Park. John Jay and Baruch are well-known for their social
science-oriented and business-oriented curriculums, respectively.
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To gain approval to conduct research on these campuses, I sent a one-page letter to the
Provost for Student Academic Affairs and the Research Compliance officers at each campus.
The letter provided the theoretical background of the project, an overview of the interview
methods I would use, and my plans for recruitment and student compensation. Despite several
attempts, I never received any response from Brooklyn College. The Research Coordinator at
City Tech denied my request to conduct research at the campus citing student complaints
“regarding the volume of research that they are being asked to participate in.” I did not know the
research officers at Baruch or John Jay so it was by chance that I received approval to conduct
research on the two campuses with which I was most familiar. It’s possible, though not to my
knowledge, that I was approved to conduct research because my name was recognized by
administrators on these campuses.
Upon receiving approval to conduct research at Baruch and John Jay College, I reached
out to the Teaching and Learning Centers on each campus to inquire about securing a private
location to conduct the interview and mapping sessions. I explained my project and how the data
might provide salient information about that college’s student learning ecologies. Both centers
generously offered to provide a private room on the campus where I could complete the
interviews. Upon request, I offered to share de-identified insights that might be of use in their
faculty development initiatives. Once I had obtained campus approval and a private location on
campus to collect data, I began the recruitment process.
The ability to secure private spaces on each campus to conduct interviews demonstrates
how my entanglement within the university was foundational to this research. The driving factors
in securing a private location on campus was likely a result of my “connections”, relationships I
had developed with people and spaces on both the Baruch and John Jay campuses. As a staff
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member in the Baruch Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL), I was able to use a private space
in the CTL or, if that was unavailable, I was able to use the director’s private faculty office in the
Management department. At John Jay, I also knew the director of the CTL and she provided me
with a private room in the John Jay CTL. Again, when that was unavailable, I was able to use a
private faculty office of a colleague in the psychology department.
These intra-university connections resulted from my other work experiences while in
grad school. These entanglements – my social and discursive relationships across the university –
resulted in real, material outcomes: spaces in which I was able conduct my dissertation work that
would have been otherwise inaccessible. I am forever grateful to these colleagues for making
these spaces available to me thereby making this work possible. Another example of materialdiscursive (matter-meaning) intra-actions spurring the materialization of the interviews and
mapping sessions from which this dissertation emerged.
In order to participate in this project, a student needed to be a full-time, matriculated,
junior or senior at John Jay or Baruch. As a student of junior and senior status, they would have
gained enough credits to be considered an “advanced” student, suggesting the student has made
significant progress through their college trajectory and have therefore developed an ability to
engage in their own learning process. Some students had been at their CUNY campuses for
entire college career and others had transferred from other CUNY campuses or private colleges.
To recruit students flyers (Appendix A) were hung in public spaces on each campus,
including message boards near classrooms, elevators, and in cafeteria areas. I also left flyers on
tables in dining halls, lounge areas, and library work spaces. Leaving flyers at various locations
on campus sought to reach both students who spent time on extended time on campus (lounges,
library) and students who only attended campus to go to class or visit administrative offices
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(hallways and elevator message boards). In interviews, students mentioned the elevator message
boards most often when I asked where they saw the flyer.
An email containing the flyer and brief project description was also sent out to two
faculty contacts on each campus (four contacts, total). All flyers contained a QR code and web
address that lead to a website (https://opencuny.org/mappingcuny/). This website provided
additional information about the study, including information about compensation, and a short
screening survey. Students were required to complete the short survey in order to sign up for an
interview time slot. The screening survey included five questions:
1. Are you a CUNY Student? (Answer options: Yes/ No)
2. What year? (Answer options: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior)
3. What CUNY college do you attend? (Answer options: Baruch, John Jay, Other)
4. What is your major? (Open Field)
5. What is your GPA (optional)? (Open Field)
Once students completed the survey and verified they were a junior or senior, full-time student I
contacted the student via the email address they provided to setup a time for the interview and
mapping session. Aside from the de-identified interview audio file and map document, and the
signed IRB consent form, all student information was destroyed at the conclusion of this research
project.

Gathering Material-Discursive Narratives
Semi-structured, qualitative interview and mapping sessions were conducted with 26
CUNY undergraduate students to produce narrative and visual data. Semi-structured, qualitative
interviews gave students the opportunity to provide reflections on their time at CUNY. The
second half of the interview included a mapping session, switching the medium of
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communication to give students the opportunity to visualize their learning ecology. Switching
the medium, the map acted as an “extension of ourselves” allowing students convey meaning,
experiences, identities, materialities, and processes that exist beyond language and text
(McLuhan, 1964).
The interview sessions began with a brief consent process; students were walked through
and signed an IRB-approved consent form. After the consent process, the recording device was
turned on. All interviews started with the same prompt, which contained three topics or
questions: “I’ll just ask you to tell me what your major is and why you chose it. If you want to
tell me your GPA, you can but you don't have to, and then maybe tell me about a class that
you've taken that you liked or disliked.” I used a tri-part prompt to signal several things to
students: that the questions were intended to be conversation starters, that students did not have
to answer any questions they did not want to, and that they were welcome and encouraged to tell
stories about their lives that they deemed important.
The tri-part prompts created multiple entry points from which students could begin and,
since the questions were somewhat open-ended, allowed students to shape the flow of the
interview. Moreover, the consistent prompt ensured that each interview began with similar entry
points. This tri-part prompt asked students to articulate aspects of their ecology and provided an
opportunity dive into a personal narrative that they could shape throughout the interview. The
interviews took on a conversation-like feel; students would tell me about their academic
experiences and I would follow up with closely-related questions that would guide them to other
questions in the interview protocol (Appendix B). During the interviews I would silently mark
questions that students answered as we progressed through the conversation and I also took quick
notes about details to follow up on.
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All interviews covered the same topics including: courses taken, assignments and
processes for completion, group work, study spaces, campus locations, resources used, study
habits, commute information, technologies used, seeking academic support, free time and out of
school activities, jobs they held, and students’ recommendations for how their college experience
might have been improved. These questions were discussed during the first half of the interview
which lasted anywhere from 25 to 60 minutes.
After talking through the protocol questions, I would ask students if they had anything
else to add with the caveat that they could always share more information during the next phase
of the interview. After any additional conversation, I transitioned into the mapping session,
explaining that, “So far today we have talked about your academic life at [CUNY College]. I
have all these materials - stickers, markers, and pencils that you can use for this activity. So, if
someone were going to live for a week as you – as student you – what are all the things that they
would need to know to get through your week? Where are all the places that they would need to
go, things that they would need? What I am asking for you to do is create a sort of map of your
life as a student. There is no right or wrong way to do this, you can create whatever makes the
most sense to you. I might ask you some questions along the way, and feel free to talk me
through what you are making.”
The prompt to begin the mapping session (quote above) was consistent between
interviews; I explained the task, outlined the materials that were available, and let students know
that we could continue talk throughout the session. I also assured students that there was no
“correct” way to complete this map. Some students asked clarifying questions about how their
map should be created such as: “am I supposed to write it or just use the stickers?” or, “do I have
to draw the school?”. I would respond that they could use any of the materials and were welcome
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to include or exclude whatever they felt helped visualize their life throughout a typical week. If
they were uncomfortable drawing, I let them know they could use stickers or make rudimentary
drawings and label them. Students asked what should be included in their maps, questions like
“just my academic life?” or “So only for school?”. I would respond that they could include
anything they felt was related to their learning.
The prompt used during the mapping session was similar to the methods Annamma
(2018) employed when working with Education Journey Maps made by young girls of color with
dis/abilities. My mapping prompt was broad and purposefully vague in order to be constructive
for students and provide direction while also avoiding prescriptive directions. While explaining
the activity, I let students know that their creations did not need to be in traditional map format
or contain any specific elements. To create “continual access” (Annamma, 2018), I encouraged
students to ask questions and to continue our conversation, therefore opening up space for
ongoing engagement between the student and I as they created their map.
When students indicated that they were done creating their map, I often asked a few
follow up question to make sure I understood their maps and visualizations. I then gave them the
opportunity to ask me questions. Since I began the interview articulating my positionality as a
student, I felt that the students participating in my study should also have the opportunity to ask
me about my experiences at CUNY. They often asked about the project, what I was hoping to
learn, and what I planning to do with the information I gathered. I explained that aimed to learn
more about the students’ learning and networks they engaged with as they progress through
CUNY. I offered to share my dissertation when it was completed; I plan to do this by making
this document publicly available in the CUNY Academic Works repository as soon as it is
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submitted (i.e. no embargo). Students also asked questions about the processes of graduate
school and how the project contributed to my dissertation.
Towards the end of the sessions the student participant and I would often find ourselves
in conversation about what it was like to be a student at CUNY. Our conversations lead me to
add a question to my interview protocol; in most sessions, I concluded our time together by
asking each student for three recommendations they would make for improving their experience
at CUNY. I will return to these recommendations in the final chapters, when I reflect on the
implications of the project and how students, faculty, and staff might engage within and nurture
learning ecologies at CUNY. My goal in providing transparency, asking mostly open-ended
questions, and asking for their questions and input on the college, was to destabilize our
researcher/student relationship and to foster a conversation instead of a strict question - answer
interview. In future iterations of the project, I would like to further destabilize this relationship
and make the research process more participatory by reading and analyzing maps with the
students, so that we are all the researchers in this process.
The data for this project includes 26 original student learning ecology maps and 28.5
hours of recorded interview audio, which totaled 693 pages of transcribed (verbatim) data. On
average, interviews lasted sixty-eight minutes and ranged from twenty-five minutes to two hours.
The students who participated in this project were taking classes full time, and many are often
working and/or have other responsibilities, and frankly, their time is valuable. After we finished
talking and when it was clear that the session was coming to an end, I provided students with a
$20 gift card for their participation because I believe that students should be compensated for
participating in research and taking 1-2 hours of their day to share their insights with me for this
project. Students were able to choose between a Starbucks, Amazon, or an MTA subway card.
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Why maps?
As previously mentioned, the mapping session extended the data collection beyond a
standard semi-structured interview to gain a deeper, material-discursive understanding of
students’ ecologies. Since knowledge is always interpretive, partial, and situated (Haraway,
1988), the mixed methods approach provided students with multiple ways of communicating.
These methods draw on feminist standpoint theories that embrace the politics of location and
recognizes that knowledge that springs from “webs of differentiated positioning” (Rich, 1984).
Past research on mapping methods indicate that maps can provide a window into
students’ “life spaces” (Lewin, 1936) and present a useful method for gathering information
about subjectivities and identities (Futch and Fine, 2014; Katsiaficas, et. al., 2011). Due to the
playful nature of the method, mapping works well with younger individuals and fosters a more
participatory experience, encouraging each participant to create and visualize their lives in their
own way. As a researcher, the maps provided me with insight into the dynamic relationship
between humans and their environment helped me to examine the “roles and meanings of space
and place in everyday lives” (Gieseking, 2013).
The rapport that developed during the mapping session reflected the creative nature of the
mapping exercise. When we began the mapping session, it was made clear there was no “right or
wrong way” to create a map, and a sense of openness and possibility emerged. The mapping
session shifted the interview into a mode of increasingly affective exchange where conversation
was less formal. Students often shared information that was not uncovered by the interview
questions and previously unnoticed components of their ecology had space to emerge onto the
page. As I conducted the data analysis, the ecology maps provided visualized, material data for
understanding the composition and formation of learning ecologies. The mapping and diffractive
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reading methods proved integral for exploring the maps and the entanglements of components
within and across students’ ecologies with as little fracturing of the data as possible.

Student Participants
In total, 26 undergraduate students participated in this project, 16 students from Baruch
College (14 females, 2 males) and 10 students from John Jay college (8 females, 2 males). To
participate, students needed to be a full-time, matriculated, juniors (14 participants) or seniors
(12 participants) at John Jay or Baruch College. One John Jay student was not included in the
final sample because during the interview she clarified her status as a Master’s degree student
and realized she had misidentified herself as a senior during the screening process.

Student Maps
The students’ narratives and visualizations of their learning ecology are the foundation of
this project. Rather than relegating the students’ contributions to an appendix, each map will be
shared in the body of the chapter below, along with a student profile that provides a brief
introduction to each student who participated in this project. Students have been given
pseudonyms unless they chose to use their own name. Student profile data was collected from
interview audio and transcripts. If certain fields of the student profile have been left blank, there
was no clear data to include for that data point. In the list below, maps are presented in the order
in which they were produced1. Seeing and reading the maps together helps to illuminate the
complexities, differences, and similarities that materialize within and across students’ maps. The
maps depicted below will be explored in more depth in subsequent chapters.

1

Figure Numbers: The “Figure” numbers for the maps remain consistent throughout this document. As maps are
repeated throughout the dissertation, the figure number refers back to the number indicated in the Chapter Two list
of maps (pages 38-50, below).
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Baruch Students
Mari
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.1
Major: Corporate
Communications
Reason for Major: Corporate
Communications "tie in with the
real world and all the skills that
I'm learning.”
Transfer Student: Yes: started
at a private university and
transferred to Queens College,
before going to Baruch.
Extracurricular: Lunch with
classmates on Thursdays
Work (job): Work study
positions

Figure 1: Mari's Learning Ecology Map
Amy
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.9
Major: Psychology
Reason for Major: Interested in
exploring a graduate degree social
work; found Psychology courses
more applicable than her original
major, Accounting.
Transfer Student: No
Extracurricular: Typically
holds summer internships
Work: Afterschool program
several days a week

Figure 2: Amy's Learning Ecology Map
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Ben
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.9
Major: English, Journalism
Reason for Major: "I like writing. I
want to go into something with that.
The English [part] is something that
just I enjoy, reading, so I wanted to be
able to do that, but the journalism
gives it a little bit more of a
legitimacy, and focuses on working
on the writing stuff."
Transfer Student: No
Extracurricular: Writes movie
reviews for the school newspaper;
volunteers at Jewish organization
Work: Summer: video editing job

Figure 3: Ben's Learning Ecology Map
Amber

Figure 4: Amber's Learning Ecology Map
Work: Work study and a paid hourly
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Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.8
Major: International and
Intercultural Communications
Reason for Major: "I've always
been interested in learning about
different cultures. I love
traveling….so just growing up I've
just been obsessed with learning
about people's different cultures.”
Transfer Student: Yes: from
Borough of Manhattan
Community College, CUNY
Received A.D. in Writing,
Literature
Extracurricular: PR associate for
business and networking club on
campus

Janeece

Figure 5: Janeece's Learning Ecology Map

Year: Senior
G.P.A: 3.7
Major: Corporate
Communications
Reason for Major: "I wanted to
go into Zicklin, but calculus, I was
a little afraid of that one, so I just
decided to do corporate
communication.”
Transfer Student: Yes: Nassau
Comm. College (A.A. in Fashion
Merchandising); Began B.S. at
private university in Georgia
before attending Baruch
Extracurricular:
Entrepreneurship club,
Conversations Partners,
Black Student Union
Work: 20+ hours a week in retail

Jen
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.79
Major: Accounting
Reason for Major: "I think I was
already trying to do something
money-related or...keeping track
of stuff...and accounting is pretty
stable, my parents would say, and
there's a big market for it in the
future, so it's pretty stable. It's
fine for me. It's good enough”
Transfer Student: No
Extracurricular: “I'm not really
active this semester."
Work: Part-time hours outside of
school
Figure 6: Jen's Learning Ecology Map
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Amita
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.8
Major: Math and Statistics
Reason for Major: "I chose
statistics because I feel like with
just math, there's not as many
opportunities, but I also enjoy
statistics and I really enjoy
computer programming.”
Transfer Student: No
Extracurricular: Taking M.A.
course on Algorithms at NYU
Work: Unclear

Figure 7: Amita's Learning Ecology Map

Maria
Year: Senior
G.P.A: 3.8
Major: Business Management
Entrepreneurship
Reason for Major: Wants to start
her own business
Transfer: Yes: A.D. from
LaGuardia Com. College, CUNY
Extracurricular: “I wish I had,
even if my daughter wasn't in
school and everything, I don't
have time to do the things I want
to do."
Work: Took time off from
Baruch from 2009-2015 to work
full-time and care for family
Figure 8: Maria's Learning Ecology Map
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Emily
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 4.0
Major: Arts Administration
Reason for Major: “I love art and
I wanted to go into something
creative. I'm at Baruch because
they offered me a full scholarship.
So, I kind of had to, like, find the
creativity within it."
Transfer: No
Extracurricular: Editor and
photography for the school
yearbook
Work: None

Figure 9: Emily's Learning Ecology Map

Rena
Year: Junior
G.P.A: Not given
Major: Finance, Math minor
Reason for Major: “What I'm really
interested in is financial mathematics…I
was in accounting before…I think it's
very boring.”
Transfer: Yes: International student
from China. Went to school in China,
then attended a private university in
NYC before Baruch.
Extracurricular: Trader’s Club;
Bloomberg Terminal training courses
Work: Interned at an engineering firm
in the accounting division
Figure 10: Rena's Learning Ecology Map
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Zhu
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.3
Major: Accounting
Reason for Major: “I want to get a
job that it's easy to find…I thinking
to change to finance, but now I
think it's too late to change it, so it's
okay."
Transfer: Yes, Attended
Queensborough Com. College,
CUNY, A.D.; International student
from China.
Extracurricular: Chinese
American Club
Work: Unclear
Figure 11: Zhu's Learning Ecology Map

Raquel
Year: Junior
G.P.A: Not given
Major: Psychology, Comm. minor
Reason for Major: “Initially, for
whatever parental reasons, I chose
accounting but I kind of was always
interested in psychology, so flunking
pre-calculus forced me into choosing
what I'm really passionate about…I
like the study of the human mind and
behavior”
Transfer: Yes, transferred from a
private university in NYC
Extracurricular: Baruch club events
with friends
Work: Baruch Admissions Office staff
member
Figure 12: Raquel's Learning Ecology Map
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Carla
Year: Senior
G.P.A: 3.2
Major: Finance, Psychology minor
Reason for Major: Not Given
Transfer: No
Extracurricular: Japan Club, Chi Alpha
Epsilon
Work: Staff in payroll department for an
airline

Figure 13: Carla's Learning Ecology Map
Ava
Year: Senior
G.P.A: 3.4
Major: Accounting
Reason for Major: “I chose the
major because it's very practical,
it's something that you might get a
job”
Transfer: Yes, transferred several
times
Extracurricular: Applying for
internships
Work: Unclear

Figure 14: Ava's Learning Ecology Map
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Amie*
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.2
Major: Biology
Reason for Major: Inspired to give
back from childhood drama shows
like “ER”
Transfer: Yes, from York College,
CUNY
Extracurricular: Unclear
Work: Yes
*This student chose to forgo audio
recording. Narrative data is culled
from extensive notes taken during
session.
Figure 15: Amie’s Learning Ecology Map

Frank
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.2
Major: Financial Accounting
Reason for Major: “It’s
fun…[it’s] more about analyzing
and it touches so many fancy stuffs
like stock… it's really exciting …
you utilize your analytical skills.”
Transfer: Yes, International
student completing 2+2 program: 2
years in China, 2 years at Baruch
Extracurricular: Student
ambassador at Welcome Center
Work: Internship at accounting
agency

Figure 16: Frank's Learning Ecology Map
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John Jay Students
Candace
Year: Senior
G.P.A: 3.57
Major: Criminal Justice,
Corrections minor
Reason for Major: “It was based
on the shows I watched…it was
here that I learned that it's nothing
like the show, but I was still
intrigued by the way the laws
work.”
Transfer: No.
Extracurricular: Formerly on the
soccer team
Work: Staff member at a museum
through CUNY Cultural Corps
Figure 17: Candace's Learning Ecology Map
Nicole
Year: Senior
G.P.A: 3.93
Major: Political Science
Reason for Major: “I thought I want to go to
law school…Now I'm just going to go to grad
school.”
Transfer: No.
Extracurricular: Internship at NYC
assemblyman's office; CUNY Scholars program
Work: Staff in the Women's Center for Gender
Justice and student peer coach in Student
Academic Success program (~15-20
hours/week)

Figure 18: Nicole's Learning Ecology Map
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Danny

Figure 19: Danny's Learning Ecology Map
(~12 hours/week)

Year: Senior
G.P.A: 3.6
Major: Criminal Justice
Management
Reason for Major: “Other majors
in criminal justice are not
interesting to me because most of
them is like, common justice and
for my requirement, I have to take
mostly public administration. It's
mostly like, leadership and learning
policies.”
Transfer: Yes, from Guttman
Comm. College, CUNY
Extracurricular: Biking, working
out
Work: Paid volunteer work
through the CUNY Service Corps

Carrie
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.88
Major: Psychology
Reason for Major: “Psych 101. I
just opened my textbook and I
didn’t want to die. I was like, ‘This
is it.’… I'm like, "I'm learning
about myself. I like this."
Transfer: Yes, from SUNY
Oswego
Extracurricular: Studying for
LSAT
Work: Office manager at an
insurance agency (~15-20
hours/week)
Figure 20: Carrie's Learning Ecology Map
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Madiha
Year: Senior/MA student
G.P.A: 3.75
Major: Law, MPA
Reason for Major: “I actually
started off with law to become a
corporate lawyer. Long story short,
I met a professor who I took
international law class with. He
changed my entire outlook.”
Transfer: No
Extracurricular: Tends the garden
on John Jay roof
Work: College research assistant
(~20 hours/week)

Figure 21: Madiha's Learning Ecology Map

Sai
Year: Junior
G.P.A: 3.75
Major: Computer Science and
Information Security
Reason for Major: Second degree
student: “I realized when I took
digital forensics that I knew I
wanted to do [CS] as well.”
Transfer: Yes, from Bronx Comm.
College, CUNY
Extracurricular: VP of Computer
Science Society; Coast Guard
Auxiliary Club
Work: Interns at New York City
agency
Figure 22: Sai's Learning Ecology Map
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Kendra
Year: Junior
G.P.A: Not Given
Major: Political Science, focus on
International Affairs
Reason for Major: Unclear
Transfer: Yes, from Bronx Comm.
College, CUNY
Extracurricular: UNICEF Club
Work: Dog walking

Figure 23: Kendra's Learning Ecology Map

Nalena
Year: Senior
G.P.A: Not Given
Major: Forensic Psychology,
Africana Studies minor
Reason for Major: “I chose it
because it was the mixture of psych
and law.”
Transfer: Yes, Queensborough
Comm. College, CUNY
Extracurricular: Attends various
club events hosted on campus
Work: Unclear

Figure 24: Nalena's Learning Ecology Map
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Kara
Year: Senior
G.P.A: 3.79
Major: Double: Law and
Sociology
Reason for Major:
Transfer: Yes, Queensborough
Comm. College, CUNY
Extracurricular: Macaulay
Honors College events; completing
original research project for thesis
Work: Contract work (remote) for
a non-profit; Took a year off to
work full time, care for family

Figure 25: Kara's Learning Ecology Map

Jay
Year: Senior
G.P.A: Not given
Major: Computer Science
Reason for Major: Unclear
Transfer: No
Extracurricular:
Work: Works at IT
company; took time off
2013-2016 to work full-time,
care for family

Figure 26: Jay's Learning Ecology Map
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Student Demographics
CUNY students tend to be older and from minority backgrounds; one in four (25%)
CUNY students are 25 years or older and more than 80% of CUNY students identify as nonwhite. According to the Fall 2019 CUNY Student Databook, 32% of students identify as
Hispanic, 26% as Black, 22% as Asian, and 20% as White (CUNY Office of Institutional
Research and Assessment, 2020a). Mirroring the diversity of the CUNY student body, 23 of the
student participants (88%) identified as non-white. Though I did not ask for students to share
their age, two Baruch students, Maria and Ava, self-identified as being much older than their
peers.
Throughout CUNY, over half the student population (60%) come from households with
incomes less than $30,000 per year and over half (56%) of CUNY students work for pay while
attending college full-time; 52% of these students work more than 20 hours per week (CUNY
Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, 2020b). In this project, nineteen of the twentysix students who participated (73%) reported working for pay at the time of participation in the
project; the majority of these students (13) worked off-campus in administrative roles in the nonprofit or public sector, or held service jobs such as dog walking or retail positions. Other students
(6) held jobs on campus or connected to the university in some way; these students worked in the
admissions office, held work study or staff positions in the centers on campus, or held jobs
sponsored by school programs like the CUNY Cultural Corps. Additionally, two students held in
internship positions while attending college. Three of the students who were working part-time
while attending college reported having taken time off from school (taking no classes) in order to
work full-time to support themselves and/or their family. Several students (5) did not mention
work positions held during their time at CUNY.
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Most participating students lived in the five boroughs of New York City, primarily
Brooklyn and Queens, one student lived in Jersey City, two lived on Long Island, and one
student lived in Rockland county in upstate New York. All students commuted to their CUNY
campus.

Transfer Students
As part of the 25-campus system, CUNY maintains a robust connection between the
community and senior colleges. As evidenced by students in this project, transferring from a
community to senior college remains a common path for students matriculating through the
CUNY system. Over half of the students (15) reported transferring from another school to their
current senior college. Almost half of the transfer students (7) attended a CUNY community
college previously and several received an associate’s degree (4). Other transfer students
attended private or public four-year universities, including other CUNY senior colleges, before
attending Baruch or John Jay.
Students that attended private universities prior to CUNY cited tuition as one of the major
motivations for transferring out of the private college, as Janeece describes, “I left [my last
school], because it got a little too expensive although I had a scholarship and everything. So
that's why I'm here at Baruch, it's a lot more inexpensive.” In addition to transferring for more
affordable tuition, students also transferred to CUNY to enroll in a desired major or to be closer
to home. Four students reported attending two or more schools before enrolling at their current
CUNY college. Two students self-identified as international students who had transferred from a
Chinese university, which is more common at Baruch than other CUNY colleges.
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Student Majors
Students reported a variety of majors that often mirrored the common disciplines at their
campus. The majority of Baruch students majored in a business (7) or communications (3) field
while most John Jay students majored in a social science (8) field. Other disciplines represented
in the student sample included STEM (4) and humanities fields (2). This disciplinary and major
diversity reflects the various curricular paths students took through college; they attended varied
types classes with differing pedagogical approaches, and completed a variety of assignments.
The varied majors and curricular trajectories demonstrate that, while students may have spent
time on the same campuses, they may have come into contact with a variety of campuses
resources, course materials, teaching methods, and technologies through their courses.
Table 1: Student Campuses and Major Disciplines
Campus
Baruch

John Jay

Discipline
Business
Humanities
Social Science
STEM
Social Science
STEM
TOTAL

Count
7
2
5
2
8
2
26

Though a few students’ jobs reflected their interests, more often their jobs were unrelated
to, or sometimes drastically different from, what they were studying in school. However,
students often reported that their job roles provided an opportunity to reflect on their classes,
their major, and ideas for their own career paths. Sometimes students reported changing or
planning to change their major after getting a job or internship in a certain field and the valuable
insight they gained into practices and processes of that industry. Some students’ chose majors
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based on personal interest or childhood or past experiences, while others chose majors that
seemed “stable” and likely to lead to a future job.

Caveats: Student GPA and Gender Distribution
This qualitative research project collected rich narrative and visual data detailing students
matriculation through college. However, because students self-selected into the study, the sample
presents a potentially lopsided view of the student population, particularly concerning gender
and grade point averages of the students who participated. While these could be considered
limitations, the uneven distributions offer unique insight into students’ motivation and ability to
participate in this project the development of learning ecologies in higher educational contexts.
The uneven gender distribution of participating students, 75% women and 15% men,
suggests possible of participation bias. Research suggests that women are more likely to
participate in research trials and they are often motivated by altruism (Lobato et. al, 2014), the
most common reasoning for participating in clinical research trials (Newington and Metcalfe,
2014). Moreover, due to the qualitative nature of the study, women might be more likely to selfselect into a study that requires setting aside time for an extended conversation. Though these
possibilities reinforce often-resisted gendered stereotypes, it is paramount to acknowledge the
uneven gender distribution in this study.
Additionally, in this project nineteen of the twenty-six students chose to share their GPA
information. According to the information reported, the average GPA for students who
participated was 3.7. This is equivalent to an A- or high B+ in the CUNY system and represents
a relatively high G.P.A. There is no way confirm whether students provided accurate or truthful
GPA information but since these interviews were in no way connected to their academic record
or course work, there is little reason to believe that students would provide misleading
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information. Moreover, in other studies GPA is considered a signifier of academic success, but
for this project GPA does not matter since the focus is on the ecologies that students develop and
inhabit as they progress through college. Students can have a low GPA but a functional learning
ecology that fosters their progress through college; it is important to note, not all students are
focused on achieving prefect or high-scoring grades, students’ reasoning for attending college
vary. Progression through college, which these students have all demonstrated through their
attainment of junior and senior status, is an indicator that they have developed network of
resources and practices that supports their matriculation through CUNY.
It’s also possible that an over-complicated recruitment process inadvertently weeded out
students who could not afford to spend time enrolling in or participating in this project. The
study was advertised with a flyer asking “What is a learning ecology?” and guided students to a
website called “Mapping Learning Ecologies” which explained the study. Participation required
students to see the flyer, visit the website to learn more about the project, complete a short
survey, check their email, send a response email to work out a time and date for the interview,
and then show up on the set date and time for the interview. Admittedly, this is a complex signup
process and students with various, pressing responsibilities, such as family and employment
obligations, may not have had the time to complete this process. Moreover, students who might
have been less organized, digitally resourced, or email savvy would not have been as likely to
follow through with the multiple steps for setting up an interview to participate.
This potentially over-complicated scheduling process resulted in a sample of students
who possessed the organizational, communication, and time management skills necessary to
engage in the recruitment process. This recruitment and sampling method resulted in a pool of
students who had access to the resources and time needed to follow through and complete the
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interview. The academic processes and learning ecologies these students articulated and
visualized therefore potentially represent ecologies of better resourced undergraduates.
This is important to note because the ecologies in this study then should be understood as
somewhat supportive ecologies since the students were able to participate at all. Rather than
interpreting the skewed sample as limitation, this sample affords insight into ecologies that
actively support matriculation through the university system. These students have developed
processes to navigate through the university and their ecologies can be interpreted to contain, on
some level, the affordances, components, and processes that all students would need to progress
through college.

Data Analysis
In the initial phases of data analysis, I attempted to use several methods of qualitative
data analysis that are typically employed in grounded theory approaches. First, I conducted lineby-line and thematic coding of the transcripts. Coding the transcripts highlighted the affordances
of technology, student’s engagement with varied teaching methods, and common campus spaces
used by students. However, during the coding process it became clear that this approach was
fracturing the data and missing the dynamism of component intra-action within and across
narratives and visualized in the learning ecology maps.
To make use of the coding process, I created a database that included basic demographic
and thematic information collected from student narratives. This database includes fields for:
GPA, major, reason for major, transfer information, club and extracurricular activities, favorite
and least favorite courses taken, reflections on or mentions of teaching practices, assignments
mentioned, technologies used, places and resources discussed, commute information and “top 3”
which details students answer to question, “if you could make 3 improvements to your education
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at CUNY, what would you do?” I used this database as an initial point reference and tracking
throughout the rest of the analysis and writing process.
In my initial analysis of the maps, I attempted to use MaxQDA to count and categorize
map items within and across students’ ecologies. However, this provided a muddled and
disjointed understanding of students’ maps and continued to fracture map data rather than
illuminating the entanglement of components or parsing intra-actions within the learning
ecologies. Using coding as a method of analysis seemed to turn student narratives and maps into
data to be categorized and counted “with emphasis on an end or the production of a commodity”
(Jackson and Mazzei, 2012). Instead, I aimed to explore the complex, intertwined networks of
components and intra-action that produce the ecologies that support or hinder the emergence of
learning. Thus, I turned to an alternative analytical approach that would examine the complex
phenomenon of learning that emerges from these entangled ecologies.
I include my initial processes of data analysis to highlight the foundationally iterative
nature of data analysis and grounded theory research. After these initial phases of line-by-line
coding, memoing, and using software for visual coding, I ultimately decided to use a diffractive
reading methodology to avoid parsing, separating, and disentangling the data. Diffractive reading
presents an analytical method that allows for reading across and through students’ narratives and
maps to account for how differences matter. The next chapter provides a comprehensive
introduction to diffraction as method for seeing, reading, and producing knowledge.
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CHAPTER 3 | Diffracting the Project
“Knowing is a direct material engagement, a practice of intra-acting with the world as
part of the world in its dynamic material configuring, its ongoing articulation. The entangled
practices of knowing and being are material practices. The world is not merely an idea that
exists in the human mind.” (Barad, 2007; p. 379)
Diffraction and the diffractive reading method were developed as part of Barad’s theory
of agential realism, which emerged as the theoretical framing for my approach to learning
ecologies in this project. The diffractive reading method represents a feminist standpoint
approach that allows a researcher/reader to contend with the politics of location and recognize
how that our partial, situated knowledges are always located in “webs of differentiated
positioning” (Rich, 1984). In this chapter I introduce diffraction, the method of diffractive
reading, and conclude by addressing my own differentiated positionings that shaped this project
and my analysis of the learning ecology data.
Originally introduced by Haraway and taken up by Barad (2007), “diffraction” presents
an alternative optical metaphor to “reflection” for developing knowledge. Where reflection and
reflexivity seek to identify similarities or synergies, diffraction looks for differences and patterns
of contrast, summed up as the “’processing of small but consequential differences " (Barad,
quoting Haraway, 2007). Reflection often entails looking within and inherently assumes that one
is separate from entities upon which we reflect. Diffraction, on the other hand, attempts to
examine and mark differences from within entangled phenomena, while acknowledging how we
are engaged in the production of such phenomena.
Differing from critique which often seeks to expose and demystify, diffractive reading
“might be understood as a form of affirmative engagement” (Barad, 2007) and diffractive
methodologies work to create new patterns of “understanding-becoming” (Barad, 2014).
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Chapters Four, Five, and Six of this dissertation take the reader through several of my diffractive
readings of students’ maps and narratives. As you read, you may arrive at or conjure new
understandings into existence beyond what I have presented in my own readings. This is a
feature, not a bug, of the diffractive reading methodology. We are entangled together, across
space and time, in a form of affirmative engagement. A diffractive methodology welcomes and,
in fact, seeks these differences in knowledge production to better understand the many ways in
which the world and the phenomena in question – here, learning ecologies – come into existence,
how they come to be, to matter, to materialize.
The concept of diffraction and the use of a diffractive methodology was pertinent to this
project but I arrived at this realization over time. In this project, my questions and the data that
emerged from my inquiry only began to come alive once I began thinking and reading it through
the lens of Barad’s agential realism. In this way, this dissertation emerged slowly out of my own
particular entanglements. I had read Barad years ago, but only circled back when I was stuck in
the data analysis phase. My own leaning ecology includes my own practices of reading and
working with theories throughout my time in graduate school and my learning ecology within the
CUNY system contains many of the same intra-acting components I examined as part of this
research project. In short, I am not separate from the learning ecologies detailed in this project,
“diffraction is an iterative practice of intra-actively reworking and being reworked by patterns of
mattering” (Barad, 2014). One could say that research is an iterative practice of intra-actively
reworking and being reworked by our own inquires.
When I began this research on learning ecologies, the agential realist framing for this
work was distant in my mind, something I had read and written about, and then, I thought,
moved on from. As I worked through this research and writing, agential realism and the role of
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diffraction as a way of seeing and analyzing emerged as foundational aspect of my approach.
Focusing on materiality to consider what a learning ecology actually is – how it matters – and
acknowledging and reading through my own entanglement within CUNY, are the practices that
produced this project. The project itself is diffracted through the patterns of mattering of which I
am a part.
In the next section, I provide an overview of the physics of diffraction because, as a
physicist, Barad developed many ideas based on knowledge of the quantum world. Drawing on
Barad, I then offer insight into how the phenomenon of diffraction offers a methodology for
examining patterns of difference in the mattering of learning ecologies. Finally, I introduce my
own diffracted positionality within the project, and how my entanglement within CUNY shaped
my research and subsequent readings of the students’ maps narratives.

Diffraction
The Double-slit experiment is famous in modern physics for revealing the wave-particle
duality paradox. The experiment demonstrated the phenomenon of diffraction and revealed that
our knowledge of the world is contingent, dependent on our observation and our apparatus of
measurement. Importantly, the experiment revealed that how and what we measure changes the
reality we observe and complicated our understanding of all matter, ontology, and epistemology.
Before describing the physics of diffraction, it is important to clarify that classical physicists
contend that all matter exists as a particle OR a wave. This either/or contention presents a
divergence between classical and quantum physicists understanding of how matter (physical
reality) manifests and this contention is at the heart of the wave-particle duality paradox.
In the double slit experiment, light or other matter, such as an electron in some instances
of the experiment (as seen in Figure 27), is passed through a diffraction grating with two slits. As
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the light or matter passes through the slits, it creates diffraction or interference pattern on a flat
screen beyond.

Figure 27: An Illustration of the 'Double-slit experiment' in physics
Image Source: Wikimedia Commons File:Double-slit.svg (CC BY-SA 4.0)

When originally conducted by Thomas Young in 1801 he correctly concluded that the resulting
diffraction pattern demonstrated that light exhibits wave behavior. When passing through a
diffraction grating, light waves interfere with one another, creating diffraction patterns, depicted
on right in Figure 28, below.

Figure 28: Young's Two Slit Experiment with white light diffraction
Image Source: Excerpt of Wikimedia Commons File: Young's two-slit experiment and Lloyd's mirror.png (CC-BY-SA3.0)
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We witness diffraction in everyday life, such as when light enters a dark room and bends
around the edges of the door to illuminate a wider area of the room, or when white light hits the
grooved surface of a compact disc and is diffracted into various component colors. In the case of
the compact disc, the disc acts as a diffraction grating, separating out and revealing different
wavelengths of white light (Figure 29).

Figure 29: Compact Disc diffracting white light
Image Source: "CD diffraction" by Micah Sittig (CC-BY-2.0)

Diffraction patterns, such as the pattern seen on the right in Figure 28, are evidence of
superposition: light waves combine with one another to create bright spots, evidence of
constructive interference, or cancel one another out creating shadows, evidence of destructive
interference. This also happens, for example, when water waves move through an opening in a
breakwater and spread-out and overlap, waves combine to amplify, or cancel one another out
diminishing the height of the wave. These amplifying and demising patterns, waves getting
bigger or smaller, and bright and dark spots on the screen, are the materialization of the
diffraction patterns.
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Diffraction patterns map the effects of differences and how they materialize. Barad
contends that “we can understand diffraction patterns - as patterns of difference that make a
difference - to be the fundamental constituents that make up the world.” (Barad, 2007; p.72).
Diffraction patterns matter, they materialize differences. Barad uses diffraction as a way to
explain not just light, but how intra-action between all types of matter comes to materialize all
phenomena in which we are entangled.
However, to understand the power of diffraction, we must discuss how the double slit
experiment revealed much more than just the wave characteristics of light. The experiment
demonstrated how we make and (re)make reality through our observations and revealed the
fundamentally contingent ontology of matter. In other words, what and how we measure
determines what we observe (what there is). This was discovered in later versions of the
experiment when researchers ran the experiment with what they believed to be particulate matter
(e.g. not a light wave).
When particles passed through the slits they also created a diffraction pattern, which was
odd since particles should not demonstrate wave behavior. To investigate further, researchers
decided to measure which slits the particles passed through. When they tracked which the slits
particles were passing through, the diffraction pattern disappeared. In other words, when they
tracked the particle, it acted as a particle would. But when they turned off the “which slit”
measurement apparatus and stopped tracking the particle, the diffraction pattern returned! The
particle again demonstrated wave behavior. There are much more in-depth explanations than
this, but the main take-away here is: what and how we measure changes the reality we observe.
The double slit experiment revealed that matter demonstrates particle and wave behavior
depending on how it was measured and observed. Matter manifests in a certain way depending
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on our observation “that is, there is direct empirical evidence that matter-not just light-manifests
wave behavior under the right experimental circumstances. …Significantly, the converse is true
as well: separate experiments have confirmed the equally counterintuitive result that light
manifests particle behavior under certain circumstances (and wave behavior under other
circumstances)” (Barad, 2007; p. 83). Sometimes matter exhibits wave behavior, sometimes
particle behavior, all depending on how we are look/measure. This has been confirmed with
particles as tiny as photon (particles of light) and larger particles like electrons, atoms, and
molecules.
This discovery, that matter can act as both a wave and a particle, is known as the waveparticle duality paradox and it is at the center of quantum mechanics. Also known as
“indeterminacy” signifying how reality is indeterminate until we measure it, this discovery
demonstrates the fundamental limitation of the ability of the observer to predict experimental
results and definitively observe and measure material phenomena. The classical physicists
posited that matter existed as either a particle or a wave. The double slit experiment
demonstrated that light and other forms of matter actually display characteristics of both
classically defined waves and particles depending on how one observes and measures.
Barad draws on this experiment to highlight the “inherent ontological (and semantic)
indeterminacy” of our world (Barad, 2007; p. 140). Reality is not defined until we define
(measure) it, “’things’ don't preexist; they are agentially enacted and become determinately
bounded and propertied within phenomena” (Barad, 2007; p. 150). The researchers, the slits, and
the “which slit” measurement apparatus, all intra-act to produce certain results, and these results
change depending these components’ intra-actions. This experiment revealed that, from our
analytical instruments and our forms of measurement “one could conclude, accordingly, that
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‘matter becomes’ rather than that ‘matter is’” (Coole and Frost, 2010). The ontological nature of
light, and all matter, is indeterminate until it is defined by our intra-actions with it and
apparatuses of measurement. Patterns of difference materialize through our intra-actions. The
world becomes through our intra-action with/in it. Connecting this discovery to this project, I
examine how intra-actions within the learning ecology materialize differential conditions that
foster and hinder the emergent phenomenon of learning.

Diffraction as Method
The double slit experiments destabilized our notions of ontology and epistemology,
measurement and objectivity. Using a diffractive methodology here seeks to do the same,
exploring how matter comes to matter by examining how phenomena like a learning ecology
comes to be (matter) and how knowledge emerges from component intra-action within the
phenomenon. Diffraction allows one to map where components intra-act to materialize
boundaries and differences, “diffraction involves reading insights through one another in ways
that help illuminate differences as they emerge: how different differences get made, what gets
excluded, and how those exclusions matter” (Barad, 2007).
Though this project does not focus on waves or quantum particles, it leverages these
discoveries about our contingent ontology to examine how learning, a knowing-being
phenomenon, is emergent from the intra-actions of material-discursive components entangled
within students’ ecologies. All entities come into being and are known through intra-action with
one another, signaling that there is no true “outside” the world or the phenomena (ecology) in
question. A student subject and their onto-epistemology, their being-knowing (learning) emerges
from the intra-actions within and between the places, people, items, and technologies entangled
within the ecology.
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Diffractive Reading
Barad offers the “diffractive reading methodology” to engage across and through
boundaries as a way to develop knowledge by “attending to entanglements in reading important
insights and approaches through one another” (Barad, 2007). Diffractive reading examines
“differences that make a difference” (Dolphijn and Tuin, 2012), exploring complex entanglement
of bodies, resources, histories, and structures. I engage in several diffractive readings of the maps
to explore and attend to patterns of differences that have real, material effects in the world, and
how these differences support or hinder students’ being-knowing processes that is often called
‘learning’.
The notion of “reading” the data seeks to recognize that epistemology and ontology,
knowledge and being, are constantly in process. Reading is a process that evolves over time; I
read Barad’s theory anew when I was working through my data; my entanglements, my
practices, had changed, and new understandings and insights could emerge. Perhaps many grad
students have experienced this; when you read an author for the first time it is dense and you
may not fully understand or grasp the ideas, but return to this work a few months or years later
and you are able to engage in a different way, through a new lens, and new understandings and
applications for that reading and those ideas are revealed.
In other words, knowledge exists as an assemblage (Jackson and Mazzei, 2012) that can
be made and remade with each reading. From each reading, a knowledge assemblage emerges
that is dependent on the reader, their history, and entanglement in systems in which they, the
readings, and the data are produced. Thinking and reading diffractively requires acknowledging
my own onto-epistemological entanglement within CUNY, my role as a component within the
phenomenon of the university, and as a reader of students’ ecologies. This new materialist,
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diffractive lens moves beyond reflection and reflexive representations to read for “marks on
bodies, and responsibility to the entanglements of which we are a part.” (Barad, 2007). I
address my own entanglement further in the following section, and expand on institutional and
systemic entanglements in Chapter 7.
To understand ecologies of learning, this diffractive method seeks to read within and
through students’ narratives and maps for differences and how and where these differences
materialize in these ecologies. I use this methodology to avoid fracturing my data into codes and
themes in order to read students maps ecologically and holistically. I read students’ maps and
narratives through one another and through my own to positionality to gain insight into what
matter matters in the ecologies that support or hinder the emergence of learning. In the next
section, I provide an overview of how I analysed and read the maps, and conclude the chapter by
acknowledging my own positionality and entanglements in these readings and in this project.

Analyzing Data and Reading Maps
The student is not separate from the ecology they depict but, like their learning, emergent
from it. The ecology shapes their subjectivity as a student – as someone who attends class, does
homework, goes to work, spends time on campus (or not). The student is a component in the
ecology but so are many other material-discursive entities, and all of these components act to
support or hinder the emergence of learning. Agency to shape the ecology is distributed
throughout the ecological field. My diffractive reading does not examine the individual student
to determine how the ecology helped them learn, but instead seeks to illuminate the differences
that emerge within and across ecologies to support or hinder the emergence of learning.
Rather than focusing my inquiry on the student as an individual unit of analysis, the unit
of analysis is systemic: I am examining the phenomenon of the learning ecology to better
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understand the intra-actions between the components students identified as part of the ecology.
Diffractive reading of students’ maps and narratives occurred in several phases. First, I read and
coded students’ narratives. Then with my knowledge of the students’ narratives, I attempted to
use qualitative data software to code the maps. As described in Chapter 2, coding the narratives
and maps fractured the data and dissociated the stories from the maps. Using qualitative analysis
software to analyze the maps limited rather than expanded my lens since I could not see within
and across maps at once. After this initial round of data analysis, I turned to reading hard copies
of the maps and conducting my analysis of the maps by hand, while working with the transcribed
interviews in conjunction with my reading of the maps.
During these early phases of analysis, I started to build out a spreadsheet of student
information which proved helpful throughout the project; it served as a kind of legend as I read
through the maps and narratives and I continued to use and build it throughout my analysis. The
spreadsheet included demographic and academic information including majors, GPA, course,
technologies, and supplies, spaces students identified in the interviews. I pulled quotes about
students’ favorite and least favorite classes and the spaces and technologies they used. I used the
spreadsheet to help track my reading within and across maps, taking notes about map
components, typographies, and typologies.
This spreadsheet was helpful to return to throughout the project as a quick way to glance
through a student “profile” or to remind myself which student had transferred to CUNY from
Georgia, or worked a certain retail job. The profile information available with each student map
in Chapter 2 (ex: Figure 1: Mari's Learning Ecology Map) offers a glimpse into the spreadsheet
data so that the reader is able to gain a brief understanding of how I read the maps with this
initial profile data.
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In the next round of data analysis, I engaged in several in-depth diffractive readings of
the maps. To diffractively read across students maps, I scanned the original ecology maps and
printed out a copy of each student’s map in full color. During the height of the COVID-19
pandemic, while quarantined in my apartment, I taped all twenty-six maps to a wall and began to
read within and across maps, often with various narratives pulled up on my computer. Chapters
Four, Five, and Six present my insights that emerged from each diffractive reading of the maps.
These chapters seek to shed light on the components that make up (matter) a learning ecology,
how learning ecologies are organized and performed, and how these ecologies of materialdiscursive components support or hinder the emergence of learning phenomena. In Chapter
Seven, drawing knowledge from my own positioning within the CUNY system, I widen the lens
to trace how learning ecologies are entangled at scale, within larger structures like the institution
of CUNY, New York City, and the political economies of educational technology companies and
public funding for higher education.

Diffracting Positionality
On her explanation of “strong objectivity” Harding contends that, “the subject of
knowledge – the individual and the historically located social community whose unexamined
beliefs its members are likely to hold ‘unknowingly’…must be considered as part of the object of
knowledge” (Harding, 1992). Harding’s notion of strong objectivity and attendant feminist
standpoint theories suggest recognizing and reflecting on, or in this case diffracting, my own
positionality is an integral component in the production knowledge. Diffracting my own
positionality entails examining the lens through which I understand and use to move through the
world.
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One could think of my positionality, both within CUNY and entangled within my own
learning ecology, as the diffraction grating through which I read my data and produced the
analysis for this project. Like the Double-slit experiment, what I observe depends on how I
measure or read. And how and what I read and know is entangled with my being in my own
learning ecology and the intra-actions that take place therein. Barad writes that apparatuses are
“not passive observing instruments” but are “productive of (and part of) phenomena.” (2007; p.
98) My readings and the patterns of difference I observe demonstrate how the data has passed
through my own diffraction grating.
An apparatus is the tool of measurement or observation; here both the students and I are
apparatuses that define and produce the learning ecologies. They created their maps, narrating
and visualizing their ecologies, and I diffractively read the maps to determine what a learning
ecology is, how it forms, and how the ecology support or hinders the emergent phenomenon of
learning. In this section I will articulate my own positionality to provide the reader with insight
into to my diffraction grating through which the learning ecology data was read and analyzed.
For the past ten years, I am or have been a graduate student, a researcher, an adjunct
instructor, a fellow, and a staff member at CUNY. Like the student participants of this project, I
had to develop and intra-act within my own learning ecology to navigate my journey and path to
a degree. As a student, I was introduced to a canon of literature that highlighted ecological
approaches to psychological topics, knowledge, and research, most specifically focused on
person-environment interaction and our situated being and knowing in the world.
Along the way I set out on my own intellectual adventures, diving deeply into the
writings of William James, Adrienne Rich, Audre Lorde, and others; At one point, on a
particular far out tangent, I wrote a paper about the connections between Ralph Waldo
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Emerson’s work and Bohr’s early discoveries in quantum mechanics. My interest in quantum
theories occurred long before I read Barad’s work, but my intellectual interloping came full
circle when Barad’s work emerged as a framing lens for this project. Ideas and interests
marinate, entangling our past work with future imaginings, iterating across time and writing,
until they emerge again.
For the majority of my graduate career, I worked across multiple CUNY campuses, on
the train, in public libraries, coffee shops, and my tiny NYC apartment, where I hung a desk
from a wall since it would not fit otherwise. This transient movement working across the city
defines my time at CUNY and this is not unique to my experience as a (grad) student at CUNY.
Almost all CUNY students commute to school, and most work part- or full-time while attending.
My positioning as a graduate student at CUNY afforded me access to jobs within the university,
technologies, and work spaces that are not typically available to undergraduates, and even
graduate students, in the same way.
Unlike other graduate students, I entered my graduate program with no funding or
fellowship. Therefore, much of my time at CUNY consisted of stringing together part-time
funding, part-time jobs, table-waiting gigs, adjunct teaching appointments, and tuition remission
stipends in order to attend and afford graduate school and my life in New York. My in-betweenness at CUNY – being a student, adjunct, staff member, eventual fellow, research assistant,
wage-worker – afford me a unique perspective on the university; I was benefitted from the
privileges that stem from being a cis, white graduate student, and I also worked for pay
throughout the entirety of my time in graduate school, giving me a limited but personal
understanding of what some have termed “the CUNY hustle”.
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Many CUNY students are familiar with the wherewithal required to work while also
attending school and this is a unique perspective that CUNY students bring into the classroom or
any future job they hold. Some of my work roles became essential components, fostering
important intra-actions, within my learning ecology and were foundational to my own ontoepistemological development. Other roles merely paid the rent, requiring shifts that ended at 4am
on days where classes began at 9am, a set up many other CUNY students have surely
experienced. Being a CUNY (graduate) student is a complex, challenging, and unique ontoepistemological journey however it manifests. Entanglements, within the institution and the city
and beyond, spark intra-actions that produce important similarities and differences that
reverberate across ecologies
At the suggestion of my wise committee Joan Greenbaum I created my own learning
ecology map the start of this project. When I first started this dissertation work, Joan and I
discussed how, if I was going to ask other students to map their ecology, I should my map my
own. I created my learning ecology map (Figure 30, below) in Spring 2017 while sitting in a
coffeeshop on the Upper West Side near the Macaulay Honors College campus. At the time of
creation, I was an Instructional Technology Fellow at Macaulay, a Hybrid Coordinator in Baruch
College’s Center for Teaching and Learning, the Coordinator for Planning and Development of
OpenCUNY.org, and an adjunct instructor in John Jay’s Psychology department.
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Figure 30: My (Laurie's) Learning Ecology Map

It’s important to clarify: I never showed or described this map to any of the student
participants in this project. My prompt asked students to visualize “what a person living their life
would need to know to get through a typical week”. I never referenced what shape or structure
their map should take and never suggested what components should or should not be included on
their map. If they asked about adding a particular component, I would reply that they should add
any that component they felt helped them engage in their own learning. Some students’ maps
have a similar topographical organization or networked typography (more on these terms in
Chapter 5) while other maps bear no resemblance to my own map. Mapping my own learning
ecology map was a practice to help me understand if mapping was a feasible way of getting at
answers to my questions about learning ecologies, and to determine if the mapping and
visualization process yielded workable data.
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My laptop appears as the central node on my map with branches to sub-nodes that
contain places and items (e.g.: phone); these sub-nodes often connect to other places, people and
resources, some of which are listed next to each sub node. The centrality of the laptop in my map
reflects an important practice that I developed in grad school: as I traversed the city, my laptop
traveled everywhere with me. This practice was a result of holding multiple part time jobs that
spanned the five boroughs. For one job in particular, as Coordinator for Planning and
Development for OpenCUNY.org, I managed a web platform’s server; if the server crashed, I
would need to be online almost immediately to get the server back up and running. To do that, I
needed constant access to laptop (preferably with saved passwords and backup files) and access
Internet.
For me, these needs – access to the Internet and a networked device/computer – were the
bare minimum necessities for being a CUNY employee and student. And, as the maps will show,
the Internet and devices to access it are foundational to most students’ learning ecologies. And
yet, many CUNY undergraduate students do not have constant access to a computer or stable
Wi-Fi at home; slightly more than half of students reported having access to broadband (71%)
and cellular (65%) Internet connections when off campus. This data comes from the 2014 CUNY
Student Experience Survey because 2014 was the last time the university inquired about the
status of students’ access to the Internet when off campus.
This to me seems like an egregious blind spot in understanding students’ needs and
ability to engage in their education when off campus, especially after two years of almost fullyonline learning due to COVID-19. Information about students’ access and technology needs off
campus are paramount for providing support. Moreover, even prior to the pandemic, students
reported trouble accessing the Internet on campus due to unstable Wi-Fi networks or wait times
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in computer labs. This lack of technological access both on and off campus presents a
fundamental barrier to being and learning as a CUNY student. Students need reliable Internet on
campus and access to devices they can use both on campus and at home as needed. If a student
cannot access what they need on or offline, the ecology is less likely foster conditions for the
emergence of learnings. If students cannot engage, they lose their agency to enact being a
student. Technology access both on and off campus is ongoing issue for CUNY students and will
be revisited in later chapters.
My descent into working with the digital world at CUNY began with my intra-action
with OpenCUNY.org, a student-run WordPress platform at the Graduate Center. Through my
work at OpenCUNY.org, I became a user of open source software and developed skills working
with WordPress, an open source web framework. WordPress was popular throughout CUNY, but
I had no knowledge of this community at the time. Soon after, I was able to leverage my work
with OpenCUNY (knowing-beings emerging from material-discursive practices) into another job
at the Baruch Center for Teaching and Learning. There I helped faculty develop their approach to
teaching hybrid (blended, partially-online) courses, often hosting their course on another opensource WordPress platform, Blogs@Baruch. This was my introduction to faculty development
and thoughtful consideration of teaching with technology. I had taught with WordPress websites
in my own courses but I was unaware there was community of people engaged in thinking
through implications and intra-actions of the intersections of technology and teaching.
At this point, I was working closely with Baruch faculty, now building many websites,
and these intra-actions in turn influenced my own teaching. I expanded my teaching approach
with practices learned “on the job”, integrating new pedagogical strategies and digital tools into
my classes and, in the process, reassessing how I incorporated students’ knowledge into the
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course. I grew into myself through my teaching, and began to really understand how knowledge
was partial, emergent, and situated. The students and I brought our own knowledges, our own
ways of being, into the classroom, and as an instructor I slowly developed a teaching practice
that welcomed and integrated our varied onto-epistemologies into the courses the students and I
engaged in together.
While teaching at John Jay and Baruch I talked with my students about adjuncting and
my other jobs as a way to connect with and encourage bringing “outside” knowledge into the
classroom. Students have much to offer and their stories brought course content to life. Students
were surprised to learn I was not a professor making oodles of money and the adjuncting system
at CUNY confounded them (Why wouldn’t they pay people to teach? Are you qualified?) as
much as it frustrated me (Good question! And, I think so?). Teaching remains my favorite
practice and community I have engaged with at CUNY.
As my teaching practice developed, I switched fellowships in order to be able to continue
teaching. I moved back to the Graduate Center, into the Teaching and Learning Center, and my
fellowship involved supporting with graduate students who were or would be teaching
throughout the CUNY system. So, in one role (Baruch) I am helping faculty re-think their
teaching and in the other, I am working with teaching fellows just starting out (GC). As I
introduced new and accomplished faculty to increasingly open and digital pedagogical strategies,
thoughtfully considering the role and actions of technology was an ongoing practice.
My intra-actions in teaching and learning centers eventually changed not only my own
teaching practices, but also influenced my research agenda and my career trajectory.
Teaching/learning, technology, and how our situatedness in our environments (ecologies) shape
our being and knowing is my diffraction grating. I offer this timeline to expose my diffraction
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grating, tracing my own emergent being-knowing the entanglements of production along the
way. This project and the knowledge created from it is entangled with my onto-epistemology
with/in the CUNY (and beyond) on the path to my own degree.
On my learning ecology map, initials (i.e. “SS”, “KH”) are scattered across various parts
of the page. My learning ecology and path to degree was facilitated by my intra-actions with
items (laptop) and places (GC library), but also through ongoing intra-actions with supportive
people: grad student friends and co-workers with whom I went on lunch walks, hung on
balconies, and engaged in long and wandering conversations, faculty members willing to develop
projects and read my work, encouraging supervisors who hired me into new communities of
practice, and a compassionate advisor that stuck with me as I waded through topics at my own
pace. Many (graduate) students struggle to find both jobs and support as they navigate their
education. While I had my own trials to work through, I also had sustaining intra-actions with
people who facilitated my continual development and being-knowing within CUNY. In other
words, I had (financial, material, social) support, a reality not all graduate students can claim. It
took me ten years to complete my degree, but I only am writing this dissertation because of these
supportive and constructive intra-actions with people in places, offering me access to resources,
discourses, etc.
I must also acknowledge that, as a white, cis female I likely encountered less barriers in
graduate school than students with marginalized identities might encounter navigating the
academy. My whiteness insulated me from the racist practices of the academy and likely granted
me privileges and opportunities other students may not have had. Scholars and graduate students
within the academy have highlighted how the people and processes of “the academy” reinforce
historical, structural, and interpersonal violence against marginalized people, especially black,
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indigenous, and people of color. Marginalized scholars and students have report receiving less
resources and less support as they progress through graduate school or while they are employed
at academic institutions (Subbaraman, 2020). More recently, scholars have called out the latent
racism of the academy and conversations have proliferated on social media; for more on this see
the hashtag #BlackintheIvory, the account @BlackintheIvory and the creator’s account
@DrShardeDavis on Twitter.com (Subbaraman, 2020). The stories shared highlight the racism
black and BIPOC scholars have experienced in academia, and illuminate how the university
itself is an institution that has its roots in white-supremacy and settler colonialism (paperson,
2017).
Higher education is not immune to engaging in the (re)production of social and racial
injustice. It is important to consider the possibility that “universities will never be engines of
social transformation” (Kelley, 2016). The recent attacks on teaching of critical race theory
(Kamola, 2021), the denial of tenure to Nicole Hannah Jones (Robertson, 2021), the increased
use of AI proctoring software that is more likely to flag and penalize darker-skinned individuals
(Gilliard, 2018) are only a few of the most recent examples of how racism within and outside the
academy is prevalent, ongoing, and actively shaping education and learning.
Being a white person within this institution, I need to further interrogate how I might be
involved in and how I can resist (re)producing an institution that equates whiteness with power
and work towards dismantling the structures and processes that marginalize people, knowledges,
and ways of being-knowing. Admittedly, the dynamics of race and class in education was not
my focus when I began my research on learning ecologies and this project fails to offer a truly
intersectional analysis of the learning ecology. Through my intra-actions with colleagues and
introduction to new perspectives over the last few years, I recognize that an analysis of race and
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class, and critical consideration of what/who is in/excluded is foundational to understanding the
dynamics of learning ecologies. This recognition presents future avenues for exploring what and
how learning ecologies matter differently for different students to facilitate the emergence of
learning.
In the five years since I created my learning ecology map (Figure 30, above) my ecology
has evolved, as all ecologies do as one moves through jobs, relationships, places, time. In 2019, I
had the opportunity to combine my skills and practices (being-knowings) into one, full-time
position as an Open Educational Technologist at the CUNY Graduate Center. In this role, I
encourage and support faculty to give up high-cost textbooks in favor of Open Educational
Resources (OER), and introduce possibilities of teaching with open source technologies in place
of proprietary learning management systems.
High-cost text books create access barriers and often privilege certain histories while
excluding others. Learning management systems and tools often entangle students into data
extraction processes without their consent, provide limited mechanisms for demonstrating and
sharing knowledge, and incorporate tools that surveil students in the under the guise of
“academic integrity” while reproducing racial biases against non-white students. Moving away
from proprietary textbooks and closed platforms opens up possibilities for students to share and
build on their knowledges and e past learnings to craft new possibilities.
Both OER and open platform expand on our conceptualizations of “learning”, offering
opportunities to incorporate new sources and tools to create new ways of being and knowing.
OER and open pedagogical practices provide opportunities for all students to access and interact
with content, and encourages the production of work and projects that imagines alternative
futures that enact and embody change beyond the course. Engaging in teaching and learning on
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open platforms and avoiding proprietary technologies shields students from having to use
technology platforms that run on extractive surveillance and data accumulation business models
and may foster digital skills and literacies that reach beyond the course. I understand developing
increasingly “open” teaching and learning practices as a way to work towards a new
conceptualization of “learning” – as a way of being-knowing in the world – and in my current
work I share this perspective (discursive) and (material) practices with faculty and graduate
student instructors throughout CUNY.
In the move into a full-time position at the Graduate Center for my final years of
graduate school, Baruch, OpenCUNY, John Jay, and my fellowships, have fallen off my map, so
to speak. However, the material-discursive components and practices present in my Spring 2017
map are still are a part of my being-knowing process that I enact today. The places, people, and
supplies that I intra-acted with/in these places shaped my ecology then and what it made possible
in the future. Ecologies grow, change, and evolve over time, due to what the intra-actions and
agencies between components makes possible.
My ecology has evolved over time - a component that is invisible on my map but
visualized by other students on their maps, as we will see later in Chapter 5. In the past year, the
topographies of everyone’s ecologies have changed drastically due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
which laid bare possibilities and weak points of the intersection of learning, technology, and
higher education. For the past year and half I have worked from home, my laptop confined to my
dining table instead of traversing across the city with me. I have been lucky enough to be at
home in my apartment throughout COVID, with stable access to housing, food, and Internet. I
regularly zoom into digital rooms for conversations with friends, co-workers, faculty, and other
collaborators.
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Similar to almost everyone else I know, COVID drastically reshaped my intra-actions,
my daily material-discursive practices in the world; my ecology has evolved. This dissertation
was written almost entirely from my apartment living room and am make shift desk, not
coffeeshops and GC library where I had imagined it would be completed. Like many other
students and faculty during this particular spacetime, isolation, disjointed emotional support, and
depleted physical motivation and energy became real, material factors. In the end, thinking
through the changes in my own ecology provided some motivation and pressure to finally
complete this project.
I am reading my data through the lens of being a student, an instructor, a staff member
and a researcher. Through each of these positionings my own learning ecology has developed
and produced my differentiated forms of being-knowing. Being a student, I know the resources
and the processes required to navigate matriculating through CUNY. I understand the
frustrations of CUNYFirst and the joys of being in a CUNY class room. Being an adjunct
instructor, I know the demands placed on contingent faculty and the lack of resources we deal
with, but I also intimately understand instructors (including my own) dedication to students and
the passion for refining an ever-evolving teaching practice. As a staff member, I know what it is
like to navigate the suffocating mechanisms of bureaucracy in order to get anything done but
have also had some power to leverage agency to develop and implement programs and create
spaces that open up new possibilities for faculty and students.
Being a researcher and scholar, I know that this data cannot be fully disentangled from
my own positionality, and I also understand the need to create ways new ways of understanding
and fostering learning ecologies. This dissertation is an active and ongoing narrative and, in a
way, a work of autobiographical scholarship. The analysis here is my own, from a specific
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position, entangled within a particular space-time. You, reader, can read my data in new ways
that I cannot. And the entanglements through which I read my data for this project will have
evolved by the time you are reading this. The process of research, conducting interviews, and
collecting data is itself a material-discursive practice. It is only through my intra-action with the
students that I became researcher.
Diffraction can reveal the indeterminate nature of matter, illuminating that how and what
we measure changes the reality we observe, and the knowledge and beings that are made
possible. Diffraction offers both and method and lens through which to read the data. My
diffraction grating is my own positionality, and this is the apparatus through which I diffractively
read students maps and narratives through one another to explore what matter matters in learning
ecologies. In the next several chapters, I engage in several diffractive readings of the maps to
better understand what a learning ecology is, how it forms, and how intra-actions within the
learning ecology fosters or hinder the emergent process of learning (being-knowing).
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CHAPTER 4 | What: The Composition of Learning Ecologies
As detailed in Chapter Two, at the start of this research project I employed a grounded
theory approach in order to acquire an organic view of students’ experiences at CUNY.
Grounded theory requires the researcher to “stay close” to the data in order to generate theory
through inductive exploration (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Therefore, the research questions were
open-ended:
• What people, places, technologies, and other resources constitute a student’s learning
ecology?
• How does a student’s learning ecology shape engagement in their academic trajectory
through CUNY?
The research questions focus on the components within a student’s ecology and the
practices through which they engage within their ecologies. The first question gathers insight
into the human and non-human components within a students’ learning ecology. The second
question aims at exploring how a student’s learning ecology supports or hinders the emergence
of learning. Past research on the “learning ecology” has defined the concept in a multitude of
ways including an environment, a context for learning, a set of elements, and a metaphor (Sangrá
et. al., 2019). This chapter analyzes students’ learning ecology maps in an attempt to generate
insight about what components actually make up a learning ecology and to materialize the
agential realist framing of the learning ecology as “specific material configuration” (Barad,
2007) that creates the conditions for the emergence of learning.

Materializing the Learning Ecology
As part of my analysis of the maps I cataloged every entry on the maps to gain insight
into the composition of students’ learning ecologies. An entry could be a word, sticker, or
drawing. Though some entries might appear illegible, since I was present when the students were
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creating their maps, I was able to identify these items because I had often asked for clarification
during the mapping session.

Danny’s Map (see Figure 19)
For example, Danny decided to only include drawings on his map, repeated above
(Figure 192). During the mapping session, he talked me through his map which helped illuminate
his drawings. Explaining his drawing of the desk and chair in the upper left-hand corner he said,
“this is the library or any area that's really quiet with my tabloid or laptop”, revealing how he
preferred to work in quiet spaces across various locations, with his specific devices. When
explaining the depiction below the desk he says, “this is the cloud where I save things [and] a
USB and I have a G drive.” Danny also included his phone with his calendar (center), a list of
“the things I want to do it this year”, a depiction of him relaxing, nature (sun), his bike, and gym
equipment because he likes to go outside or workout to clear his mind and get ideas, an alarm
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As previously noted, maps will be repeated throughout the chapters to facilitate reader engagement with the data
but maps will retain the original figure number that was originally presented in the list in Chapter 2.
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clock because he is an early riser, and his headphones to listen to motivational speeches and
music.
Student’s visualizations of their learning ecologies varied greatly. While Danny chose to
draw his ecology, Nicole’s map (Figure 18, repeated below) was a list of the things she needed in
a typical day. While perhaps easier to read, her map does not quite capture her busy schedule and
her engagements across the university and the city. Nicole held several on-campus work-study
jobs and an off-campus internship. But perhaps because she moved around so much during the
week, or because these internships and work-study jobs changed from semester to semester, the
map perhaps reveals the items she considered the backbone of her learning ecology. For Nicole,
places appear less foundational than making sure she has to items she needs to get through her
day navigating various roles and locations.

Nicole’s Map (see Figure 18)
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Some students used both writing and drawings to depict their learning ecologies. In Sai’s
map (Figure 22, repeated below), she lists the items or practices associated with various places,
underscored by the train tracks that connect each location. The mapping activity often uncovered
aspects of students’ learning ecologies that may not have come up during the interview portion
of our session. In Sai’s case, we talked about her classes and her interest in computer science but
her long commute never came up during our interview. However, when she began mapping, the
first item she added to her map were the train tracks.

Sai’s Map (see Figure 22)
During the mapping session Sai explained how she traveled almost two hours each way
to get to John Jay from her home in upstate New York. These tracks ultimately anchored and
connected her map, demonstrating how her commute shaped her ecology. Her map reveals that
she carries her backpack each day, filled with a laptop computer, textbooks, a flash drive,
calculator, and her planner. On days she does not travel to the city, she gets much of her studying
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done at a public library closer to home where she will download programming software, practice
new coding techniques, organize her computer flies, and update her planner. On days she goes to
John Jay, she makes sure to have her homework, her computer, and her flash drive with her.
Looking across the three maps detailed above offers preliminary insight into how I read
the maps to identify the components on the maps. I hung all the maps on the entry wall of my
apartment and, as I read across the twenty-six maps, I manually counted and coded map entries,
like “library”, “backpack”, “study”, and “email”. In a second round of coding, entries were
combined into similar entry types, for example, “notes/notebook”, “food/lunch/dinner/snacks”,
“workout/exercise”, and “relax/chill/downtime”, and so on.
After reading within and across all 26 maps to examine their components, six categories
of map entries emerged: Places, Supplies, which includes sub-categories for Technologies and
Necessities, People, Practices, and a specific set of practices geared toward future endeavors,
which I have called Future Imaginaries. These six categories of components begin to materialize
what actually comprises students’ learning ecologies. Each category and the maps entries are
explored in more depth in the following sections, with student maps to help illuminate the
materialization of the ecologies.
A caveat: if a student did not include a specific place, supply, technology, person, or
practice on their map, this does not necessarily mean they did not spend time in a place, or use a
particular supply. In various instances, students may have discussed various items in their
interview but did not ultimately add these as entries on their maps. For example, many students
might have mentioned the library in their narrative but did not include it on their map. For the
purpose of this chapter, I foreground the map data to analyze how students visualized and
materialized their learning ecology. When the maps are paired with the student’s narratives, as
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we’ll see in the following chapters, they can be read and diffracted differently. Here in this
chapter, I am diffractively reading the maps with and through one another to better understand
how students’ visualized and materialized their learning ecologies.

Places
Past research on learning ecologies identifies how learning happens across formal and
informal spaces, and often including or facilitate by the use of networked technologies. In this
project the learning ecology maps reinforce these findings and demonstrate how students engage
with a variety tools across various spaces.
Table 2:Places included on Students’ Learning Ecology Maps
Locations
On Campus

Place
Library
Admin. Offices/Centers/Depts
Computer Lab/6th floor (Baruch)
Lounge
NVC Building (Baruch)
Clubs (as a place)
Library café (Baruch)
Classroom
Cafeteria
Corner seats
Off-Campus Home
Work/Job Site
Midtown/NYC
Coffee shops
Library (Non-CUNY)
Michaels’/Shopping/Stores
In-Between Commute (Train, bus, MTA)
Outside
"Quiet"
Note: “Locations” category assigned by the researcher. “Place” identified by students on their learning ecology maps.

Students listed school spaces such as libraries, computer labs, administrative offices, and,
less often, classrooms. Students also frequently listed off-campus spaces like home, job sites,
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coffeeshops, and other spaces across the city such as stores and public parks. Students also listed
what I have termed “in-between places” such as the train or bus while commuting, quiet spaces,
and outdoor areas, because they are either between two other places or the space may be on or
off campus. Students listed these places as sites where they would study, read, and complete
school work. But, just as importantly, students reported that these places were for socializing
with friends, relaxing, and decompressing. From doing school work to “chilling”, the places
listed in Table 2 (above) are containers of the supplies, people, and practices that were also
present on students’ learning ecologies maps.
In her research on learning ecologies, Barron suggest that further research using the
framework could illuminate “how learning outside school relates to learning within schools or
other formal organizations, and how learning in school can lead to learning activities outside
school” (Barron, 2006b). In my analysis of the maps I sought to identify the places students
include in their learning ecologies in order to better understand where students engage in/outside
of school there by materializing the network of places that make up a learning ecology. Having a
clearer understanding of the foundational places students access and engage with/in, creates
opportunities for subsequent research to more deeply explore the intra-actions within and across
these places. I begin to examine these intra-actions later in Chapter Six.
On many maps the library emerged as a foundational place to complete school-work,
socialize with friends, and use university-provided resources like computers, software, printers,
and scanners. Within the library, students identified specific aspects of this space that determined
where they preferred to spend time; affordances of the library include study rooms, quiet spaces,
couches, and secluded desks. Outside of the library, many students spent time in computer and
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math labs that are scattered across both campuses; students chose to use these spaces based on a
network of peers who spent time there, or availability of resources in the spaces.
Students also spent time in administrative offices around campus because many held
work study or part-time positions in these offices. Depending on the work study assignment,
students sometimes had access to a dedicated computer and printer and they reported using the
office computers more frequently than those available in the library. Having this private
computer and/or office space was mentioned as pivotal for many students. Access to a dedicated
office computer meant the student could use whenever they needed and could more easily print,
avoiding lines for access to computers and printers that often occurred in the library. These
offices spaces also typically had less restrictions than the library; students could be alone in the
space without an appointment, as opposed to a library study room or a secluded but not totally
private desk in the library. Students could also chat with colleagues and friends or engage in
group work without disturbing other students.
The Baruch students were more likely to discuss the positive aspects of working in the
library. This may be because the Baruch library, housed in its own building, covers a sprawling
seven floors and offers a wide variety of study locations. Even within the library, Baruch
students drew clear distinctions between areas based on the spaces’ affordances. For example,
Baruch students were very particular in their descriptions of working in the library versus
working in the “6th floor computer lab”, which is technically part of the library. Many students
spend time here specifically for the digital affordances of this space.
As the naming suggests, the 6th floor of the Baruch Library is a dedicated computer and
technology center. The 6th floor computer lab is accessible through the library, but importantly, it
is also directly accessible from the ground floor of the library building. Students can bypass the
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main library entrance and proceed directly to this 6th floor lab space via a ground floor elevator
bank. These back elevators only serve the 6th floor and above in the library. Because of this set
up, students often identified the computer lab as separate space from the library itself. These
sorts of access patterns and boundary drawing practices offer insight into how students use these
spaces.
An excerpt from Frank’s learning
ecology map (Figure 31, right), depicts how he
separated the lower floors of the library from the
“6th floor” and above. On each floor he
identified the affordances of a particular floor
(e.g. “quiet” or “noisy”) and drew a line
between the 5th and 6th floors on the map.
Though it was not his intention, this line offers a
visual depiction of the elevator system in the
library building. This elevator servicing pattern
creates a separation of places and results in a
form of boundary drawing on Frank’s map. The
elevators act as a conduit to these upper floors,
making them feel separate from the rest of the
library. In this case, the elevators and building
layout directly shape how Frank visualizes and use

Figure 31: Excerpt from Frank's Map
(see Figure 16)

this space. The material layout of the building and elevators possess a certain level of agency to
shape how students use this space. If the ground floor elevators are not functioning, which
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happens frequently, students must pass through the library’s main entrance to gain access to the
6th floor computer lab. In this case, students may opt use the computers on the main floor of the
building instead.
During his time as a professor at the CUNY Graduate Center, Harold Proshansky, the
founder of the Environment Psychology Program, contended that learning at an urban university
depended “on how we design, organize, equip, use, and maintain the spaces and places” where
learning occurs (1977). Drawing on Gibson (1979), Proshansky suggested that university
campuses should be outfitted with certain “affordances” in order to make the campus an effective
site for learning and that the urban university must address concerns particular to its geography
and demographics. Situated in an urban environment, Proshansky contended that CUNY
campuses might take on some of the “less desirable” characteristics of city life: “Like the urban
center, the urban university became a big and crowded setting...What was true for the city also
became true for the urban university: there are far too many people to know, so that a faceless
anonymity becomes the rule rather than the exception” (Proshansky, 1977). To mitigate these
city stressors, a nurturing learning environment in an urban university would need to be
“functional”, “attractive”, and “meaningful”, and provide students with spaces to interact with
one another, while also offering access to personal and private spaces to focus, learn, and grow
(Proshansky, 1977).
Baruch students often described the library spaces as both functional “serv[ing] the
simplest and most mundane needs” and attractive, “worthy of the designation ‘college’ or
‘university’” (Proshansky, 1977). Students reportedly enjoyed working in the library’s
welcoming and open spaces that offered variability: “I really like the library. It's really big and
spacious, and there are a lot of different levels of quiet that you can go to” (Emily, Baruch
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Student). Students appreciated the combination of aesthetics and services the Baruch Library
offered, “the library is beautiful, it's all renovated and has a million places to sit, and they have
great systems where you can go online to see how packed the computers are” (Emily, Baruch
Student). This service was not available at John Jay and perhaps made it harder for these students
to find spaces to work in at John Jay. It should be noted too, that the John Jay library is much
older, and has not been renovated as recently as Baruch. This too, may have contributed to the
less positive focus on the John Jay library in students maps and narratives.
Despite the aesthetics, the libraries on both campuses functioned as a “meaningful” space
that “communicate[d] educational and academic integrity” (Proshansky, 1977). Students spent
time in the library to network with peers and immerse themselves in the college experience: “we
still hang out at this library. That's a huge part of college. Yes, a huge part of college is
congregating in the library. I'm very passionate about this, because get your stuff done, you get
to leave, but you form those bonds when you've been four days with no sleep” (Carrie, John Jay
Student). Students also accesses computers and passed time between classes in the library. At
Baruch, a café on the ground floor (“eat place” on Figure 31) also offered a place to buy snacks
and eat lunch with peers. However, the John Jay library was often derided as a crowded space
with inaccessible hours. Many students suggested that they would spend more time in the John
Jay library if it was larger, offered more study locations, and stayed open later, preferably 24
hours as it does during exam week. The intra-activity fostered in libraries from using functional
work stations, to accessing academic resources, and engaging in socializing and communitybuilding positions this place, the library, as a foundational component of an urban university
campus, many of which often suffer from space limitations.
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Despite the functionality of the libraries, both Baruch and John Jay students reported
crowding issues and having trouble finding a quiet place to work on campus: “I can't even focus
here on campus…it's noisy. I need it quiet. It's hard to find-- The school is overcrowded”
(Nalena, John Jay Student). To mitigate these issues, students developed various strategies to
avoid crowds and find quiet places to work. Sai and several other students reported that they
completed some or most of their schoolwork in off-campus, public libraries because they were a
free, quiet, less crowded workplace that was often closer to home. Other students sought out the
most isolated desk in library, rented a group study room to be alone, worked in an empty
classroom, or identified less travelled, quiet hallways where they could sit on the floor and read.
These strategies demonstrate the students’ need for privacy, a “quiet and isolated place to study”,
and a sense of territoriality to “establish a given spatial area as their own” (Proshansky, 1977).
This lack of space is a directly result of CUNY’s situatedness in the hyper-urbanized
environment of New York City where real estate is expensive and expansion of the university is
limited or impossible. This is especially true for the John Jay and Baruch campuses, both of
which are located in Manhattan. These space issues remain hard to mitigate due to real estate
pricing, lack of inventory and space restrictions in the city. For similar reasons, most CUNY
campuses do not offer dorms and almost all undergraduate students commute to campus.
Students spend roughly an hour commuting each way, usually via the MTA subway and bus
system (Smale and Regalado, 2017). So, in addition to dealing with the crowded conditions of
city living and attending CUNY, commuting is a defining aspect of CUNY undergraduates dayto-day-life, shaping their academic life and their learning ecology.
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In-Between Time and Place: Commuting
Public transit spaces emerged as a both a prominent “place” and “practice” (commuting)
on students’ learning ecology maps. These places were often depicted by entries such as “train”,
“mta”, “subway”,” Q84 bus” and drawings or stickers of train tracks, seen in Mari’s map, below.
(“choo choo”, right, Figure 1).

Mari’s Map (see Figure 1)
As Mari’s map demonstrates, the commute serves as an interstitial place between campus and
home. The train or bus served as a place to relax, read, complete homework, listen to music,
sleep, socialize with friends in person or, more often, via smartphone. Since CUNY students do
not live on campus and they often traverse multiple city boroughs on their commute to campus.
Because of this, the train or bus becomes a multifunctional place to engage in a variety of school
and non-school-related practices.
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Raquel’s Map (see Figure 12)
Note: Depicted in black and white for clarity

Often when students had a long commute to campus the commute emerged on the map as
a container for both space and time. Sai’s map (Figure 20) featured trains tracks as a
foundational structure within her ecology, acting as connector of important places in her ecology.
In Raquel’s map (Figure 12, repeated above) she outlines her commute step-by-step highlighting
how long this process takes, and how at “nightime” [sic] she might experience delays when
travelling from campus to her home in Long Island. On Raquel’s and other students’ maps,
commuting depicts a sort of being “in-between”, offering a time and space to engage in other
practices. Because CUNY students have to factor commuting into their schedule, their ecologies
entangle with city infrastructure processes, such as changing train schedules and ongoing transit
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construction. Delays might result in more in-between time to get reading done, or to catch up on
sleep.
Social Places
Kara’s map (Figure 25, repeated below) depicts how places entangle with peer groups and
practices. Kara’ map depicts that spends time at John Jay and the Macaulay Honors College; she
intra-acts in these different places based on who works there and what practices occur in those
places. On Monday and Wednesdays, she received help from an adjunct in the Latin American
students lounge, met with her advisor on the 8th floor of John Jay, and did work in the Macaulay
Honors College library a few blocks uptown from John Jay.

Kara’s Map (see Figure 25)
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On Tuesdays and Thursdays, Kara goes to see her therapist, spends time with Justin in the
“Stats lab”, studies for her CPE test with Sam on the 6th floor, attended classes at John Jay, and
went to meditation at Macaulay. On Fridays, Kara spends time in John Jay’s Urban Male Initiative
(UMI) and though she gets works done there, the UMI functions more as a place to “hangout” and
socialize with other students. On weekends, Kara works for pay remotely from home, studies for
LSAT and GRE tests with friends, and hangs out at the climbing gym for fun.
Kara’s map depicts how places, practices, and social relationships entangle within her
ecology. In her interview and mapping session Kara articulated how she went to certain places to
see specific people, and that the places were foundational to the relationships that developed, “not
only is it quieter…we have our advisers there [Macaulay Honors Lounge] so it's super easy for me
if I need something just to go speak to someone…We can have a conversation, or if I need
something I go in and I'm like, ‘I need to speak to these people.’” For Kara, the affordances of a
place are both material and discursive; the lounge was quiet and allowed her to develop
relationships or ask questions, or certain people and conversations occurred in the UMI so she
would spend more time there.
Reading Kara’s map through other students’ maps reveals the high variety of places she
intra-acts within and highlights how her map lacks information about the supplies and tools she
uses to do her work. During our session Kara clarified that she was given a laptop computer as
part of her Honors scholarship, and she uses this computer to complete all of her work. Having
access to a personal laptop likely shapes how she uses campuses and home spaces. And moreover,
being an Honors student who has access to both the John Jay and MHC campuses expands her
options for places to sit, work, and socialize. Since she is able to carry her laptop between places,
she avoids using the computers and other technologies provided the campuses she frequents and
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because of this mobility, she spent most of her time in lounges and labs using her own computer,
making social connections across the two campuses.
On Kara’s map, places and people emerge as foundational components of her ecology.
Perhaps because she had constant and assured access to technologies, Kara spent more time
focusing on social, job, and research-related intra-actions with people. Additionally, many
common supplies do not appear on Kara’s map and she did not add her laptop to her map, causing
this item fade into the background of her ecology. This highlights how, when items are not included
in a student’s map, it may be because they do not use or have access to these items, people, and
places or it may indicate that the student has constant and consistent access this component in the
ecology and other components leverage greater agency to shape the ecology and the possible
learning that might emerge.
In this way, the narratives provided insight into the components within the learning
ecologies but the mapping exercise often helped illuminate more foundational components of the
ecology. The maps also functioned as a way to materialize the ecologies to better understand the
entanglement of places, people, supplies, technologies, and practices. Kara ecology materialized
through the entanglement of time, place, people, and practices, while other maps depict ecologies
comprised of supplies only, as seen on Nicole’s map (Figure 18), or classes as seen on Jen’s map
(Figure 6). These differentiated organizational patterns will be discussed further in the next
chapter.
Places are material, filled with supplies such as desks and computers, and they are social,
a container discursive practices of relationality. Students choose to spend time in a place that
supports their desired actions and offers the affordances and supplies they need to complete work
or socialize with friends. Students act in places, but places also act on the students; places offer
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differentiated opportunities and the affordances of a place shape students’ use of that place and
its role in their ecology. Places entangled with the supplies, technologies, people and practices to
comprise a learning ecology. The importance of each of these components differ from student to
student creating distinct learning ecologies.

Supplies
Students included a variety of supplies on their learning ecology maps ranging from
typical “school supply” items like backpacks, notebooks, books and textbooks, and planners and
digital supplies such as USB drives, headphones, printers/scanners, cameras, and recorders
(Table 3). The most commonly listed supplies were laptop and desktop computers, smart phones,
and other technological resources such as software
programs, apps, and cloud services which comes as no

Table 3: Supplies included on Students’
Learning Ecology Maps

surprise with the wide spread adoption of digital
platforms for teaching and learning and increased
prevalence of online courses, materials, and assignments
Necessities
As we saw at the beginning of this chapter,
Nicole’s map (Figure 18, repeated on pg. 85) included a
list of typical school supplies: a weekly calendar, a school
ID, folders for school papers, and digital supplies such as
her laptop and passwords. But it also included basic
necessities like water, comfortable clothing, and snacks.
This combination of school, technological, and basic
supplies emerged across maps. The supplies students included on their ecology maps were
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entangled with a variety of factors including their commute, classes they were taking, access to
digital resources, and places where they could complete work on and off campus.
Many students included “necessities” such as water, money, food and snacks, a bed,
gasoline to drive, identification card, toiletries and clothing on their maps indicating that they
viewed these items as part of their learning ecology.
16 of the 26 students (61%) of students
in this study included food-related items to their
maps. (food, snacks, dinner, eat). An excerpt from
Janeece’s map (Figure 31, right) shows that whether
she was able to bring lunch or had money to buy food
determined if and where she might eat lunch. If we
were to view her whole map (Figure 5), this one
corner is anchored by food and practices related to
food, while other corners of her map are dedicated to

Figure 32: Excerpt from Janeece’s Map (see
Figure 5)

class, studying, and extra time and clubs. So, reading her map as one might conclude that food,
class, studying, and clubs are foundational components in her learning ecology.
The inclusion of necessities like food, bed, own room, and money across maps reveals
how students view these items as foundational supports for their own learning. Understandably,
if students are financially, nutritionally, or housing insecure, they will have trouble engaging in
their own learning. Food and housing are fundamental components of a supportive learning
ecology; a student cannot learn if their most basic needs are not met within the ecologies they
inhabit. I will return to the topic of food insecurity in Chapter Seven.
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Technologies and the Cloud
Every student in this study

Table 4: Technologies included on Students’ Learning
Ecology Maps

discussed and/or included a technological
device such as smart phone, laptop, or
desktop computer, as part of their learning
ecology. Beyond their devices, the digital
tools that emerged across maps differed
greatly from student to student. Students
included a variety of applications, software
programs, social media platforms,
university-provided technology platforms,
study tools, and information portals inn
their maps. In the last round of coding, I
categorized these digital supplies
according to use type (Table 4).
Jen’s map (Figure 6, repeated
below) demonstrates how the supplies and
technologies she included in her ecology were deeply entangled with her classes, assignments,
and peers. For example, to complete her reading for Tax class (green ink) she would typically get
the PDF documents from a friend and read them on her phone while commuting on the train.
When completing her Tax homework, she would use a Google Doc and print it in the library. For
this single class she has developed a network of places, digital tools, devices, and people with
which she intra-acts to complete her work. Like Jen, many students had a unique network of
supplies that emerged from their particular entanglements and intra-actions. By far the most
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complex and differentiated type of supply in students’ ecologies were the variety of digital tools
students used.

Jen’s Map (see Figure 6)
As we see in Jen’s map, she was often assigned to use the textbook publisher “Connect”
platform to do homework and take quizzes for her financial accounting class (red ink). To
supplement the course material, Jen would ask friends for help or consult platforms like
CourseHero and Chegg to study for the “Connect” quizzes. Although the content was available
on the Connect platform, she supplemented her learning by consulting Google and Yahoo
Answers to better understand the material. She printed out PDF readings or read the documents
on her phone to avoid buying a high-cost textbook; this was a common practice for many CUNY
students who were trying to lower the costs of attending college.
Through the mapping and interview sessions, a distinction surfaced between CUNYprovided platforms and the other tech platforms students sought out on their own. Though
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students were required to use the university’s administrative and course technology platforms,
they typically developed an extended digital ecology based on their specific preferences and the
affordances of the other digital tools. When students needed additional information or study
support they sought out external tools based on accessibility (price, use), convenience (ex: App
on phone), and functionality (ex: quizzing, translation).

Amy’s Map (see Figure 2)
Often these self-identified tools, not the university-provided tools, became the
foundational digital tools in their ecology. Amy’s map (Figure 2, repeated above) depicts mostly
non-CUNY tools, including Google Docs, Quizlet, Sticky Notes, and Grammarly. She sought out
all of these out on her own and chose these tools because they offered writing assistance, cloudbased storage, collaborative work spaces, and notecards for studying. She chose these tools for a
variety of reasons. The writing assistance was not pejorative; the tool helped her craft well-
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written sentences and did not (de)grade her when she made attempts or mistakes. The cloudbased storage was easily navigated and accessed from many kinds of devices. The collaborative
workspace allowed her to take and share notes with peers. The notecards app was free and
available on her phone and helped her study. Even though CUNY has some cloud-based
software, she claims that none of these intra-actions would have been possible or at least easy
through CUNY’s suite of tools.

People
Despite mentioning various people in their interviews, students did not always include
people in their learning ecology maps. People were sometimes obscured by other components on
the maps. For example, places like classrooms or course names indicate that a student intra-acted
with a professor; when students added “home” to their map, many shared details about their
family or mentioned a roommate. Other students discussed intra-acting with a librarian or tutor
while adding the library (word or drawing) to their learning ecology map.
When students did include people on their maps, they mentioned professors, family,
administrators, librarians, advisors, therapists and tutors. The most commonly included people
on students’ maps were friends and classmates. On the maps depicted earlier in this chapter,
friends are associated with “hang out time” (Mari’s map, Figure 1), an evening catch up and
snack (Raquel’s map, Figure 12), asking for help with homework (Jen’s map, Figure 6) and
having lunch in the library café (Amy’s map, Figure 2). On other maps, friends were associated
with free time, brainstorming, group projects, campus work study jobs, and clubs.
Of all maps created as part of this project, Kara’s map (Figure 25), discussed earlier in
the “Places” section, had the most mentions of people. On her map she mentions nine different
types of people she interacts with including, teachers/professors, friends, librarians, mentors,
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advisors, a therapist, other students, family, and study group peers, and she mentions six people
by name. As Kara’s map demonstrates, and is visible on many other maps, the people within
students learning ecologies are entangled with a place, or a practice, or both. Kara’s map
visualizes how these components intertwine to produce a learning ecology. It is this
entanglement of places, supplies, people, and the practices and intra-action between these
components that produce the conditions for the emergence of learning.

Practices
Table 5: Practices included on Students’
Learning Ecology Maps

Practices are the intra-actions that take
place within and between the components
of the learning ecology - places, supplies,
and people. A learning ecology is not just
a set of components; it is intra-active
practices between the material-discursive
components that entangle the components
into the specific configuration of the
learning ecology. On students maps, the
practices signal the entanglement of
material and discursive; material practices
that have meaning, enact discourses,
produce the social.
Though likely not a comprehensive
list of all the possible intra-active practices
that produce learning and learning

Type Practice
Education
Read/Reading
Homework
Class
study
Office hours/talk to prof
Research
Brainstorming
Outline
Prioritize/Organize
Group work
Extra-curricular Clubs
Network
Tests (SAT, LSAT GRE)
Cont'd Ed Class
Employment
Work
Job
Internship
Supportive
Relax/Chill/Downtime
Spend time with family
Cook dinner
Sleep/Nap
Meditation
Cleaning/Laundry
Therapy
Gym/Exercise/Workout/Sports
Fashion/shopping
Party/Fun/Hang out w friends
weekend - different destinations
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ecologies, students listed a variety of educational, extracurricular, employment, and supportive
practices on their maps (Table 5, above). The most common practices included on the maps
were: going to class, studying, doing homework, going to work (job), chilling/relaxing, and
working out/going to the gym. On the maps, students often visualized these practices as
connected to the supplies or people involved. Going to class was associated with a laptop or
notebook; homework might be associated with home, the library, a computer, or friends; working
out might include dumb bells bike riding outside, as Danny depicted on his map; relaxing and
chilling often involved friends or entertainment platforms like Netflix or YouTube, often
accessed via a personal laptop or a smartphone.
Through these practices, the material and discursive emerge as intertwined entangled
entities that co-produce one another. For example, to engage in “studying”, a student goes to a
particular place, where they use certain items, in order to engage in the process that they have
defined as studying, which might involve people or may be a solitary affair. Learning ecologies
develop from inter- and intra-action of these entangled places, supplies, and people. Learning is
defined and emergent from the ongoing activities within these entanglements.
Future Imaginaries
A particular set of practices entailed looking beyond the timeframe of the week or the
semester that the student was visualizing on the map. Several students included words, stickers,
and drawings that alluded to a future self and future goals. These future imaginings were
entangled with supplies, people, and practices within their current learning ecology but were
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focused on outcomes yet to be realized. Depicted in Figure 33, Amita spent time emailing
professors about research opportunities and searching for internships opportunities as part of a
typical week. Other students focused on networking in
clubs on campus in preparation for future job roles
(Janeece, Figure 5). Below in Figure 34, Kendra mapped
out what she might need for her “future career” bringing
together people, supplies (reference letters), technology
platforms (LinkedIn), places (the John Jay Career
Center), and practices (completing degree).
These future imaginaries also materialized as
affective affirmations. Students included words of
motivation like “patience” and “understanding” on their

Figure 33: Excerpt from Amita’s Map
(see Figure 7)

maps (Nalena, Figure 24) and others offered advice such as, “study content after semester is
done to be ahead” and included phrases of self-encouragement to persist along their academic
trajectories, “know that graduating is marathon not a race” (Jay, Figure 26). These future
imaginaries entangle supplies, technologies, people, and affect into a set of material-discursive
practices to set up possibilities for being and knowing in a time beyond college.

Figure 34: Excerpt from Kendra's Map
(see Figure 23)
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A Material-Discursive Phenomenon
This analysis of students’ learning ecology maps reveals that places, people, and supplies,
including technologies and necessities like food, are the components that intra-act and entangle
to materialize the learning ecology. Ecologies knit together the places, supplies, technologies,
and people involved in the practice of learning and being a student and set up the conditions for
the emergence of learning. The learning ecology itself is an emergent phenomenon produced by
students’ everyday practices of being in the world. Understanding learning ecologies as an
entangled network of material-discursive components and intra-active practices re-centers
materiality in this exploration of learning phenomena because discourses, like cultural
understanding, norms, definitions of concepts, are always already material - they are anchored in
the world inherently connected to and stemming from intra-actions of bodies and things in
places.
The maps offer evidence that no two ecologies are the same; students’ ecologies coalesce
and transform depending on the practices and components of students’ being in the world.
Because of their constantly evolving complexity, no map can fully capture a student’s ecology.
However, this analysis provides preliminary insight into the components that entangle to produce
learning and learning ecologies. The maps visualize the interplay between the material and the
discursive, identifying the materials students’ use, and the places and people within and with
which students intra-act. In addition to exploring what comprises a learning ecology in this
chapter, further analysis of these intra-actions in next chapter provides insight how students’
learning ecology form.
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CHAPTER 5 | How: The Formation of Learning Ecologies
Analysis of the maps in the previous chapter identified the places, supplies, technologies,
people, and practices that come together to produce an ecology. The intra-action of these
components creates the conditions for the emergence of learning. Reading across the maps to
identify the forces within the learning ecologies provided insight into what makes a learning
ecology. This chapter will continue to use an agential realist framing and the attendant method of
diffractive reading to further examine how learning ecologies come to be organized and
performed.
Barad wrote that reality is “things-in-phenomena” (Barad, 2007, p. 140). Components
and intra-actions (practices) co-constitute one another. A desk in the library can be a place for
working or a place for napping. Lower ceilings that muffle sound, areas that offer comfortable
seating, or secluded rooms that allow conversation, may make more or less ideal places to nap or
work in a group. Entanglement of agentic components within the ecology occurs across scale,
from the hyper-local level such as a classroom and the technologies within, to larger systems like
the elevators and building design or entanglements with/in university administrative processes.
Expanding the boundaries of the ecologies, students’ learning ecologies are further entangled
with local and state political economies such as public transit infrastructure, education funding
and budgets, and educational technology companies’ development and investment processes.
Thinking about entanglement at scale highlights how there is no “outside” the ecology, it
just depends on where one draws the boundary. Human and non-human components are
entangled within phenomena across scales and levels of complexity. What components are
included in the ecology is determined by our lens, in other words, by refining the apparatus we
use to define and examine the learning ecology – the phenomena in question. The lens for to
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determine what gets included in the learning ecologies will widen as we progress through this
chapter and Chapters 6 and 7. In this chapter, I explore how a learning ecology develops by
reading students’ maps to examine their organization methods and boundary drawing practices
that define the ecology.

Phenomena and Intra-action
Recalling this explanation from the introductory chapter, in Barad’s agential realist
framework, the primary units of reality are not inherently separate entities with definite
boundaries but phenomena – emergent processes of interacting components. The neologism
intra-action seeks to acknowledge that there is no outside a phenomenon. Instead, outside or
separateness is determined by the marking of boundaries. Both the emergent process of learning
and the learning ecology that produces this process are “phenomena”, they emerge through the
intra-action of various components. Learning ecologies as phenomena describes the entangled
nature of material-discursive components that coalesce around a student subject to create the
conditions for the emergence of learning. Ecologies are produced through intra-action between
the components identified in Chapter 4. The student, places, people, and supplies intra-act to
produce a learning ecology.
In both Latour and Barad’s approaches, human or non-human entities have agency to act
to shape the course of events. Barad pushes further, stating that it is the intra-action itself that
defines the actor or component (Cabantous and Sergi, 2018). A component within a phenomenon
only comes to be through relationship with other components, and our agentic cuts, where we
understand agency to be located, are the boundary drawing practices that define components.
Components in the learning ecology are not separate entities; they are entangled within everongoing intra-actions with wider phenomena such as the university, the city, and the economy.
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Each component (place, person, supply, technology) is entangled with and gives shape to
(materializes) other aspects of ecology. Learning ecologies “do not preexist their
relations…[they]emerge through specific intra-actions” (Barad, 2007; p. 140). Agency is not
something held, but rather exists as relationship between components; agency – the possibility to
act - moves and bubbles up across phenomena depending on the current state of entanglements.
The components become woven together through material-discursive practices. These
practices, which involve both material things and discursive relations, are the intra-actions that
that take place within and between the components. Intra-action is not interaction. The prefix
inter- suggests the existence of a space between entities whereas intra- refers to actions within
phenomena. Barads concept of intra-action recalls Haraway’s contention our reality is
“relationalities all the way down” (Gane and Haraway, 2006). People use supplies in places;
places have material configurations and discursive patterns of relationality (norms, processes)
that shape what is possible. From these intra-actions certain forms of being and knowledges –
onto-epistemologies – become more or less possible.
These components are not separate entities coming together, but rather are never outside
their relations. They are defined by their relations and entanglements with other components.
The library is the library because of its material contents and the socio-cultural practices that
take place there. What it means to be a student, or to be a “group study room”, or to “study”, as
Janeece indicates she does library, is dependent on the entanglement of material-discursive
components and practices. Intra-action suggests that “the forces at work in the materialization of
bodies are not only social, and the bodies produced are not all human” (Barad, 2007; p. 33). Both
humans and non-humans have agency to shape and materialize reality and possibilities for
action, including what forms of learning are possible.
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Certain components may leverage more agency to organize and shape the ecology. For
example, if a student spends three hours a day commuting to campus, the train, the supplies, and
the planning needed to be out of the house for over 10 hours a day are all material-discursive
realities that will shape this students’ ecology and emergent learning. What they bring, where
they spend their time on and off campus, how they maintain focus, how they manage time, and
where they get work done are all dependent on each other and the components within the
ecology. The student chooses the supplies, places, and technologies that support their practices of
engaging in school; these are the components that intra-act to form the learning ecology and
produce learning.
Technologies intra-act with places and people; if the Wi-Fi is down in particular space on
campus a student cannot print, and therefore turn in, an assignment. The material technology
infrastructure has diminished the agency of the student and in this case, the technological
infrastructure has leveraged agency to interfere in the course of events. Classrooms intra-act with
professors and students; a window-less classroom allows a professor to use the overhead
projector with ease but lacks the natural light that might make it easier for a student stay awake.
All components in the ecology have agency to shape the course of events and the learning that
can emerge.
In the ecology, the student may intra-act with a cell phone, peers, campus and city spaces,
public service processes, professors, particular pedagogical practices, and technologies that they
have both chosen and been assigned to use. The learning ecology creates the conditions for the
emergence of the onto-epistemological phenomenon of learning. Learning is defined in this
project as a being-knowing process that emerges from the ecology in which the student is
embedded. If a student works part-time for pay, attends classes where particular class practices
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make hard to stay awake, spends extra time with friends in the café on campus, while doing work
on their phone on their commute, the possibilities for knowing are shaped by these materialdiscursive, situated realities of their being.

Making Agential Cuts to Define Boundaries
Through intra-action entities are defined, boundaries are delineated, and the reality of the
ecology materializes. The components within the learning ecology phenomena are defined
through students’ agential cuts, “it is only through specific agential intra-actions that the
boundaries and properties of ‘components’ of phenomena become determinate and that particular
articulations become meaningful” (Barad, 2007; p. 148). Students’ agential cuts delineate and
define boundaries and intra-acting components of their ecologies. These cuts are made visible
through the map topographies and offer a legible reality of their learning ecology. For example,
what defines a smart phone as a school supply versus a medium for connecting with friends?
Why is the computer lab on the 6th floor listed as a different space from the “library” that it is
embedded within?
The ways students make cuts to organize their ecology gives the reader insight
boundaries and the organization of their ecologies. As the researcher and writer, I make cuts too.
In my diffractive reading of the maps, I determine boundaries to make my analysis. We are
always making cuts to understand our reality, to resolve “ontological indeterminacy” (Barad,
2007), and to parse matter and meaning from within ever-ongoing phenomena. A human subject
becomes a “student” when they enroll in some form of education. A college student is a
particular type of student defined by institutions, practices, courses and so on. I made an agential
cut to define “advanced student” in this study as any person enrolled at Baruch or John Jay
College who had completed at least two years of college, meaning students in what we typically
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define as Junior and Senior year students. In psychological research we often call our agential
cuts “operational definitions”.
The students named throughout in this dissertation are, of course, not just students; they
are also workers, parents, children, friends, video gamers, drama experts, Netflix watchers, and a
multitude of other possibilities. This complex entangled ontology is at the root of learning as an
onto-epistemological, being-knowing process. I made the agential cut to determine the “student”
subjectivity here, but all these other ontological positionings are entangled within the ecologies
and shape the emergence of the “students’” learning. The subjectivity of “student” is explored
more in the following chapter.
Just like the ontological tenuousness of the “student”, a classroom is just a room but
becomes a “classroom” through the intra-actions that take place within and around this space.
Rooms for class are typically located on a college campus, or more recently, they might be a
Zoom link that takes one to shared digital “room” in-between here and there. “Class” is a set of
specific material and discursive practices enacted in a specific space and time; desk alignment,
zoom etiquette, content coverage, discussion, and other pedagogical choices create a “class” and
in turn, shape the for being and knowing that can emerge from those spaces and practices. The
onto-epistemological process of learning can emerge in a classroom space, just as it can emerge
in a multitude of ways in other places, and “learning that takes place in a particular space…is an
emergent property of that space” (Thomas, 2010).
When reflecting on the courses she has taken Raquel, a student participant in this project,
said, “even though it was a stadium classroom size, the way he taught it and the information
itself was so interesting to me…[the professor] didn't teach in the structured, read straight off the
PowerPoint style…He taught in a realistic, real world type of way where you can grasp the
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information and he related it to his own practice and [the] real world… It felt like, okay wow,
this is really what happens and this is how you treat it and this is how you go about it.” The
material-discursive practices enacted in this room and through this teaching style allowed Raquel
to better intra-act with the professor and the content of the course. Despite the material set up of
the room (“stadium-seating”), which she implied may not always foster productive engagement,
the discursive practices of relationality enacted by the professor within the space changed the
onto-epistemological possibilities of learning for her.
Raquel’s reflection on this class reveals that alignment of desks and teaching choices are
material-discursive practices that create a certain type of class and fosters certain possibilities for
being-knowing. How the desks are lined up is both material and discursive - it conveys meaning
and materializes the classroom. Desks in a circle might facilitate discussion, clusters of desks
may offer opportunities for group work, stadium seating might make it more likely that a
professor will use PowerPoint lectures. Desk alignment matters; it materializes the class and
makes certain intra-actions and realities more or less possible. “Class” is a series of materialdiscursive practices that make possible certain ways of being and knowing.
Whether the phenomenon in question is the learning ecology, a class, or a university
depends on our apparatus of measurement, the boundaries we draw, and the lens through which
we are examining the world around us. Exploring the intra-actions and agential cuts in students’
maps offers possibilities for better understanding of the development of learning ecologies. The
following sections explore the organization and layout of students maps to better understand how
learning ecologies become organized and emerge.
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Map Organization and Ecology Formation
My diffractive reading of students’ maps in Chapter 4 identified the various components
– places, supplies, people and practices – that intra-act to produce learning ecologies. As
described above, the components within the learning ecology maps are not separate entities, they
are entangled components within the learning ecology phenomenon. The following sections
explore map topographies to gain insight into how students organized their maps and where they
made agential cuts and the map typographies, to read for how the students set out the maps on
the page to visualize their ecologies.

Map Topographies
Typically, map topography depicts the forms and features on a map, such as mountains
and valleys, to visualize the lay of the land. My diffractive reading of students’ learning ecology
map topographies attempts to examine how students organized the map components in relation
to one another and seeks to better understand how students’ map the intra-action of components
within their learning ecology. Reading across students’ learning ecology maps reveals
topographical patterns; students’ organized their maps based on place, courses, time, affective
vignettes and, less distinctly, via nebulas. Each section below offers examples the various
topographical organizations on students’ maps.
The topographical organization provides insight into the agential cuts students made to
define the organization and boundaries of their ecology. In most cases, these topographical
layouts are not mutually exclusive. Students’ maps often use several organizational mechanisms
– for example students map are organized by both places and items. In laying out the maps
below, I grouped the maps into the organizational mechanism that appears to be the dominant
topographical pattern that serves orient most of the components and intra-actions on the map.
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Place

Ben’s Map depicts a place-based topography (see Figure 3)
On place-based maps, the ecology appears to be organized around the spaces the student
inhabits. Supplies, technologies, people, and practices are embedded within places, shaping how
a student inhabits and uses these places. Both Ben (Figure 3, repeated above) and Frank’s
(Figure 16, repeated below) maps contain several places across the Baruch campus and
throughout the city. Both maps depict the “NVC” or “VC” as central point within the ecology.
Baruch’s Newman Vertical Campus is a 14-story building that houses many of Baruch’s
classrooms, computer labs, clubs, and offices, and is one the of the main buildings that make up
Baruch’s urban campus. Frank also includes the library, another tall building on campus. In each
building, Frank carefully labels the important locations within each building, drawing boundaries
and defining salient areas.
Ben and Frank both include their apartments on their maps. Frank’s apartment is across
the river in New jersey, and he depicts his New Jersey transit train going under the river to get
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into Manhattan. Ben’s map provides more detail of the spaces in his apartment, delineating his
spaces from those he shares with roommates. Though we might not readily think of them as
places, Ben lists his pockets, his backpack and the “cloud” as places he stores items he needs for
school. Frank includes the city streets surrounding the VC, the outdoor plaza next to the VC, and
his office building as the places he spends time and gets work done. Both of Ben and Frank’s
ecology maps read almost like typical maps, with sections of the city highlighted and description
of spaces for ease of navigation.

Frank’s Map depicts a place-based topography (see Figure 16)
Sai’s place-based map (Figure 22, repeated below) is anchored by the train tracks that run
along the bottom of the map, connecting her self and her home to the Kings Daughters Library
and the Main Building at John Jay. Sai’s commute between home and John Jay was over an hour
and half each way, so making sure she has everything she needs for her day is paramount. This
trip through space orients the other components on her map. Above each place she lists “things I
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need” (items) or “things to do” (practices) in relation to each place, with the train (place) and her
commute (practice) linking it all together. In this way, her map topography could be read as both
a place and a practice (commute, planning) topography.

Sai’s Map depicts a place-based topography (see Figure 22)
On Carla’s map, (Figure 13, repeated below) places like the study abroad office, library,
school, post office, old building, park, and train form the contours of her map. The inclusion of
food and “mail money orders” is important to note. In the interview she never said anything
about these items and practices but she did discuss her status as a SEEK student. The CUNY
Search for Education, Elevation, and Knowledge (SEEK) program was established to provide
comprehensive academic, financial, and social supports to students who may not have been able
to attend college otherwise due to their educational and financial circumstances. The inclusion of
food and potentially sending money to family or friends hopefully signals that her ecology is
allowing Carla to meet her basic needs but also that meeting these basic needs might be
something she thinks about and contends with regularly.
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Carla's Map depicts a place-based topography (see Figure 13)

Carla remembers relying on the student support programs and spaces during in her first
two years at Baruch, “I remember being a freshman and sophomore, I would go to the Seek
office a lot…and just do my homework. But as I guess grew older, I feel like there's not a lot of
space in there anymore and it's very loud. So, I just transitioned to going to the sixth-floor
library. Or a place that I just find quiet.” On Carla’s map, place orients her practices and
processes of being a student. Over time, as the affordances of places evolve so do her practices
of being a student.
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Course
Just as Carla’s map depicts entangled places and practices, Jen’s map (Figure 6, repeated
below) visualizes how items and practices are entangled with the courses she takes each
semester. Most of the place-based maps above do not include cuts that delineate the student’s
courses, or if courses are present they are embedded within a places on campus, such as a
classroom within the NVC. On Jen’s map her courses function as the organizing mechanism for
the ecology. Branching off from Jen’s courses, she includes the items she needs for each course.
On other maps, items may be disjointed from organizational mechanisms like course, time, or
place but Jen illustrates this entanglement, possibly indicating how her ecology may change each
semester depending on the courses she is taking

Jen’s Map, depicts a course-based topography (see Figure 6)
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Time
When depicting courses, most students’ maps visualize the course in relation to time.
Kara’s map (Figure 25, repeated below) is organized based on time. The days of the week along
the top provide the maps’ dominant structure. Classes and places are embedded within the day,
and further branches from the schedule add complexity to a particular day to include the places
and people with which she will intra-act.

Kara’s Map depicts a time-based topography (See Figure 25)

Time also anchors Amita’s map (Figure 7, repeated below). The days of the week span the left
side of the page, almost serving as a legend for the rest of the map. Courses, aligned with the day
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on which they occur, appear as a secondary organizing function. The days and courses shape
where Amita will go and what she will work on that day.

Amita's Map depicts a time-based topography (see Figure 7)

Carrie’s Map depicts a time-based topography (see Figure 20)
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On Carrie’s map (Figure 20, repeated above), her weekly schedule organizes the map,
and the related items, places, and practices are embedded within each day. Raquel’s map (Figure
12, repeated below) also uses time as an anchoring mechanism, with her courses embedded in
the flow of week. Unlike Carrie’s schedule-like map, Raquel's map seems to depict the curvature
of an analog clock, tracing her progression through her week. In contrast with other maps,
Raquel’s map identifies her self as the subject who moves through time, “map of me” (top left
corner). Raquel was only one of three students who added their name to the map. Other students,
like Sai (Figure 22), depicted themselves within the ecology. How the subjective self appears
within the ecologies offers another point of inquiry for future diffractive readings of the maps.

Raquel’s Map depicts a time-based topography
(see Figure 12)
Note: Depicted in black and white for clarity
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Item
Maps with itemized topographies are often disjointed in time, and places typically appear
as a sort of item within the ecology. Both Amy’s (Figure 2, repeated below) and Rena’s map
(Figure 10, repeated below) are organized based on the items the students use. Amy uses various
software platform and devices, whereas Rena identifies more basic necessitates like water, food,
camera, and a cell phone. In both maps, places like a coffee shop, the library, or the vertical
campus appear as a list item. On these maps, places are outnumbered by the itemized material
and digital components that make up the ecology.

Amy’s Map depicts an Itemized Topography (See Figure 2)
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Rena’s Map depicts an Itemized Topography (see Figure 10)

Nicole’s Map depicts an Itemized Topography (see Figure 18)
Nicole’s map (Figure 18, repeated above) is a list of the items she needs to get through a
typical day. Time and places do not appear on her map. Nicole was a busy student with a variety
of roles and responsibilities. She was a John Jay College Honors student, and she worked on
campus in the Women’s Center Gender Justice and as a mentor in the Student Academic Success
program. She also interned in an NY Assemblyman’s office as part of the CUNY Scholars
Program. When discussing where she might get her work done she said, “usually, I’m in those
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three spots” referring to her job locations both on and off campus. After my description of the
mapping activity she said, “nice, like list of all the things that you need”. After that reflection,
her map began to take shape. I never mentioned a list, but for Nicole this was most efficient and
straight forward way to complete this task. Her time management skills were likely well-honed,
allowing her to be successful at various jobs while progressing through her academic trajectory.
Practice
Practices were often entangled with items and places on maps. Kendra’s map (Figure 23,
repeated below) outlines the foundational items (resources, technologies) and practices (time to
relax, social life) she needed to have a “good semester”. On Kendra’s map items and practices
appear in an entangled state, the items and resources she used are usually connected to the
practices they are used for and the place where the practice will occur. For example, LinkedIn
(technology), the John Jay Career Center (place), her advisor (people), and reference letters
(item) are entangled in her practice of looking and planning for a future career. Kendra’s map
illuminates ongoing entanglement of items, places, time, and practices.

Kendra’s Map depicts entanglement of items, places, time, and practices
(see Figure 23)
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In Candace’s map (Figure 17, repeated below), she organizes her ecology based on
practices with her friends, intra-actions with her smartphone, aspects of her internship, and
processes she goes through to study. Also reproduced below, Jay’s map (Figure 26) is set up as
advice or practices for any aspiring student as a list of “things to get through work/school”.

Candace’s Map depicts a Practice-oriented Topography (see Figure 17)

Jay’s Map depicts a Practice-oriented Topography (see Figure 26)
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Janeece’s map (Figure 5, repeated below) contains various practices embedded in places
and time periods, connected to objects. She centers her self in the map, in a particular place
“@Baruch”, signaling that this may be only one of the various ecologies Janeece inhabits. On her
map, places, practices, time periods, and items branch off from the center. The practice she
engages in shape the items and places she intra-acts with; for example, if she is going to study
(practice), she may go outside or to the library and she may use a laptop or computer. If she has
extra time she may engage in a variety of practices such as attending a club, using a computer in
the library, or going to the entrepreneurship center to network with other students. Janeece’s map
demonstrates how some maps can contain various, entangled topographies.

Janeece’s Map depicts a Practice-oriented Topography
(see Figure 5)
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Affect and Vignettes
Some students’ maps demonstrated an affective or vignette-like organizational method.
In these maps, the students capture how they are feeling throughout a specific time or depict
certain scenes that occur within their ecologies. Amber’s map (Figure 4, repeated below)
features four color-coded quadrants. At the start of the mapping activity she stated, “Yeah, this is
going be winter. Because the environment plays a big role on how I feel. For me, learning, how I
feel when I'm in the summertime learning, and then how I feel when I'm in the fall, and then
winter.” Throughout the seasons, she adds affective components to her ecology such as a
chalkboard to represent her childhood and where her learning began. She also added several of
her favorite words to capture how she feels about learning and that particular season.

Amber’s Map depicts an Affective Topography
(see Figure 4)
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Amie’s Map depicts an Affective Topography (see Figure 15)
Amie includes various depictions of mood and affect embedded within in a weekly
timeframe on her map (Figure 15, repeated above). Her affect and mood changes throughout the
week. It appears that she begrudgingly spends time studying on what appears to be Wednesday,
and is frustrated by money or work on Friday, though she may get to have fun later in the
evening. She enjoys the end of the week (presumably Saturdays and Sundays) when she can
spend time with friends and rest. Though a reader can gather how Amy feels throughout the
week, the components that make up her learning ecology remain somewhat vague on her map.
On their maps, Danny and Madiha depict vignettes of the “happy places” within their
learning ecologies. Danny’s map (Figure 19, repeated below) knits together places, items, and
practices into several vignettes. Danny sits at a desk to complete his work; he keeps a to do list to
stay on track, and he saves his work to a USB device and in the Google Cloud. He spends his
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free time working out and enjoying the outdoor space near his house, captured by the happy sun
on the top right. He listens to motivation speeches to boost his mood and get new ideas.

Danny’s Map depicts an Affective Vignette Topography
(see Figure 19)

Madiha’s Map depicts an Affective Vignette Topography
(see Figure 21)
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Madiha’s map (Figure 21, repeated above) depicts her four most important places: her
desk at her work-study job with a designated computer where she can save her assignments, her
favorite neighborhood coffeeshop “Quarthra”, her sunny, flower-filled bedroom where she reads,
and the MTA subway where she gets works done between places. Both Danny’s and Madiha’s
maps depict scenes that offer a glimpse into their learning ecologies. More than others, these
affective and vignette capture the how emotion and the performance of being student is emergent
from the ecologies.
Nebulas

Zhu’s Map depicts a fragmented topography (see Figure 11)
A few students grouped ecology components in a cloud-like topography, clustering
components across the page. Zhu’s map (Figure 21, reproduced below) contains a combination
of practices and affective reflections within the ecology. She rides the subway and bus but
dislikes the MTA; she uses WeChat every day to connect with friends, watches Korean dramas,
and enjoys fashion, shopping and music. In her free time, she likes to eat and spend time dancing
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at the gym. The lack of boundaries obscures a definitive topographical organization. Though
these nebulous maps provide less insight into the intra-action between and organization of
components, the maps still begin to tell a story about what components form the ecology.

Nalena’s Map depicts a fragmented topography (see Figure 24)
Nelana’s map, reproduced above, is a series of stickers and words depicting the items she
intra-acted with when she goes to John Jay. Necessities like school supplies and food dominate
Nalena’s map, demonstrating how these basic items are foundational for structuring her ecology.
She also notes that patience and understanding also provide structure to the ecology,
demonstrating the importance of supportive, affective relationships in the emergence of her own
learning.
While these maps do provide insight into the components within the students’ ecologies,
the organization and intra-actions between places, items, people, and practices remain somewhat
obscure. The nebulous topographies reveal that these students may engage less in boundary-
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defining to organize their ecologies and instead structure their ecologies through the affective
practices that might be hard to capture in the map. One might argue that the lack of organization
in the nebulous maps suggests that these students may, for some reason, have less agency to
organize and leverage the ecology to support their learning. The lack of boundary drawing and
organization on these maps may suggest that these students may be struggling to organize their
ecologies and need support in structuring their intra-actions to develop a coherent ecology that
fosters learning. Or, the nebulous organization of components of within ecology may suggest
that students draw different sorts of boundaries to define their ecologies, such as the
development and leveraging of affective relationships within the ecology, which may be more
difficult to visualize through this medium.
Topographies of Organization
Diffractively reading the maps through one another reveals patterns of difference in map
topographies; students identify boundaries by organizing their ecologies based on place, time,
items, practices, and affect. For some students, the places they spend their time, and the practices
and items within those places, are most formative of their learning. For other students, time and
the flow of the days, schedule, and their classes, structure their intra-actions with people and
items in places. For other students, the items with which they intra-act, regardless of the place or
time, provide structure whereas other students anchor their ecologies through the specific
practices that emerge within the ecology. For example, as long as a student can engage in the
practices “to get through school” the specific items, places, or schedule is less important.
Through the organization of their maps, students reveal the agential cuts they make to
define their ecologies. Reading the topographies of the maps offers insight into how students
intra-act with components of their ecologies and where they draw boundaries for these
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components and the ecology. The organizational topographies of the maps reveal which
components leverage more or less agency in shaping the ecology. For example, when given the
choice to visualize and organize the ecology, if a student adds the library, and then a computer
within the library, this reveals that both the computer and library as the place to access this
device are foundational components within the ecology. It’s not just any computer that is ideal
for learning, but this computer in this specific place, with attendant affordances (materialdiscursive practices) that occur within this place.
When students were given the prompt to create the map they were assured that there was
no right or wrong way to complete the activity. Though “maps” are typically place-based, the
topographies students developed are not only governed by place; students’ visualizations expand
our notions of a map; students materialized maps oriented by time, items, practices, and affect. In
their creative depictions of their learning ecologies, students offer a welcome illumination of the
complexity of forms a learning ecology can take, highlighting the multiple ways these
components intra-act and entangle to create the conditions for the emergence of learning.
The various topographies students’ developed on their maps calls to mind past ecological
frameworks for conceptualizing the organization of activities, especially Ingold’s “taskscape”
(1993). Ingold described the taskscape as “an array of related activities” situated and measured in
time, the “taskscape is to labour what the landscape is to land”. Ingold contends that the
taskscape “exists not just as activity but as inter-activity” and that “the activities of organisms are
moments of its unfolding”. With the taskscape, Ingold presents how animate and inanimate
subjects and objects inter-act over time, becoming and materializing reality in this process.
Similar to Barad’s contention that all reality is “things-in-phenomena”, intra-acting components
both create the ecology and in turn create possibilities for being-knowing to unfold from these
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intra-actions. Beyond just the temporal domain of the taskscape, students’ maps demonstrate
how ecologies entangle place and time, items and affect, material and discursive practices.
Diffractively reading the learning ecology through the taskscape helps to illuminate the
ecology and learning as phenomena that emerge from entangled, intra-acting components.
Students draw boundaries to help organize their ecologies and these boundaries help to
illuminate more or less salient component intra-actions. The mapping of a learning ecology
allows for the exploration of these multiple and complex component intra-actions in order to
better understand how the ecology creates the conditions for the emergence of learning. Ingold
contends that, “in dwelling in the world, we do not act upon it, or do things to it; rather we move
along with it. Our actions do not transform the world, they are part and parcel of the world's
transforming itself.” Similarly, using new materialist perspective, “one could conclude,
accordingly, that ‘matter becomes’ rather than that ‘matter is.’" (Frost and Coole, 2010). All
components have agency to create the world in its differential becoming. The learning ecology
framework can be used to re-center materiality in our theories to think through how a
phenomenon like “learning” is an emergent bring-knowing process from our ongoing intraactions with/in the world.

Map Typographies
In the previous section, the topographical reading of the maps examines organization and
bounded intra-actions of components within the ecology. In this section, reading the
typographical arrangement of the maps seeks to illuminate how students laid out their ecology on
the page to think through performance and legibility. Typically, typography describes how
content is laid out on a page; examining the typography of the maps reads for students’
performance of map-making and expressing how their ecology comes together. In contrast to the
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last section, reading the typography of the maps focuses on form over content. The typographies
are not meant to be explanatory in themselves, and it would be reductive to suggest that map
layout indicates learning style or a similar designation. Instead, the typographies offer another
way to read how students make cuts and illustrate navigation and performance of the ecologies.
Networking
In maps with networking typographies, examples below, student draw central nodes with
related branches. Central nodes and branches visualize the students’ understanding of
relationships and intra-actions between components within the ecology.

Categorization
Some students used categories to lay out map content. In a categorical typographies
students group components together in a specific way based in component types or practices. In
Sai’s map (left below, and see Figure 22) she categorizes her supplies and practices based on
place. Candace uses (right below and see Figure 17) categorical method based on “important”,
“friends”, “internships”, smartphone, and “book/study”.
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Listing
Some students used linear or chorological lists on their maps. Maps with list typographies
often contain less images, colors, or stickers and more text and time-oriented details. The
linearity of the lists may offer insight into students’ methods for organization or might
demonstrate a perfunctory approach to completing the activity. The map on the left is Nicole’s
list of necessities and supplies (also see Figure 18) in contrast with Maria’s map on the left
which offers details of her 20-year educational journey (also see Figure 8). Both maps utilize a
list typography to lay out item or time, respectively. List typographies were more commonly
used by students who opted to include many entries on their ecology maps.
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Scheduling
In maps with scheduling typographies, students use a planner-like layout to display their
ecology. A schedule is a time-oriented type of list, and most were organized around week-long
intervals. The schedule layout might suggest that the ecology is subject to change week-to-week
or semester-to-semester depending the on courses a student takes or fluctuations of other
components such as family needs or work schedules.

Quadrants/Compartmentalization
A few students depicted their maps as four quadrants, each containing different
components within the ecology. Laying out the map in quadrants visualizes a different sort of
boundary drawing, dividing the page in a way that possible mirrors some divisions in their own
life, such as quarters, seasons (left, see Figure 4) or different places in the ecology (right, see
Figure 21).
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Fragmented
Some maps emerge as cloud-like configurations on the page. These maps offer a glimpse of the
dynamism of ecologies where affective relationships and stories emerge from and support the
ecology.

Reading for Diffraction Patterns
Students’ ability to intra-act within and organize the components within their ecology
(topography) and visualize the performance of the ecology in the map on the page (typography)
demonstrates how students draw boundaries and enact agency to leverage their ecology to
support the emergence of learning. Visualizing, navigating, and performing a learning ecology is
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a skill that students develop over time. Reading across the maps’ topographies and typographies
reveals diffraction patterns in the production and performative emergence of students’ learning
ecologies. Diffraction patterns map patterns of difference, tracing how differences materialize in
the world. Diffraction patterns across topographies and typographies of the maps illuminate how
ecologies materialize differently for different students.
Map topographies offer insight into how students draw boundaries and make agential cuts
within phenomena. Students’ organize their ecologies based on places, courses, items, time,
practices, and affective scenes demonstrating the importance of these components in those
particular ecologies as organizing and productive components in the ecology itself. A student
who makes agential cuts that produce an ecology of places in time, or place with items, or items
with practices, illuminates how the student organizes their ecology. These ongoing intra-actions
between places, people, items, practices and process, are what materialize an ecology. Over time,
these intra-actions and their incorporation into an ongoing ecology shape what types of learning
can emerge. Understanding the topography of a student’s ecology – how a student organizes
their ecology and the intra-actions within – can lend insight how and which components are
likely to act in the production of the onto-epistemological process of learning.
Reading maps typographies provides a preliminary lens to think about the legibility and
performance of ecologies. Students arranged their maps in networks, schedules, categories, lists,
quadrants, and nebulous patterns. The way students chose to lay out their ecologies on the page
may offer insight into how they perform and make legible their own learning processes.
However, these typographies provide only an initial view of how a student might arrange an
ecology and of course, students only had so much time and certain materials to depict their
ecologies. Creation of the maps and possibilities for depiction and performance was dependent
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on the medium, the time frame, and various other components. Just imagine if students were
asked to take pictures throughout the week, or make a digital artifact demonstrating their
ecology. The resulting topographies and typographies would be quite different.
This diffractive reading of the maps’ topographies and typologies reveals the complexity
of forms the maps can take and demonstrates how there are various ways the ecology can be
visualized and performed. Though all learning ecologies will contain a multitude of components,
the mapping process gives the student an opportunity to think through, organize, and articulate
their ecologies in a way past research on learning ecologies has not explored. The mapping
technique allowed for visualizing and materializing the learning ecology, exploring the boundary
drawing practices that shape the ecology, and provides a new avenue for understanding how
students organize ecologies they inhabit. Being able to clearly visualize or arrange the ecology
may offer insight into whether or not a student is struggling in their engagement in school, or if
they do not have an ecology that is supportive of their learning.
It is important to keep in mind that CUNY students are typically under-resourced when
they enter the university system, and once matriculated, they are navigating a system that is also
under-resourced. The complexity and bureaucratic processes of CUNY introduces significant
institutional incoherence which may interfere in students’ ability to organize and perform
complex and productive learning ecologies. Institutional interference and incoherence will be
discussed further in later chapters. In the next chapter, a diffractive reading of four maps
explores material-discursive intra-actions between components within students’ ecologies to
better understand how learning emerges from these ecologies. Intra-actions between components
also make legible the various entanglements of resources, processes, university and city
infrastructure, social relationships that comprise a student’s learning ecology.
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CHAPTER 6 | Learning Ecologies and the Emergence of Learning
Chapters 4 and 5 defined and explored the learning ecology as a “specific material
configuration” (Barad, 2007, p. 338) of intra-acting components. Places, people, and supplies
leverage agency and intra-act to produce the phenomenon of the learning ecology. The materialdiscursive practices students included in their maps reveal the intra-actions between components
within their ecologies. In this approach, learning is an onto-epistemological phenomenon;
knowing is a material practice of being and engaging in world in its becoming; the student and
their learning emerges from the ecologies of people, places, practices and things. In this research
inquiry, the unit of analysis is the ecology and this chapter seeks to articulate how these
ecologies create the conditions for the emergence of the phenomena of learning.
In this chapter, I diffractively read four learning ecology maps created by Baruch
undergraduates. Students’ narratives of their academic journeys are read conjunction with their
maps and reveal how the campus functions as an anchor for the material-discursive practices that
comprise students’ ecologies. The material discursive practices of the campus work to create the
subjectivity of being a student and the knowledge that emerges from being a student. Access to a
network of resources on and off campus act also shape the onto-epistemological phenomenon of
learning. As a student navigates their learning ecology, human and nonhuman components
interfere in the learning ecologies, creating or diminishing the possibilities for the emergence of
learning. When and how human and non-human components leverage agency demonstrates how
technological, pedagogical, institutional practices can interfere in the emergence of learning.
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Four Students, Four Maps
The four maps featured in this chapter were created by students who attend Baruch
College, where I also worked at the time of interview and mapping sessions. Both the students
and I had deep knowledge of the college, the campus, school culture, and university processes.
The interview and mapping session unfolded like conversation between two people deeply
embedded within the same institution. During the interview process, I took steps to destabilize
the relationship of researcher/participants through my question formation, framing and setting up
the role the student played during the interview, and by providing transparency about my own
roles within the university.
I met with these four students on the Baruch College campus in the Fall semester of
2017. Baruch is located in Manhattan between Lexington and 3rd avenue from 23rd to 25th
street. The campus is comprised of three major buildings: a historic building on 23rd street, a
section of 25th street between Lexington and 3rd Avenue which, as part of the campus, has been
turned into a pedestrian-only courtyard that runs between the library building and the main
building, and the 14-story “Newman vertical campus”. Baruch is a senior college within the City
University of New York system and, like the rest of CUNY, the student body at Baruch is
racially and economically diverse. Certain schools at CUNY assume a specialized focus; Hunter
College has a strong liberal arts program; John Jay focuses on criminal justice and social
sciences. Baruch is home to CUNY’s business school, and it also boasts a well-regarded school
of arts and sciences and it is is considered one of the premier senior colleges to attend within the
CUNY system.
Each CUNY college boasts a diverse student body and brilliant faculty but it is
unsurprising that the business-focused campus is most often written up, ranked, and
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consequently, the most expensive. Baruch’s premiere status is discursively produced by those
within and outside the CUNY system. Baruch College has received accolades including, “#1
among public institutions in the Northeast” (Baruch News Center, August 2018), “best value
college” (Howard, 2019), “#1 for social mobility” (Colleges with the highest student-mobility
rates, 2018) and is considered the top-ranked CUNY college (#16) according to US News and
World Report. Students strive to get into Baruch, often by transferring into the school after
completing two years at another CUNY campus. Because of the ability to move between
colleges within CUNY, the transfer rates are high within the system, especially at Baruch.
Baruch also attracts a large number of international students who attend the college to complete a
business degree. These entanglements matter, they shape and help determine students’
educational journey through CUNY and Baruch.
My positionality as a researcher, as a graduate student within CUNY, and a staff member
and adjunct at Baruch shaped the interviews. As a CUNY student, I could understand the
confusing process of navigating the CUNY bureaucracy when trying to pay a tuition bill or
register for classes through the online administration system, CUNYFirst. When students talked
about a place or issue on campus, my response was likely categorically different than someone
who may not know the campus. I could commiserate about the long lines for the elevator and the
spotty Wi-Fi in the library. In this way, what was measurable, knowable, and emergent was
shaped by our intra-action. Barad uses the neologism “intra-action” to “[signify] the mutual
constitution of entangled agencies.” The student and I are not entering into this interview as
completely separate individuals, we are bound together by our entanglement within in Baruch,
CUNY, and New York City.
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Because of the breadth and scale of CUNY and the complex ways students’ progress
through the system, the four students featured in this chapter present an initial yet deep
exploration of the components and agencies that coalesce into students’ ecologies to produce the
emergent phenomenon of learning. As Sfard (1998) concluded in her examination of various
metaphors of learning, we “must learn to satisfy ourselves with only local sense making”. The
students featured here provide insight into Baruch students’ ecologies. I chose these four students
because they begin to capture the diversity of Baruch and CUNY; this smaller subset of students
includes three females and one male, which is typical of higher education where female students
outnumber male students. Two of the women are Asian and one is Black, and the male student is
White and identifies strongly with his Jewish ethnicity. They live in various boroughs across
New York, including Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens. Three of the students live at home or
with family and one student lives in an apartment. Two of the students have family on Long
Island who they often visit and stay with on weekends. Like many CUNY students, the students
featured in this chapter all commute to campus, are involved in various clubs, and hold
internships and jobs across the city.
Students’ maps visualize differences – various topographies and components materialize
their ecologies. Each map provides unique insight into the complex ecologies that create the
conditions for the emergence of learning. Maps can be read through one another, examining the
differences that make a difference for each student and the intra-actions in the ecologies that
produce conditions for learning. Each map offers lessons for supporting the production of
learning at Baruch, throughout CUNY, and potentially in other higher educational contexts.
Below, I give a brief overview of the four students and their maps and, in the next section, I
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diffractively read of students’ narratives and maps through one another to examine how learning
is emergent from the ecologies.
Janeece is a senior Corporate Communications major. She completed an associate’s
degree at a community college in Long Island and attended a private university in the southern
United States before transferring to Baruch. She transferred to Baruch because it was more
affordable and closer to home than her previous school, “I've always seen me being home in
New York as a more of a positive academic environment for me, because I'm closer to home, I
have a lot more things accessible to me.” She works 15-20+ hours a week at her job in New York
City and finds time to be active on campus. She balances her working hours with participation in
Baruch’s entrepreneurship center, the Conversations Partners club, and the Black Student Union,
“I have a better work life balance here…now that it's back down to my actual hours, I should not
be getting scheduled no more than 20 [hours].…I'm able to actually go to clubs and do
everything when my school stuff is done, whereas [at southern university], I actually was
working full time and going to school full time.” At the time of our interview, Janeece split time
between living with her father in Brooklyn and her mother in Long Island, “I'm always back and
forth” she said; she often completed school work on her commute between the two places. Her
map (see Figure 5, reproduced below) is a “network” typography with branches and nodes
coming from her name, located in the center. The branches connect her to the places, programs,
items, and practices that entangle to materialize her ecology.
Ben is a junior English and Journalism major. Of his major he said, “English is
something that just I enjoy reading, so wanted to be able to do that, but the journalism gives it a
little bit more of a legitimacy”. In connection with his major and love of writing, he writes movie
reviews for the school paper. He is part of the Baruch Scholars Honors program and participates
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in the Baruch Student Radio and Hillel club. When talking about balancing his time he says, “I
end up feeling a lot like I do have a lot of work…and I'm doing this constant juggling act…I'm
also a Sabbath observer, so that takes one day out of the week for me.” At the time of our
interview Ben lived in an apartment in Manhattan and visits his family on Long Island every
weekend. His map (see Figure 2, reproduced below) is a place-based topography that includes
Baruch’s vertical campus, his “pockets” “the apartment”, the “cloud” and “backpack”.
Amy is a junior Psychology major. She switched her major from Accounting to
Psychology after completing an accounting internship and finding more fulfillment in her
summer job working with children at a local church, “I was an accounting major and I was like,
‘Do I really want to sit behind a desk all day? I'd rather not.’ Over the summer I worked in this
church and it's really in a poor neighborhood and I was like, "I've got to do something to help
these kids.’" At the time of our interview, she had gotten a new job working as a Lego robotics
instructor in an afterschool program. She lives in an apartment with her family in Brooklyn. Her
itemized map (see Figure 2, reproduced below) includes: a coffeeshop near her home, Quizlet,
PowerPoint, sticky notes, Google docs, Grammarly, phone, library café and laptop.
Jen is a junior Accounting major. She noted that her major felt like a stable choice and
helps her keep track of her own money, "I think I was already trying to do something moneyrelated… and this is making me feel better about my life. I feel more organized...and accounting
is pretty stable, my parents would say, and there's a big market for it in the future, so it's pretty
stable. It's fine for me. It's good enough.” In the interview, Jen reported that she works roughly
10 hours a week outside of school for spending money. At the time of our interview, Jen lived at
home with her family. Her map (see Figure 6, reproduced below) contains several course-based
networks with branches connecting the course nodes to supplies, practices, and people. In black
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pen she wrote where and what tools she would use to complete work for the class. Numbers
indicate the number of students per class.

Diffracting the Learning Ecologies
The diffractive analysis in this chapter illuminates how entangled material-discursive
components intra-act to constitute students’ ecologies and create the conditions for the
emergence of learning. Students’ narratives and learning ecology maps reveal the complex
networks of material-discursive components and agencies that make up ecologies students
inhabit that may produce the conditions for the emergence of learning. The maps function as
material-discursive data; the maps are material depictions of the students’ ecologies but each
component on the map was also given context and meaning through the student narratives that
were co-produced with the map. These meanings are tied to material depiction on the map but
also to real material objects and practices in the world. The maps capture the interplay between
the material and discursive and demonstrate how discursive practices are always already
material. Intra-actions between components make legible the various entanglements of resources,
processes, university and city infrastructure, social relationships that comprise a student’s
learning ecology.

Diffraction Patterns
Diffractively reading students ecologies reveal the intra-actions of material-discursive
components and practices that create the conditions for the emergence of learning. For example,
the library rules on noise or the types of seats provided affords studying in certain locations; the
university provision of resources shapes how a student gets their work done; a professor requires
use of specific digital tool for the class altering a student’s method and medium of engagement.
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Previous learning ecology research examines when and where a student learns and contends that
learning happens across spaces and time. While these maps demonstrate the distributed
conditions for learning across ecologies, the students’ maps reveal complex diffraction patterns –
patterns of different people, places, and supplies that make a difference - in the ecologies that
support and hinder the emergence of their learning.
The maps reveal how Baruch’s campus emerges as a catalyst for the material-discursive
intra-actions that make up students’ ecologies and determine how and where students access
resources. Resource access and interference, how resources, people, and places act, through
pedagogical decisions, technology function, and university processes, also shapes students’
ecologies. The unit of analysis here is the ecology since these entangled networks create the
conditions for the emergence of learning phenomena.
Campus as Catalyst
All students’ ecology maps contained aspects of Baruch’s campus. On her learning
ecology map, Janeece places herself in the center, “Janeece @ Baruch”, with campus-related
nodes branching out from her self. Janeece’s classes take place on campus, and she studies in the
school café, outside on campus, or in the library, which contains computers. She engages with
other material-discursive resources like clubs and centers to pass “extra time”. She says she spent
the most of her time in the library because “Baruch doesn't really provide a study guide area
where students can go to study or anything like that. So, me as a transfer student, it was kind of
hard. The only place that I got a chance to know was really the library.”
Janeece’s positioning as a transfer student determines where and how she spends her time
on campus. Being a transfer student is both a onto-epistemological and material-discursive
phenomenon. She has arrived at Baruch at a different time, on a different trajectory than other
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students, changing her relation to the school, how she navigates the space and the curriculum,
and how she connects with other students. Transfer student-ness is onto-epistemological because
being a transfer student changes how Janeece moves through the world (at Baruch and beyond),
and, in turn, will shape she what she learns and knows. In other words, subjectivity as transfer
student materializes how she will navigate through the curriculum, her experience of college at
Baruch and other places, and her development of knowledge as a student and as a person.

Janeece’s Map (see Figure 5)
Discussing her time in the library she says, “So mainly I'll just stay on the computer. If
I'm not doing a paper, I'll probably teach myself how to do Photoshop, so I'll use the resources at
school to mainly get familiar with Adobe. I'm kind of procrastinating in a good way… I won't
use the computer to shop or anything, but I'll use it to update my LinkedIn, or my resume or even
write out like business plans and stuff.” The library served as an important space for Janeece to
get to know Baruch, access school resources, and dive deeply into her courses, her interests, and
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take time to work towards her goals of becoming a small business owner. For Janeece it appears
that being “@ Baruch” helps ground her self as a “student” while also working towards her
future imaginary of herself. Being “@ Baruch” offers avenues for enacting student-ness and this
intra-action with/in the university offers ontological possibilities and emergent epistemologies.
On campus, Janeece can visit the library, intra-act with clubs and peers, “test knowledge” in
class, and through these situated intra-actions, learning becomes possible.
Reading these four maps reveals that every map includes the campus in some way.
Though students use spaces differently, the various clubs, classrooms, cafes, computers, and
attendant practices are often grounded within the campus infrastructure. The material discursive
practices of and on campus contribute to the formation of the learning ecology and provide a
place to become a student. Individuals bring their outside practices and knowledges to the
campus to integrate past practices into the actions of being a student. Being off campus also
contributes to the process of becoming a student by shaping how and where a person intra-acts
on campus.
A person who works off campus may have less time to do work so while one campus,
they spend most of their time in the library. A person who gets a certain job, may change their
major based on the practices they learned about on the job. A person who decides to major in
accounting might spend time in a computer lab, whereas someone who majors in
communications might spend time connecting with peers in clubs. Previously developed
identities and ontologies entangle with campus infrastructures; student ontologies and emergent
epistemologies are entangled with/in the campus material-discursive infrastructure.
Like Janeece, the library featured prominently in many students’ narratives and maps.
Several students described the library as a space to get work done, like Janeece mentioned, but
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also as a space to talk with peers and engage in practices associated with “the college
experience”. Another student who participated in this project, Carrie (for map see Figure 20),
discussed how hanging at the library was foundational to her time at CUNY, “we still hang out at
this library. That's a huge part of college. Yes, a huge part of college is congregating in the
library. I'm very passionate about this, because get your stuff done, you get to leave, but you
form those bonds when you've been four days with no sleep”. Carries reveals that, while the
resources in the library (chairs, tables, couches, technologies) offered space and resources to
complete school work, the material spaces and practices of the library also offered opportunities
to engage in discursive practices such as making friends and building community.
For Amy, Janeece, and Ben these relational discursive practices also happen outside the
library in places like the library’s lower level café or in the club space on the 3rd floor of
Baruch’s Vertical Campus building. Janeece’s indicates she spends time in the Black Student
Union and Conversation partners club to network with peers, and Ben writes for the student
newspaper and participates in the Radio and Hillel clubs on the 3rd floor of the vertical campus.
Amy’s map includes only two places: an off-campus coffee shop where she often works alone in
quiet, and the library café on campus where she eats lunch and hangs out with friends.
These place-situated material-discursive practices may be the result of and spur what
Barron called “self-sustained” or “self-initiated” learning where students seek out activities to
continue their own learning (Barron, 2006b). Janeece attends conversation partners club in order
to dive more deeply into her communications major; Ben wants to go into journalism so he
writes for the school paper; Amy leverages psychology information gleaned from her classes to
talk over relationships with her friends at lunch in the library cafe. The campus exists as a space
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to do work but also offers places to explore new interests, make friends, and develop
relationships that are essential to the production of learning and what it means to be a student.
These maps reveal the foundational role the campus plays in the production an
intertwined being and knowing as “student” in the process of learning. On Ben’s map (Figure 3,
reproduced below), he adds “the bump in” in the lobby and entrance area to Baruch’s vertical
campus (lower left-hand corner). Talking about “the bump-in” he says, “that's basically you're
just walking around the first floor, and that's where there are just people standing around. I've got
one friend who has his set seat right outside on that long bench. That's that area where you just
bump into people. Usually it's just a ‘Hey, how's it going?’ kind of thing.” Throughout his time
at Baruch he has developed a practice of looking for friends in that entrance area; he bumps into
peers to visit and catch up on the latest conversation and discuss coursework for class.

Ben’s Learning Ecology Map (see Figure 3)
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Since Baruch is primarily a commuter campus, Ben says this practice has made him feel
more connected to the college, “it makes [school] feel more personal. It's that whole idea that
I've been going back to - the transience of the commuter school…That has gone away as a result
of [the bump in], feeling like I walk in, I know people wherever I go.” For Ben, this materialdiscursive practice of bumping into and talking with peers provide a sense of community and
belongingness and appears as an integral material-discursive practice, entangling place and
people, that shapes his learning ecology.
Ben’s suggests this feeling of transience stems from Baruch’s situatedness in the city and
its existence as a commuter school. He says that the transience of campus makes his college
experience feel temporary and when asked what changes he would make to Baruch he says, “I
don't have a locker. I'm carrying everything on my back… I think I'd like to have
lockers…Somewhere where I could just leave stuff around.” As an urban university with limited
space, Baruch and most CUNY campuses are commuter schools. The university does not have
the capacity to provide buildings for housing so students do not live on campus and most live
locally within NYC with family or friends. Most students take public transit to school,
sometimes traversing multiple boroughs to get to campus. This means that once students are on
campus they will often stay all day, passing time on campus between classes and other events.
Even through Baruch is a commuter school, the campus does not appear any less important than
it might for students who attend a non-commuter school. Even though it is not their primary
residence, students’ maps reveal campus is an anchoring entity within their learning ecologies;
students eat, nap, work, and socialize on campus.
What Ben cannot find on campus to support his learning he makes up for at home. Ben
would often pass time in the club spaces on campus or wherever he could find a comfortable seat
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but reported that “the real comfortable places are at my home.” We see his apartment featured
prominently in his ecology map, including a couch, table, and bed – all places which he
identified as locations he would do school work. Work location was dependent on the task, “blue
is the comfortable areas, and then the table here is just if need be, if I've got something that I
really need to be annotating heavily, I can't do it with it in my hands so I end up doing it
here...I've been using my bed to study on for years now.”
Like Ben, Jen also needed a comfortable space to work but she was able to find places on
campus that met this need. She asked, “do you know how Baruch has the little seats by the stairs,
after the stairs? Corner spots. Yeah, I sit around there. Those have nice comfy chairs.” Though
Ben felt these spaces were too crowded to work quietly, Jen typically used headphones while
working. She reported spending time in these “corner spots” before and between classes. The
“corner seats” are one of the only campus spaces listed on Jen’s map (Figure 6, reproduced on
page 171).
This need for comfort and privacy comes up often as a necessary affordance for engaging
in school and spending time on campus. This is reminiscent of Harold Proshansky’s
“environmental considerations” (1977) for the urban university in which he noted that students
need a campus that provides spaces for students to interact with one another, while also offering
access to personal and private spaces to focus. The need for comfort and privacy demonstrates an
instance where university processes for allocating material resources and decisions about space
use interfere with/in the development of students’ learning ecologies. For more on this, see
Figure 35 in Chapter 8 for a discussion of space use in Baruch’s Library entry hallway.
Reflecting on how she spends her time on campus Amy says, “we have seating areas on
the floors, they use this little corner with seats…near the stairs. I would sit there and watch
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videos.” Though the space is not featured in Amy’s map (Figure 2, reproduced below), she went
into detail about how her Android phone had a spilt screen feature so she could watch videos and
answer emails or read at the same time (lower left-hand corner of map below). Reading Amy’s
map and narrative together reveals that use of her phone split-screen feature is associated with a
space on campus Amy found these spaces functional because of the other tools that she had
incorporated into her learning ecology. This intersection of campus space and affordances, study
habits, and technology illuminates how components and material-discursive practices entangle to
form differentiated learning ecologies for each student. On each student’s map, the campus
contains the material-discursive components and practices that act to structure students’
ecologies.

Amy’s Learning Ecology Map (see Figure 2)
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Resource Access
On their maps, students included common, school-related items such as paper, notebooks,
planners, backpacks, printers, laptops, desktop computers, cell phones, campus spaces, their
bedroom, and technology apps and platforms. But they also often included items like money,
food, water, trains, couches, lamps, and specific software applications. The material items
student chose include matter: these components materialize the learning ecology and also
demonstrate meaning, providing insight into the students’ worlds beyond school. These material
items, this matter, is inextricably linked to discursive practices – the cultural norms and social
practices that make learning possible. Discursive practices like study, class, test knowledge,
homework, assignments, and GPA listed on the map are connected to and emergent from intraactions with the materials students’ use - spaces, computer programs, textbooks, software
platforms, and so on – to engage in these practices. Just as the last section focused on campus
places and practices as foundational to the ecologies, this section discusses how the resources
that students intra-act with shape their ecologies and possibilities for the emergence of learning.
The resources the university offers or lacks shapes students’ ecologies. Most students’
maps indicate that they have access to a personal laptop, and complete their work both on and off
campus, sometimes in a bedroom or coffeeshop. Some students join a club for its associated
material-discursive practices; in these clubs, students get to meet with peers in a private space
and they also have workspaces with dedicated computers and printers, all of which are sought
after resources. Students identified locations on campus such as the “corner seats” or the “3rd
floor couches” where they could get work done or pass time comfortably. Students often
completed tasks like emailing, reading, or brief writing assignments on their smart phone in
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order to do work without access to a computer, to bypass fickle campus Wi-Fi by using phone
data, to avoid crowded libraries, and to get work done on their commute.
On Janeece’s map “study” is grouped with other material-discursive practices like “office
hours” and is linked to material spaces and items like library, books, café, outside on campus,
laptop, lamp, and calculator. These materials give shape to the material-discursive practice of
studying; Janeece needs access to these materials, spaces, and discursive resources (such as a
professor’s help) in order to study. Other students list librarian chats and peers on their maps
contextualizing people as both a material and discursive resource. Actual people, depicted as
images or direct naming, appear most often in students maps as points of support for engaging in
their courses. People are also entangled with other material-discursive practices with which they
are associated including practices like “lunch” and “studying”. Resources are both material and
discursive.
In order to develop an ecology that facilitates learning, students need to be able to afford
or gain access to notebooks, planners, working desktop computers and printers, food, and other
basic necessities. Students need access to comfortable seating and private and quiet spaces,
especially if they do not have a private bedroom at home. Students need to be able to find
support, ask questions, and get help, often in the form of intra-acting with people. These
material-discursive resources provide the foundations for an ecology that might foster learning.
Lack of resources leads to breakdowns in the ecology and shuts down possibilities for the
emergence of learning.
For example, because students rely heavily on networked technologies problems arise
when they could not access the Internet on campus. Students reported that inefficient or nonfunctioning Wi-Fi networks hindered their ability to complete work on campus and print
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assignments for class. When discussing her workflow Jen reported that “the Wi-Fi was down last
week. So that would make printing hard. You'd have to go back into the computers...So you have
to wait forever just to print like two pages”. The importance of resource access revealed through
the students’ maps is consistent with past research conducted at CUNY. Smale and Regalado
(2017) found that printing locations presented a major bottleneck in students’ daily routine and
that technology often constrained students’ time by making it difficult to complete schoolwork
due of lack of access to necessary technologies such as desktop computers and reliable Wi-Fi.
Jen’s inability to access the Wi-Fi alters her ability to engage in her own learning. In other
words, the Wi-Fi constrains her agency and therefore her ecology may evolve in response to this
interference.
When the university did not provide the necessary resources for students to complete
their work, students found ways to alter their learning ecology to include the resources they need.
When Ben could not find a comfortable seat, he would retreat to his apartment to get work done.
Janeece reported bringing her own mouse to campus in order to work on campus computers, “I
was prepared this semester, I brought my own mouse, because they're never working…It is a
brand new [space], they just redid everything. And you know, I'm just like, "Well, you can
afford these wonderful computers, but ...”. Her narrative trails off here possibly signaling how
the lack of working equipment frustrated and confounded Janeece. In order to make sure she
could get work done on campus, she had to develop a work-around by bringing her own devices
to campus. This was not an uncommon tactic: most students in this project brought their own
laptops to campus and every student reported doing at least some school-related tasks on their
smart phones.
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The four students featured here all owned a smartphone and knew how to connect to WiFi, which is not out of the ordinary for their generation. But to assume that all students have this
access to digital know-how and technology resources is a mistake and reinforces the disproven
“trope of the digital native” (Smale and Regalado, 2017). Assuming that access to the Internet
creates equal opportunities for all students creates a “second-level digital divide” (Hargittai,
2002) because access to the Internet and “simply being connected will not necessarily solve all
potential sources of inequality” (Hargittai, and Hinnant, 2008). When the university does not
create access to the resources that are necessary to engage in school the institution is
underhandedly reinforcing this digital divide between students who are savvy or well-resourced
enough on their own to take advantage of the resources that are available.
Moreover, not all college students are digitally savvy or have access to the financial
resources to buy a smart phone. Several students in this project relied on university computers
and campus Internet to complete work, and this include a few students who were taking online
classes. Other students rented laptops to complete work at home but found the 24-hour rental
period restrictive for completing an assignment. Educators and university administrators must be
mindful about students’ ability to use and access technologies needed to complete work and
navigate university processes such as registration and financial aid applications. Assuming
technological ability and access will close down avenues of action for students who do not have
these skills or resources at their disposal.
Ecologies for learning will break down if vital resources are missing or if material
discursive-practices destructively interfere in the ecology. Recalling Looi’s description of the
learning ecology as “the overall setting in which learning communities come into existence,
evolve, fade away, regenerate, and transform” (2001) ecologies can evolve or fade away if
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resources and the material-discursive practices to engage these resources are not present or
within the student’s capacity to engage. If a student is working full-time, caring for their family
at home, and then cannot print their assignment on campus or access the Internet in class, the
possibilities for learning close down.
Students need continual access to resources and the ability to leverage agency to use
these resources. Students must be able to engage in the material-discursive practices of
developing a learning ecology and acting in the process of their own learning. The students here
developed workarounds to act in their own learning processes, but these coping mechanisms are
likely not an actionable option for all students. Resource access is especially important at a
university like CUNY which serves middle- and low-income students who may lack access to
some or most of these resources during their time in college. Through its campus and programs,
the institution plays a pivotal role in creating and shutting down access to resources. If a student
is continually having to search for resources rather than intra-acting with the resources and other
components of the ecology, the student will be one step behind, constantly working toward
developing an ecology rather than intra-acting within in it to engage in the process of learning.
Matter – the components that act in the materialization of learning such paper, notebooks,
devices, desks, quiet study areas- matters. These resources materialize actionable possibilities for
students. Often, instead of acknowledging how matter matters and making sure students have the
space, support, and resources they need, students are penalized when they cannot compete their
course work. This results in lowered grades, loss of financial aid, and loss of access to support
services provided by the university. Rather than addressing where the ecology might be breaking
down, possibilities for learning are shut down and students are shut out of the university in
various ways. For example, the Wi-Fi may go down and a student is unable to turn in their work,
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the professor may not extend a deadline when the student asked for it, and the student loose
points or receives a lower grade. In another scenario, a student may have had to return a rental
laptop but work schedules may have been changed, or the train may have been late, and the
library was closed; as a result, in the future the student is not allowed to rent a laptop. In all of
these scenarios, the student lacked agency to alter the course of events. Agency bubbles up
across the ecology, through places, people, and technologies that shape the emergence of
learning.
The thinking often goes that, if students can “access” resources through the college, they
can engage, learn and earn a degree. Although access does represent an integral step towards to
emergence of learning, mere access overlooks the entanglements of these resources with other
components within the ecology and, importantly, the term “access” locates agency almost
entirely within the user - the student. The assumption is, if a student can “access” resources they
can leverage those resources to engage in learning. But all the material-discursive components
are entangled with one another – students, spaces, resources, technologies, faculty, staff,
university processes, economic flows – and this entanglement shapes student action with/in their
learning ecologies.
This new materialist approach contends that agency is distributed and that all materialdiscursive components have agency to open up or shut down possibilities for learning. In short,
the ability and agency to engage in learning is not only located within the student. “Thing
power” (Bennett, 2010) is distributed throughout a learning ecology and interferes in the
emergence of learning. A student’s learning ecology is not just a material arrangement of inert
resources, but rather a dynamic, ever-evolving network of agentic, material-discursive
components that shape the production and emergence of learning, an active process of being-
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knowing. Agency, the ability to act, is distributed through the ecology, not localized in the
student. The student acts within the ecology but other entities also act to shape the ecology and
the conditions for learning.
Interference
The diffraction patterns of intra-actions on campus and with resources across students’
maps reveal differences in how matter matters. These material-discursive practices related to
campus and resources comprise of a students’ learning ecology and lay the foundation for the
emergence of learning. Considering learning ecologies as a specific configuration of materialdiscursive components and practices necessitates further exploration of the dynamism and intraactions of the components also act to make the ecologies. This requires examining how
components intra-act and therefore interfere with one another. The people, places, and things
within the ecology possess varying levels of agency to act in creation of the conditions for the
emergence of learning.
Returning to the physics of diffraction for a moment, Barad uses the terms diffraction and
interference interchangeably to refer to “the physics of the superposition of waves.” In physics,
diffraction/interference patterns describe the result of overlapping waves. The result of these
overlapping waves is a diffraction/interference pattern. But there are different types of
diffraction/interference patterns that reveal different kinds of intra-action. Constructive
interference refers to when wave crests and troughs are in phase; the waves combine to increase
in amplitude resulting in growth of the wave. Destructive interference occurs when wave crests
and trough are out of phase; when waves or matter destructively interfere to cancel one another
out, resulting in lessening or depletion of the wave.
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This diffractive reading seeks to highlight different intra-actions create interference
within the ecology to foster or hinder the emergence of learning. All actions are not the same;
components within the ecology possess agency to constructively support or destructively hinder
the emergence of learning. Some intra-actions open up possibilities to facilitate learning through
constructive interference while other intra-actions shut down the possibilities for learning
through destructive interference.
Student’s narratives and maps reveal that pedagogical, technological, institutional
interference shapes their learning ecologies and the possibilities for learning. Material,
technological, and pedagogical interference stems from and can be perpetuated by intuitional
interference. An ecological psychological counterpart to interference can be found in Gibson’s
notion of affordances, or the functional possibilities of our environment or materials (1979).
Gibson locates the perception of and action on these possibilities within the human whereas a
new materialist approach argues that the matter itself is lively and dynamic, possessing material
agency that can also act back on the perceiver highlighting how both the human and the
environment act.
Different component intra-actions interfere to materialize the conditions for learning. For
example, when Ben tries to find a comfortable seat in the library, or when Janeece cannot work
outside because of cigarette smoke in the plaza. The couches afford sitting but more importantly,
they have characteristics that act to “change the course of events” (Latour, 2005) of what is
possible; since they are not comfortable, Ben works at home. The plaza affords working outside
on campus, but other components such as other students, campus police and rule enforcement
against smoking, and available seating areas, make the plaza a hangout space functional for some
students while creating an inaccessible study space for others. These material-discursive entities
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interfere and act in the creation of the ecology. Interference is another example of the
entanglement of the material (cigarette smoke) and discursive (allowing smoking; the lack of
rule enforcement).
Components, intra-action, agentic interference, and material-discursive entanglements
matter a students’ ecology into existence. The ecologies created can foster and suppress the
emergence of learning. Constructive interference highlight how component intra-action can
foster favorable conditions for learning and destructive interference demonstrates how
component intra-action can deteriorate the conditions and possibilities for learning. The
examples in this section focus on three mechanisms of interference, the technological,
pedagogical, and institutional.
Technological Interference
Technology devices, programs, and networks act as vital components within students’
ecologies. Most students had a personal smart phone and all students had access to a computer,
either personal or on campus, to complete work. As previously noted, figuring out how and
where they could access these resources played a pivot role in shaping the ecology. Beyond
access, the technology platforms, software, and networks accessed via these devices reveal
points of technological interference. Apps and software programs, such as those we see on
Amy’s map, gave students access to tools or learning support by affording creation of
PowerPoint slides or checking their grammar on papers. Certain apps had “features”, or
affordances, that created ideal conditions for intra-action across spaces or with groups of peers,
“Google Docs… are really helpful because it automatically saves everything. So, I could do it at
my friend's house…I could do it at my house if I don't have my computer. So, I use that a lot for
all my assignments actually.” The software functionality, the actions that Google Docs makes
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possible, constructively interferes within Amy’s ecology; she develops a working style, and an
ecology, that is not device dependent so she can work across space, time, and devices with peers.
Other technologies like textbook platforms that required students to complete questions
before advancing, or digital recording apps that allow peers to share recordings, demonstrate
how “features” of technologies, a term usually understood as something a technology has, might
actually be better understood as an action of the technology. The actions these technologies
perform or the actions they make possible (by offering agentic pathways of action) directly
contribute to the development of the ecology and the creation of the conditions for learning.
Technology can also deteriorate and destructively interfere within the ecology, altering
the conditions for learning. By far, the most common student complaint concerned issues with
the Wi-Fi network on campus. Students noted how they could not complete assignments,
download readings, or print assignment when the Wi-Fi was down on campus, which they
reported happening often during the semester. Ben also noted confusion about the Wi-Fi access
on campus, “The Wi-Fi changed. They changed it from ‘Baruch Students’ and ‘Baruch Wi-Fi’ to
just ‘Baruch’. They made little to no announcement about that.” Wi-Fi is often understood as an
invisible network but in reality, it is a material network of servers, cables, and routers that
provide an area with Internet connectivity. These materials shape the conditions for learning
within the ecology and when these connections breakdown, the conditions for learning are
affected.
The lack of Wi-Fi on campus exemplifies both technological and institutional
interference. Technologically, if students cannot access the Internet this might signal that the
routers are offline or servers are misconfigured. In this case, the technologies themselves may be
malfunctioning and acting on the student to diminish their agency to complete work. But these
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routers and servers are also maintained by the university IT department and it’s also possible the
university administration changed the Wi-Fi or router configuration (as Ben mentioned), or that
the server set up is able to handle the traffic loads at certain times of day when campus is busy.
In this case, the institutional processes and people that maintain the Internet architecture leverage
agency to shut down the possibilities for student learning.

Jen’s Learning Ecology Map (see Figure 6)
Jen’s learning ecology map (Figure 6, reproduced above), depicts a range of digital tools
that provide structure to the learning ecology. Jen’s intra-actions with and through a personal
laptop, software (QuickTime, Notes, Adobe PDF), recording apps, textbook platforms (Connect),
websites ( Course Hero, Chegg), a “librarian chat” platform, and [Facebook] messenger act in
the materialization the ecology. Networked technologies offer Jen the opportunity to connect
with places, people, and course materials related to her courses. Moreover, expanding the
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boundaries of the learning ecology, the technologies also entangle servers, flows of capital that
keep this software online, and teams of developers who design these tools to act in very specific
ways, into the ecology.
These technologies provide structure to Jen’s ecology; she may have chosen these tools
because of the affordances they offer, but the technologies may have also become integrated in
the ecology because they were assigned by a professor, are required to complete course work
(Connect), or may be provided by the university (Wi-Fi, Adobe, librarian chat). The
technological functionality and the affordances of these tools, the developers’ decisions and
design of the tools, university administration of the tools, and how servers render and produce
the tool, act to shape the ecology. Interference at any of these levels of intra-action could shape
the learning that emerges from such an ecology.
Technological interference may extend beyond the walls of the campus or institution of
the university. Students are embedded in an increasingly everted world where networked
technologies act as a structuring entity of everyday life (Gibson, 2010; Jones, 2014; Hayles,
2006). These networked technologies can entangle students in the flows of surveillance
capitalism that commodifies behavioral and personal data (Zuboff, 2019). Online proctoring
tools such as Proctorio and assumed anti-plagiarism tools such as TurnItIn have been cited as
ineffective, detrimental to student learning, and, at worst, actively perpetuating racial and other
biases while violating student privacy. (Morris and Stommel, 2017; Mphahlele and McKenna,
2019; Swauger, 2020). Nonetheless these tools are still deployed by universities and professors
in the name of efficiency, academic integrity, and rigor (Morris and Stommel, 2017).
Though these tools may be assigned as part of a class, technologies can entangle students
in networks well beyond the university. When it comes to the technologies that shape students’
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learning ecologies it is vital to consider the sorts of entanglements technologies can introduce
into the learning ecology and how these tools might ensnare students in flows of data and
surveillance capitalism, and interfere in the emergence of learning. Closed proprietary tools that
profit off of student data will intra-act and interfere differently than open-source or less
extractive tools could be introduced into a students’ ecology. Ecologies entangle the political,
economic, and algorithmic flows of the technologies that they contain.
Pedagogical Interference
As described above, technologies leverage agency to shape the ecology and the learning
that might emerge. Additionally, technological components are also often entangled with the
professor and the course with which they may be associated. Instructors possess agency to shape
the learning ecology through the technologies they choose, the teaching methods they employ,
the assignments they offer, and the socio-material practices they enact. These pedagogical
decisions are material-discursive practices that create a course and these practices can interfere
with the emergence of learning.
In many of the students maps, humans are glaringly absent but in reality, this is not the
case. People are most often entangled with the material-discursive practices they enact and it is
these materials and practices appear on the maps. A professor who does not allow laptops in
class results in students using paper, notebooks, and pens or pencils. A professor who chooses to
lecture may then spur students to use recording devices and online websites for study support
materials. Though the human may not be depicted on the learning ecology map, often the
material-discursive practices that emerge from intra-action between professor and student
materialize as part of the learning ecology.
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More often, friends and peers are depicted on maps and entangled with the places or
practices in which they engage. Amy hangs with her friends in the library café, Janeece interacts
with students in clubs, Ben might bump into classmates in the lobby, and Jen will ask her friends
from Tax class for access to a PDF to complete the reading homework. Humans within the
ecology are entangled with and spur the material-discursive practices that materialize a learning
ecology. Professors’ and their material-discursive pedagogical choices emerge as an integral and
agentic force in the development of a learning ecology.
In many of her classes, Jen engaged with online resources provided by the professors,
such as quizzes or videos. Jen spoke about one professor’s practice of adding video lectures to
her course website, “She did put up video lectures, which was really helpful...She went over
practice questions, and she voiced over it and drew on the slides. Yeah, it was really helpful."
Since her Tax professor did not offer these types of resources she would often have to return to
the textbook to study. Jen used the textbook for the Tax course because it was necessary due to
the lack of other study materials, but later in the interview she reflected on how much she
disliked the need to buy textbooks, "Stop assigning textbooks that are freaking $130 dollars.
$130 dollars, and they up it every year." Jen bought her textbooks for courses that absolutely
required them but she was frustrated by the high cost of these materials.
The practice of assigning and relying on high-cost textbooks highlights how pedagogical
decisions can destructively interfere with the emergence of learning. Lacking other resources,
Jen felt that she had to work through many topics from tax class on her own, “It's like in class
you would learn one plus one equals two, but during the midterm it's like, "What is the square
root of four?" So, there's that extra step you got to take, but you have to figure it for yourself
during the midterm.” This practice of needing to read the through the textbook due to the lack of
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other resources and independently “take that extra step” made it harder for Jen to engage in the
course and these intra-actions hampered the possibility for learning to emerge.
Jen’s dislike for high costs textbooks is shared by many other students at CUNY. In
addition to creating an isolating learning process, since roughly 40% of CUNY students come
from households with annual incomes of less than $20,000, high-cost textbooks present an
access issue for many CUNY students (Open Educational Resources, n.d.). Many students
cannot afford to buy textbooks, limiting their access to resources and deteriorating the conditions
for learning. Reliance on high-cost textbooks and subsequent inability to access course materials
destructively interferes in the emergence of learning.
Pedagogical interference also materializes through the teaching methods instructors enact
in the classroom. For example, Jen reported that Tax was her hardest course. The professor
would move quickly through the material and in order to keep up, she would record the lectures
using an app on her phone; she would then be able to go back and listen to the recording for parts
of the lecture she may have missed. Jen also made sure to bring her laptop to class so she could
take notes quickly, instead of taking notes by hand as she did in other courses. The network of
learning materials and study processes Jen developed emerged from the pedagogical decisions
the professor made for this course.
In the majority of interviews, students discussed how certain teaching styles supported or
obstructed their engagement in the course. Students reported feeling more engaged in courses
where professors enacted teaching methods that demonstrated an openness to students’
knowledge and experiences from outside the course, fostered discussion between peers, and
developed relationships that built community within the course. On the other hand, students’
least favorite courses were ones where “professors [are] just talking, talking, talking, talking,
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talking”, instructors who moved too quickly through content, or courses where there was little or
no communication between the instructor and students.
Teaching practices that fostered constructive interference, creating conditions where
learning might be more likely to emerge, included how the professor set up the classroom and
allocated class time, “It's not your typical English class...we actually sat in a circle and just
talked about the book…I feel like I'm more engaged. I'm not just sitting in rows, falling asleep
while they're lecturing or whatnot” (Amy). When professors encouraged discussion and provided
opportunities for students to share knowledge or test out ideas, students reported feeling more
engaged in the course. Opportunities for components to intra-act across ecologies, integrating
outside of school components and practices with school-related components and practices,
strengthens connections and intra-actions across the ecology. When a student has agency to share
other aspects of their ecology in the classroom, or to engage in an intra-action with the professors
or peers that extends beyond the classroom, these extended intra-actions across the ecology
create wider-ranging possibilities for learning to emerge. "Why is it, in spite of the fact that
teaching by pouring in, learning by a passive absorption, are universally condemned, that they
are still entrenched in practice?" (Dewey, 1966)
Talking about one of her courses Janeece says, “it's a lot easier when a professor talks to
you about certain things and asks you, ‘How are you today?’ It leaves the classroom a little bit
more open.” This professor invited students into conversation, set up the class in the circle, and
designed activities that fostered intra-actions between various people and materials in the
classroom space. In the process of enacting the course, the professor became aware of Janeece’s
interest in meeting peers on campus and suggested Janeece sign up for the conversation partners
club to deepen her communication skills; this club emerged as a prominent space for networking
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and peer connection in her learning ecology. Through their choice of material-discursive
pedagogical practices, certain intra-actions became possible within the course and constructively
interfered within Janeece’s ecology, opening up possibilities for ways of being and knowing to
emerge.
Conversely, students often maintained that lecturing, going through course content too
quickly, and communication difficulties with the professor destructively interfered in the
possibilities for learning in the course. Summing up the most common student complaint, Maria
says, “professors just talking, talking, talking, talking, talking. Giving you like a hundred
information on the PowerPoint. It was overwhelming so I just dropped these classes.” Lecturing
and covering too much information without giving students a chance to ask questions came up
often. Amy reported that a professor “talked way too fast and it's such crazy bio terms. He
doesn't write on the board so we're going, ‘Wait, what did he say?’” Amy reported that, because
of these teaching methods, she would spend time after class looking up words on Google to try
and figure out which terms the professor had used in class, “I looked at it on Google like, ‘Okay,
this is what he's talking about.’ That was such a pain to do, that was such a pain.”
When professors move too fast through content, students have to develop coping
mechanisms to engage with the information on their own. Amy would use Google Docs so she
and her friends could share notes and split up the work of Googling the bio terms. Jen would
record lectures so she could go back and listen and share the recordings with friends so they
could share the work of transcribing the lectures. These students’ ecologies were shaped by these
professors’ pedagogical choices. We see Google and recorders in Amy and Jen’s ecologies as a
result of these material-discursive practices enacted within their courses. Certain material-
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discursive teaching practices destructively interfered within students learning ecologies,
hampering the possibilities for learning to emerge from these intra-actions.
Janeece shared that her professor “went through everything a little bit too quickly on how
to do the project. He showed us how to do it, and I was able to reference our slides…it still was
not enough information for me...I needed a little bit more guidance." When Janeece needed help
or more information, she would have benefitted from an opportunity to communicate and ask
questions because she felt that “being in a more of an intimate setting is a little bit easier for me
to handle, and it helps me a lot more academically, because that way I have a relationship with
my professor.” She felt that certain courses, especially in courses that are larger or those that take
place in lecture halls, did not foster intra-actions between her and the professor, “usually you
would have to sit closer, down towards the professor in the lecture halls, but they still just kind of
look at you and just like, ‘Hey, you’, you know, they don't really know you.” In this scenario the
class size, the type of room, and the professor’s approachableness create overlapping forms of
destructive interference deteriorating the conditions that foster learning for Janeece.
This is not meant to imply that lecture as a teaching method or larger classrooms are
always destructive to learning; to be sure, lecturing, content coverage, and large courses are often
necessary and unavoidable aspects of teaching and attending a large university. But what these
students articulated and what their learning ecology maps reveal is that courses that use the
majority of class time for lecture and that lack opportunities for intra-actions with peers or
resources, requires the alteration of the ecologies in order to contend with these materialdiscursive practices. As a result of these practices, many students report feeling less engaged in
these courses.
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When lecturing is combined with group work or discussion sessions -alternative forms of
intra-action - students have an additional set of material-discursive practices through which to
engage in the course, possibilities for learning expand, and their ecologies materialize
differently. If a student has opportunities to connect with peers, ask questions, and actively intraact in class, they will use this space and their time differently, altering how their ecology is
developed. Agency is also produced through the material-discursive practices of teaching. A
student may be more or less able to engage in courses that rely on fast-paced lectures, take place
in large classrooms, or require engagement with certain technologies. Pedagogical interference is
especially important in learning ecologies as an example of where people emerge as agentic
components in students’ ecologies. Students receive support from their peers and tutors or staff
in various campus centers and libraries, but perhaps the most foundational human component
other than the student themselves in the development of their learning ecology is the professors
who teach the students’ courses.
Institutional Interference
Most of the technological and pedagogical interference patterns already described are
entangled with institutional material-discursive practices. Academic services and centers,
administrators, staff, office processes, departments, campus spaces, and resource provisioning
both shape and interfere with a student’s learning ecology. Beyond the affordances and actions
of technologies, the university leverages agency to shape learning ecologies through its
provisioning and management of technologies for teaching, learning, and university
administration. This includes providing hardware such as computers and infrastructure for Wi-Fi,
and software like learning management systems, access to digital textbook publisher platforms,
and administrative systems for registration, financial aid, and other university processes.
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At CUNY, contracts with Blackboard and publishers provide faculty and students with
access to digital materials, spaces, and tools. The Blackboard learning management system
(LMS) is integrated with the university-wide administrative platform called CUNYFirst, which
manages everything from HR processes to student registration, financial aid, and grading. The
integration of CUNYFirst and Blackboard means that once a student registers and is enrolled in a
course, this course is added to their Blackboard instance automatically. Not all professors use
Blackboard, but since this is the learning technology platform supported by IT departments
across CUNY, it is the most commonly used teaching system throughout the university. Though
the university procured and manages these platforms with the goal of streamlining operations
across the institution, often these systems unnecessarily complicate digital processes for students,
faculty, and staff, and their procurement raises questions about budget expenditures and ethical
uses of technology in higher education. Tracing the entanglements of the technology platforms
provided by the university will be further explored in the following chapter.
In recent years, the university administration has made changes to the CUNY login
portal, creating a single sign-on between platforms. This was rarely communicated in a
streamlined manner and has caused confusion across the university. Many students, including
Ben, reflected on how this has made it harder to access these platforms, “it's this whole
complicated thing. It's even more annoying for CUNYFirst, but you log into the CUNY Portal
thing. Then it takes you to this page where it gives you the options and you click Blackboard.
Then, when you go to Blackboard, it takes you to the CUNY log-in thing that you have to log-in
through CUNY login, which thank God for Google Passwords.” Navigating through multiple
portals, needing to remember multiple passwords, and finding the certain areas of these
platforms has made it harder for students to access these vital resources. Describing the login
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process Amy said, “it’s especially a pain when we log into Blackboard because you have to do
CUNYFirst now, I think. So, it's just weird. Sometimes it won't even let me log in…A lot of
problems, yeah.” Confusing access patterns hinders students’ ability use these platforms for
registration, financial aid payments, and accessing course content. Even though the student may
eventually gain access, the complexity and dysfunction of the platform presents a significant
barrier to completing simple tasks like downloading course readings, registering for new courses
on time, making sure they have received their financial aid, and checking their grades at the end
of the semester.
Compounding the problem, transfer students within CUNY will use the CUNYFirst and
Blackboard platforms across multiple campuses and sometimes their information is not correctly
updated, mixing up vital data points such as email addresses and financial aid information within
the system. Incorrect information in CUNYFirst can result in various problems for students such
as never receiving emails about missing tuition payments; sometimes this incorrect information
is also transferred over into Blackboard resulting in missing course information or creating a
scenario in which the professor is not able to contact the student.
For Jen, incorrect CUNYFirst data caused a major issue with her financial aid payments
because she was not receiving emails through these systems, “If there are actual questions
regarding maybe financial aid or they're about to drop your course because you didn't pay for
something that you didn't know about, there should be some more urgent system of
communicating besides email.” Since she was not receiving emails to the correct email address,
her course was dropped and she was almost unenrolled for the semester. She worked these issues
out, but these lack of clear and consistent communication between the administration and the
student body presented issues for many students.
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Ben suggested that the university should follow the MTA’s lead, “One thing I noticed
that I like that the MTA does, that I realized that I think would be a good thing for Baruch, is the
feeling that people actually care and that changes are being made.... they put up signs that are
like, ‘This is what we're doing. We're improving...’. Ben said that hanging signs and
communicating the changes being made across Baruch would demonstrate that administration
cares about keeping students informed and would make the campus feel more like a community.
Janeece also desired improved communication from on-campus entities like academic services
units and clubs, “they need to improve communication with students… There was an event going
on and I had no idea about it. There was a sign on the outside of the door, but it had no time,
date, or anything like that…If you want to reach out to students, make it a little bit easier for
students to be able to reach out to people."
Janeece points out that students feel that communication should not be a one-way street.
Students want to hear from the administration in clear and concise way, but they also want the
university make it easier for students to “reach out” and connect with the university to play a role
in shaping what goes on and act in the production of the university. However, as students
articulated, the university typically leverages agency to make changes that effect students
without clear communication or opportunities for students to provide feedback. In this way, the
institution leverages agency to shape and interfere in students’ ecologies while diminishing
students’ agency to productively respond and re-shape their ecology and the university as
needed.
At other points, material-discursive practices of the university and its components
constructively interfere to shape students’ ecologies and support their learning, such as
departmental practices of curriculum-building where students feel able to connect courses to one
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another. Discussing his favorite class Ben says, “it was one of those topics classes, where the
professor chooses whatever topic they want to teach…I like the courses where I get to take ideas
and new concepts and things that I'm going to be able to incorporate later on.” Ben also stumbled
on another departmental practice that he said helped him engage in his major, “there's free books
in the English department. That is something I've learned this semester, and that I've grown to
very appreciate…Free books as in to take…I would leave different days with just my backpack
full of all these different English, literature, short stories, all this different stuff.” These
seemingly causal choices like offering special topics courses or providing extra resources
constructively interfere in the shaping of Ben’s ecology. He now knows to look for special topic
courses, and stops by the English department when he is need of books. The material-discursive
practices of departmental support and curriculum design allow Ben to more fully engage his
passion and curiosity for writing and journalism and constructively contribute to his learning
and the development of his learning ecology.
Just like Ben, many students take notice of how these university institutional materialdiscursive practices and components shape their learning. Students notice when the Wi-Fi is
down because it presents such a serious barrier to getting their work done and they notice when
the university administration makes improvements. Amy noted, “So last semester [the Internet]
was super-slow. It'd take ten minutes so you log in. I think they got new computers so it's superduper fast, which I can appreciate”. Students take advantage of the tools provided to them when
they are accessible. Janeece noted that, “if I'm not doing a paper, I'll probably teach myself how
to do Photoshop, so I'll use the resources at school to mainly get familiar with Adobe”. This
demonstrates how, when the students have the agency to access university spaces and tools, and
use these tools for in their own ways, they can incorporate such tools into their ecologies. The
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institution, through academic centers, libraries, technology networks, and communication
mechanisms, leverages agency to make this more or less likely for these resources to be
accessible and integrated into students’ ecologies.
When asked about the “Top 3” ways their college experience could be improved, the four
students featured in this chapter suggested updating campus spaces (i.e. more comfortable and
café-like seating and private spaces), improving communication mechanisms throughout the
university (i.e. signage, emailing) including fixing the campus Wi-Fi, and pedagogical changes
such as not requiring high-cost textbooks and switching out lecturing for more hands-on
accounts where professors “talk about the experiences they have that's related to that field”
(Amy). These recommendations demonstrate pedagogical and university material-discursive
practices work to form the basis of their learning ecologies, the networks from which their
learning and engagement emerge. Students’ recommendations are explored further in the
following chapter.

Entangled Ecologies
Returning to previous work on the learning ecology framework, Barron’s widely cited
definition that states, “a learning ecology is best conceptualized as a dynamic entity that can be
characterized by the diversity and depth of learning resources and activities” (Barron, 2006b).
The diffractive readings featured in the last several chapters sought to visualize and materialize
these “learning resources and activities”, framing learning as the knowing-being process that
emerges from intra-actions between the material-discursive components – people, places,
technologies, supplies – within the ecology.
Exploring Janeece, Ben, Amy and Jen’s narratives and maps in this chapter offered a
glimpse into how intra-actions between these material-discursive components produce the
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conditions for the emergence of learning and how interference can occur throughout the ecology.
Diffraction patterns within the ecology reveal that Baruch’s campus acts as a catalyst in the
formation of the learning ecology. The practices that materialize the ‘campus’ are fundamental to
formation of the students’ ecologies and their subjectivity as a student. Students reveal
differentiated patterns of access and agency to engage with resources on and off campus.
Technologies, professors and teaching practices, and material-discursive practices of the
university act within the ecology to foster or diminish the conditions for learning and the
emergence of ways of being and knowing. Learning becomes more or less possible due to the
intra-actions and entanglements that make the ecology.
Both the components and practices that coalesce to form the ecology demonstrate the
entanglement of the material and discursive. For example, the practice of studying takes place,
for the four students here, in the library, the café, and the outdoor areas, and includes the use of
notebooks and pens, smartphone apps and other software, recorders and Google Docs, and
laptops and university computers. The campus acts as a catalyst for the intra-actions between
items and the material-discursive practices that form students’ ecologies and their ontoepistemological positioning as students. Students must to be able to leverage the agency to
engage in the material-discursive practices that foster their own learning.
However, various forms of interference can make the possibility that leaning emerges
more or less likely. Components and practices that materialize malfunctioning or inaccessible
technologies, disempowering pedagogical choices, unobtainable course materials,
uncommunicative professors, or confusing institutional practices diminish the possibilities for
learning to emerge from an ecology. Conversely, well-designed tech tools, accessible materials,
communicative and approachable professors, and navigable institutional support structures might
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materialize an ecology fosters increased possibilities for the emergence of onto-epistemologies,
ways of being and knowing in the world that move the student forward.
Framing the learning ecology as a specific arrangement of material-discursive
components and practices that create the conditions for the emergence of the ontoepistemological phenomenon of learning shifts our exploration from “what is learning” to “how
does learning work?” This diffractive reading reveals that material-discursive components and
practices intra-act to materialize the ecology and the emergent phenomenon of learning. The
components and practices are embedded within systems and power structures that can create
interference in the ecology by altering the conditions in which learning might emerge.
Diffractively reading the ecologies through one another illuminates how the human
student does not function as the only agentic component that shapes the ecology. The student is
not the only component intra-acting to create the ecology; agency bubbles up across the ecology
and is leveraged by other components through a variety of material-discursive practices.
Technologies, digital and material resources, professors, administrators, pedagogical and
institutional practices shape how a student moves through the world and their education, that
provide and lead them to certain tools and spaces that become entangled to form their learning
ecology. Within the ecology, “there is no longer a knowing (human) subject who acts and a
passive (nonhuman) object that is acted upon: everything is ‘entangled’” (Snaza, Sonu, Truman,
and Zaliwska, 2016).
Though the unit of data collection in this project was individual (students), the “learning
ecology” was explored here as a systemic unit of analysis in order to examine the entangled
components and practices that make the ecology. Examining the systemic nature of the ecology
offered an opportunity to inquire about the material-discursive practices that occur at various
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scales to produce the conditions for learning. If student learning emerges from the ecological
entanglements of which they are a part, the systems in which the ecologies develop cannot be
overlooked or discounted. Further examination of the systemic and entangled nature of the
material-discursive practices that form students’ learning ecologies helps to “reveal how power
works to produce, sustain, and naturalize social inequities across multiple levels of analysis”
(Fine, 2006). Acknowledging the systemic and entangled nature of students’ ecologies would
illuminate how these ecologies are embedded within and shaped by structures such as the
university, New York City, and technological and political economies. And at CUNY where
most students are coming from low- and middle-income backgrounds, or other marginalized
spaces of society, tracing these networks of action and power is paramount to understanding how
the conditions for learning are produced, sustained, degraded, or suppressed. The tracing of these
systemic entanglements that act to shape learning ecologies is the focus of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7 | Widening the Cuts
As stated in Chapter Three, there is no “outside” the ecology; what is seen as part the
ecology depends on our boundary drawing practices, where we make our agential cuts.
Considering students’ ecologies as foundational to the emergence of learning involves
understanding the material-discursive components and practices that make up a student’s
ecology. We are constantly making cuts to understand and parse our reality and to understand the
world around us.
Ecologies do not develop in a void. In order to understand how learning ecologies come
together requires consideration of the structures and systems in which the ecology is embedded.
Some students may have ecologies that are more likely to foster the kind of learning promoted by
a traditional university while other students may inhabit ecologies that help them navigate
multiple and overlapping ecologies, integrating components and practices related to their jobs,
taking care of family, pursuing creative endeavors, and other “non-academic” intra-actions.
In this chapter, I widen my agential cuts to expand the boundaries of the ecology to
further explore who and what acts to shape the ecologies. To do this, I read the students’
recommendations for improving their learning with my own observations gleaned from my
entanglements with/in CUNY. I address three systemic actors with which ecologies are
entangled: the university, the local context (for this project, New York City), and technology
infrastructure of higher education. The University defines what it means to “learn” and is
responsible for providing the resources deemed necessary to engage in this process of beingknowing. As a public, urban university, CUNY is intimately entangled with city infrastructures.
Similarly, our lives are deeply entangled with technological infrastructures of everyday life.
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These digital entanglements offer new possibilities of being and knowing in the world but can
also ensnare us in the flows of data surveillance and capital accumulation.
This widening of the cuts is intimately connected to my own positionality. My interest in
the public university, its situatedness in the city, and the role that technologies play is a direct
result of my own location within CUNY. My work within the university as a graduate student,
researcher, and staff member in several centers for teaching and learning, and my focus on
educational technologies, was the ever-present diffraction grating through which I explored,
experienced, and theorized learning. I contend that these structures and their processes leverage
considerable agency to shape learning ecologies but am also aware that many other structures of
politics and power actively shape the students’ ecologies. In this final chapter, I seek to
illuminate how these institutions and their processes play a vital role in the production of
ecologies. I chose to widen the lens to examine how structural agency functions in the production
of learning ecologies.
This focus on the university, New York City, and technology infrastructure is not only a
result of my situatedness within CUNY. In their interviews, the students offered insights about
how they would improve their educational journey through CUNY and their recommendations
also map onto these three material-discursive structures. The students’ recommendations
emerged from a final question I would ask at the end of our interview and mapping sessions, “if
you could make three recommendations to improve school or your academic life – to improve
[Baruch or John Jay] in some way – what would your suggestions be?” After transcribing the
interviews, I collected each of the students’ “top 3” recommendations and I coded and
categorized their recommendations. The students’ recommendations covered 8 topics: university
administrative communication, seating, academic opportunities, school belonging, transportation,
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food access, technology infrastructure, and pedagogy. The following sections explore their
recommendations and illuminate how entanglements across the university, New York City, and
technology infrastructures play a role in the production students’ learning ecologies and the
possibilities for the emergence of learning.

University
As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the campus serves as a catalyst for the weaving together of
material-discursive components and practices to form ecologies from which the phenomenon of
learning emerges. The campus acts as an anchor within many students’ ecologies; it is a place to
access resources, attend class, study, meet with peers, complete academic work, use
technologies, intra-act with professors, find academic support, register for classes, pay financial
aid bills, and so on. Student subjectivity can emerge from intra-actions that take place on campus
or through university-related activities such as going to class or studying. The institution can
interfere in the emergence of learning constructively, by offering access to components and
making practices of “being a student” possible, or destructively interfere by shutting down
access, offering subpar resources, or making it harder to engage in the practices of education.
Students recommendations most often focused on components and practices related to the
university; they desired better communication with and from university administration (14
recommendations), material improvements to the campus (14), increased academic opportunities
(7), changes and updates to seating on campus (7), and fostering a sense of belonging and
connection with the school (6). Of all the recommendations made by students, the most common
recommendation concerned administrative communication and support from university offices
and centers at the college. Student’s desired clearer channels of communication about ongoing
activities for clubs and student groups, updates on campus construction, up-to-date information
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about available resources, more amiable interactions with university staff, and increased
guidance for transfer and incoming students.
Speaking about her experience with clubs at Baruch Janeece said, “they need to improve
communication with students…There was a sign on the outside of the door, the double doors, but
it had no time, date, or anything like that. So, I would just say if you want to reach out to
students, make it a little bit easier for students to be able to reach out to people." Janeece’s
anecdote captures an experience that many students reported where they were unable to find the
information they needed about a university office, or they were unable to locate the support they
needed. Other students recalled times that they missed events or did not know about resources on
campus because the information did not reach them via the channels they typically engage.
Reflecting on learning about the resources at the school Emily said, “they just don't tell
people about the resources…maybe if I had a better freshman orientation professor or advisor, I
would know these things, but a lot of kids miss out on that.” Like Janeece, Emily is articulating
how students have a hard time learning about the resources at the college and she highlights how
this information sharing should begin when students first enroll at the school. Emily and other
students pointed out how this need is especially pronounced for students who have not been on a
single campus for the duration of their college career, including those who have transferred into
the college or who have taken time off between semesters. Students advocated for “better
information for transfer or incoming students” (Sai) and “spreading the word about John Jay
online career center” (Nicole). The university must improve communication about and access to
resources and support structures so that students have the opportunity to intra-act with these
resources and weave them into their learning ecology.
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Because of her role as a student mentor, Nicole was hyper-aware of the difficulty
students faced in navigating their academic trajectory. When talking about increased academic
support, Nicole suggested that, “within certain majors, there should be a major adviser”.
Another student recommended that the school needed “more tutors” and said, “I think that would
definitely help a lot of students here at this school. A lot of people could probably make the
dean's list here.” Students desired increased academic opportunities in the form of more open
seminars and academic talks and an updated curriculum, “[the curriculum] is outdated. It's not
interesting, and then the only way you learn it is to memorize it.” Of the 27 student who
participated in this study, 18 students suggested there was a need to improve administration
communication and support. This suggests that, even though students are trying to engage
with/in the university, it is clear that their agency to leverage power in the development of an
ecology and in pursuit of learning is restricted by the current manifestation of the university.
In articulating her desire for increased advising Nicole brought up an important actor that
facilitates conveyance of information and support: overburdened faculty. She says, “[the major
advising role] should not be connected with any other type of job. Because when you have a
professor…with their classes or whatever research they're doing, and on top of that, trying to
advise students, they're most likely doing a poor job because it's just not possible to advise that
many students when you have that much of a workload.” Overworked and overburdened faculty
is we well-known issues in academic circles and even students notice! Here, Nicole highlights an
important tension: students need support and guidance navigating their academic trajectory, and
often this support falls to professors who are strapped with many other responsibilities in their
own navigation of the university.
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Reflecting on her work as a student mentor Nicole says, “I know how many [students]
have trouble receiving, getting a reply from their advisers. It's understandable, but then [as a
mentor] having to tell the student like, ‘There's nothing really I can do.’” Both Nicole and the
students she mentors lack agency to act in their search for support. Students are left looking for
support from a faculty member who is overworked, under-supported, and who also has limited
agency to unburden themselves from the processes being employed within the university. The
university is falling short in supporting students and faculty alike. Like the students, the faculty
are under-resourced and under-informed about possibilities for support from the university.
This lack of communication and support has played out in both my role as an instructor at
John Jay and as staff member at Baruch. Full-time faculty are overburdened with the
responsibilities of teaching, publishing, and conducting ongoing research to receive tenure. And
while these full-time faculty members have a lot on their plate, they also have some level of
support from the university, often in the form of designated work spaces, departmental stipends,
living-wage salaries, TAs, research and travel funds, and (sometimes) summer writing time.
On the other hand, in addition to teaching a class, supporting students, and often working
toward finishing a degree and/or working another job, adjunct contingent faculty often receive
little to no support from the university. They are not usually eligible for departmental stipends,
work beyond the additional hour of instructional time for which they are paid, and are often not
even assured a consistent, quiet, location to work on campus. On top of that, adjuncts must deal
with the contingency of their position, unsure of whether their position will be renewed semester
to semester, all while making roughly $3,000 per class – which is not a livable wage in New
York City or hardly anywhere else. In recent years the Professional Staff Congress (PSC),
CUNY’s collective bargaining unit, has won some contractual changes to mitigate this
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contingency, by requiring CUNY to offer 3-year contracts to adjuncts. However, not every
adjunct must be offered these 3-year contracts and even those who have these contracts often
work beyond the workload hours they are paid for. Moreover, many adjuncts teach multiple
sections, multiple semesters per year, while working other jobs, or holding graduate fellowships,
while also completing care work and other responsibilities outside of their wage work. Both fulltime and contingent faculty act as a medium through which students come into contact with
resources and centers at the college. And despite being overworked, many full-time and adjunct
faculty continue to deliver engaging, contextualized, student-centered courses.
As an adjunct instructor I was frequently connecting students with resources like the
writing center, library databases, and the counselling center. I saw students during my office
hours, and answered emails and completed my grading on weekends, working well beyond the
one hour of instructional time for which I was paid. I wrote recommendation letters for students,
and helped them figure out how to buy low-cost textbooks or find the scannable desk copy in the
library. Over time, my syllabus grew to include many campus centers and a statement
encouraging students to come to me for help in locating resources. I couldn’t always provide an
answer but I could guide them to a support center on campus that might be better equipped to
address their needs. Having a robust resource list on the syllabus signals to students that the
faculty member is willing and able to provide support and put students in touch with resources
across college. Encouraging students to reach out to you as the instructor can also lower the
barrier or reduce hesitation students may feel asking for support.
As a staff member in the Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) at Baruch, faculty
members would sometimes remark that they did not even know the center existed until an email
or flyer went out about a CTL event or fellowship program. Often, we worked with the same
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faculty members multiple times and, as more faculty learned about our support, our community
grew. But it took time. Many faculty who may have needed our support likely had no knowledge
of our center. It was a constant struggle to get the word out and connect with interested faculty.
Sustaining interest and participation was another aspect of our work. Across such a large,
decentralized university, communication breaks down for students, faculty, and staff alike.
Faculty and students would benefit from designated advising centers, more robust orientation
programs, and comprehensive, digestible, annual updates about the resources that are available at
the college. Having a Provost that sends weekly emails to all departments, or having an active
faculty list-serv can result in a group of well-informed instructors that can, in turn, better support
students.
Dysfunctional communication channels, under-supported faculty, and lack of campus
resources, are all entangled with the ongoing defunding of public higher education. Simply put,
CUNY has been chronically underfunded for years, including the loss of over half a billion
dollars in public funding between 2009 and 2014 (Fabricant, 2014). In the spring of 2016, a New
York Times article (Chen, 2016) and subsequent responses (Robin, 2016) highlighted how these
cuts have degraded morale, initiated massive organizational restructuring, and spurred increasing
turns privatization within a public university. Chronic underfunding strips staff, faculty, and
students within the university of agency to run an educational institution, to teach and conduct
research, and to learn and engage in their own education. Lack of capital resources undermines
the university’s ability to provide accessible, quality higher education to all New Yorkers. The
increasingly diminished budgets materialize in the university’s inability to operate, communicate
with, and support its faculty and students.
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This lack of capital resources at the university level has real material consequences for
students’ lives on and off campus. When the university is unable to provide working
technological equipment, students must buy their own, which might require working more hours
at an outside job. Similarly, higher tuition rates may result in the need for the students and/or
their family members to work more hours for pay, either to cover the cost of tuition or to cover
family wages lost when the student is in class. Working more hours might result in a need to
figure out childcare during these extended working hours. If a student cannot or does not spend
time on campus to attend office hours or get help in the writing or other support centers, they
may need to invest in online apps to check their grammar or take online quizzes. If a campus is
under-resourced, students must figure out how to gain access to the technology, Wi-Fi, materials,
spaces, and other resources they need to study and engage in class. Entanglements are complex n
far reaching, and often not considered when we theorize the concept of learning. Ecologies
material-discursive components and practices entangle campus spaces, institutional processes,
students’ practices within and outside of school, and political and economic flows within the city
and state. Learning – a student’s enactment of being and knowing – emerges from these
entanglements.
As an institution dedicated to serving all New Yorkers, throughout its history CUNY has
developed various programs dedicated to providing tuition stipends and other opportunities to
students who would not otherwise not have access to college. Programs like College Discovery
(CD), founded in 1964, and SEEK (Search for Education, Elevation and Knowledge), founded in
1965, continue to provide academic, financial, and social support to students as they progress
through college. These programs, established prior to the imposition of tuition, provide
comprehensive support that includes advising, while more recently established programs like
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TAP and Excelsior are often exclusively focused on providing tuition assistance. This change in
support reflects the shift of the financial burden of tuition onto the student and the ongoing
neoliberalization of the university that has occurred in recent decades, where cost-savings,
increasing operational efficiency, and return on investment have become framing aspects
university’s master plan (Fabricant and Brier, 2016; CUNY Master Plan 2012-2016, 2012). The
university will cover rising tuition costs but makes no guarantees about access to advising,
curricular, or other financial support. It should be noted that tuition at CUNY is entangled with
the university’s history of Open Admissions, student activism and demands for the
administration to admit and better meet the needs of Black and Puerto Rican students and, as part
of the backlash to student activism, leveraging the 1976 fiscal crisis to impose tuition for the first
time (CUNY Digital History Archive; Savonick, 2018). CUNY was, and still should be, free to
attend and as demonstrated by the findings of this project and suggested improvements
articulated by students, abolishing tuition and increasing funding for public higher education
would expand possibilities for enacting new ways of being and knowing.
Lack of public funding for the institution undermines CUNY’s ability to provide the
students with a well-resourced education. Decrepit buildings, spotty Wi-Fi, and lack of fresh
food on campuses is common throughout CUNY, offering stark material reminders of the
university’s budget woes. These materialities (material-realities) directly affect students, faculty,
and staff. Students must bring their own devices or wait in line to access heavily-used and slowfunctioning university computers; they might have to buy food off campus at Manhattan prices.
The university lacks the ability (and will) to pay a fair and livable wage to faculty, especially the
part-time and contingent adjunct faculty who teach over 60% of all courses at CUNY (Touré and
Niedzwiadek, 2020). This undermines faculty members’ ability to offer students support and to
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fully engage in their teaching because of the need to balance other responsibilities, such as
additional jobs, research and scholarship requirements, and service to the university.
The funding woes at CUNY are only likely to worsen following the COVID-19 global
pandemic (Amour, 2020; Petitt, 2020). Destructive interference produced by the university was
exacerbated by the shift to fully online teaching and learning due to COVID-19. During the
pandemic, communication between administration, faculty, and students has been chaotic and
uneven. Most recently, the administration sent an email calling for a return to work on August 2,
2021, only to change their plans after severe pushback from the Professional Staff Congress.
Many students did not return in the Fall 2021 semester and enrollments declined across the
system, further decreasing CUNY’s budgets. But austerity pushes on: in June 2021 the New
York City Mayor proposed a $77 million cut to CUNY in his Executive Budget which he called
a “recovery budget for all of us” (Barron and Miller, 2021).
As CUNY students, faculty, and staff plan to return to CUNY, we will likely find the
campuses just as we left them – in disrepair. CUNY is well-known for its lacking or down-right
neglected physical infrastructure including holes in walls (#HolesatHunter), malfunctioning
faucets (Bubrow, 2019; Robin, 2020), and insufficient number of desks in classrooms (Office of
the New York City Public Advocate, 2019). This is not a new problem; fixes for many of these
infrastructural problems have been deferred since the 1970s (Picciano and Jordan, 2018). One
student was succinct in her recommendation: “the bathroom, clean it”.
As Corey Robins points out in his May 2020 essay, the coronavirus pandemic has
illuminated the need for a more just and equal society, and it is time that this lens was also turned
on the academy, “public spending, for public universities, is a bequest of permanence from one
generation to the next” (Robin, 2020). But instead, neoliberal austerity, persistent underfunding,
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and turn to privatized solutions continue to degrade our public institutions and undermine the
functioning of the university as an apparatus of supportive and productive conditions for the
emergence of learning. When students cannot access stable Wi-fi, find a comfortable seat in
which to work, or connect with a professor or department to get support, how are they supposed
to engage in the process of learning within that institution? Moreover, if the walls are filled with
holes, students cannot wash their hands, or do not have a proper place to sit in the classroom,
what kind of learning does that material reality make possible? How does that materialization of
the campus shape being a student? The emergence of learning is directly connected to conditions
in which it emerges from. Underfunding CUNY undercuts the possibilities for the emergence of
learning.
After a year of working, learning, and teaching from home, these suggestions seem
particularly important as we return to public life at the university. Students desired expanded
hours for libraries and centers, more spaces on campus to reduce crowding, more comfortable
and accessible seating on campus, and updated material and technological infrastructure in the
already existing spaces. As urban universities in New York City, both John Jay and Baruch
suffer from space limitations; the university cannot expand the way a rural or non-urban
university might by constructing additional buildings or buying surrounding real estate, but
nonetheless CUNY campuses must work to meet the needs of matriculating students. Tensions
around university infrastructure demonstrates how realities of the local context and situatedness
within the city and budgetary restrictions of a public university entangle to shape the learning
ecologies for students who attend CUNY.
This desire for space and quiet articulated by several students who participated in this
project calls to mind environmental psychologist Harold Proshansky’s 1977 recommendations
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for an urban university. He contended that to create the “’enabling’ conditions for human
learning,” a university must provide students with “personal space, privacy, territoriality, place
identity, and aesthetic satisfaction.” It seems in the almost 50 years since Proshansky gave this
address at the CUNY Graduate Center, the university’s ability to meet these needs has yet to
materialize.
Raquel shared how crowding on Baruch’s campus interferes with her ability to focus and
use campus resources, “this school is so overcrowded...if there were less students in the school
there would be more space in the computer lab to use a computer. The computers wouldn't crash
because there wasn't so much usage...Psychologically speaking, overcrowding, it makes people
stressed, it makes you a little anxious and the chaos is, it's not a peaceful, serene, just walk in, do
your work, you don't have to wait on line." To mitigate and deal with the overcrowding, students
developed strategies to avoid crowds and find quiet places to work. They took winter and
summer classes, sought out the most isolated desk in the library, worked in empty classrooms,
and even located less travelled hallways in order to sit on the floor and read.
Students at Baruch and John Jay often had trouble finding a quiet place to work on
campus. Nalena explains, “I can't even focus here on campus…it's noisy. I need it quiet. It's hard
to find. The school is overcrowded”. This overcrowding will present an even larger issue upon
our return to campus in the wake of COVID-19, when people will likely want to be socially
distanced from others. Moreover, this need for space and distance will be heightened for CUNY
students who might live at home with extended family and/or their own children. In this case, the
student may not have ample space to work at home so they may want to be on campus, but they
will likely also want to be extra careful not to contract COVID-19 in order to protect their family
at home.
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CUNY administrators would be wise to
consider past crowding problems and re-purpose
campus spaces to provide people with space to spread
out. For example, the entry space in the Baruch
library building (Figure 35) is a wide, sunlit atriumlike area. But this space offers very little seating and
subsequently very few students spend time in this
space. It is, in my opinion, a wasted opportunity by
the Baruch administration to use this space as a social
gathering place to eat and hang out, or to provide a
quiet work area with private cubicles.

Figure 35: Baruch Library Entry
Hallway

In his interview, Ben suggested offering small workspaces, “something like a
pod…where we have the opportunity to feel like we can put our stuff down and really let go”.
Even if the university could not provide something this specialized, he felt that even a locker
would help him feel like he had a place on campus, “I'd like to have lockers. Somewhere where I
could just leave stuff around…the ability to just let go of everything that's weighting down on
you, literally and metaphorically. It's a big issue that Baruch has, especially because we don't
have the sprawling horizontal campuses.”
Ben’s insight here reflects what many Baruch students feel: space is limited and they need more
spaces to work, to socialize, to destress.
Even the conversion of this library entry way into a space for lockers, or private cubicles,
or comfortable seating for resting or socializing would expend the affordances and use of this
space. Though Baruch does not have the sprawling horizontal campus of a rural university, there
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are certainly opportunities to use the spaces to better serve students. The university should strive
to provide places to simply “put stuff down” or to work quietly in a pod, or socially distanced
arrangements as we return to campus in the hopefully receding shadow of Covid-19.
Similar to the overcrowding issues students articulated, many other students also
mentioned the need for improved and additional seating opportunities across campus. Students
noted that “there's barely any places where you can say I could sit here for three hours and be
comfortable” and, “more seating areas designated just for…really just hang out and be able to do
school stuff” and, “you'll go to a seating area, and all the chairs will be gone” and, “invest in
some new chairs for that computer lab too because those are falling apart”. From these quotes it
is evident that students need more places to sit, work, and relax. In fact, 30% of the students in
this project mentioned seating as a way their campuses could be improved. And even with these
issues, students still desired more access to the campus, many asking for increased library and
campus hours, so that they could stay and work later, or arrive to campus earlier.
Students recommendations for improvements is intertwined with their desire to be an
active subject at the college. They want to be on campus, they want to use the resources there,
they want to be engaged in the material-discursive practices that make a college community.
They are striving to engage in these material-discursive practice that, in turn, create their learning
ecology, incorporating components from within and beyond the university. Since CUNY
students often do not live on campus, the campus and all that it contains is sometimes very far
away but, evidently, it is integral to the development of their ecology and the emergence of their
learning.
This sense of material-discursive distance emerged as recommendations for fostering a
sense of community and connectedness with the college. Ben captured this feeling in his
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discussion of Baruch as a commuter school, “everybody's just here for business and for the
classes, and to just get in and get out. That whole idea ends up making it feel like you don't really
understand what's going on around you.” Kara reiterated this point, “The sense of belonging is
not that high compared to other schools… because everyone is separated, so I don't know, it feels
like it's just a place to get your skills.” Campus is the place they go to be a student, to attend
classes, to get help, to access resources. The campus is integral to their learning, but at times
student feel materially and discursively, physically and emotionally disconnected from the
network of resources and practices the college offers.
Harking back again to Proshansky’s “environmental considerations” (1977), he suggested
that an urban university might take on some of the “less desirable” characteristics of city life:
“Like the urban center, the urban university became a big and crowded setting... there are far too
many people to know, so that a faceless anonymity becomes the rule rather than the exception”
(1977). Proshansky suggested that learning depended “on how we design, organize, equip, use,
and maintain the spaces and places in which the learning process involved in this setting takes
place.” Over forty years later, in 2018, students offered similar recommendations. Perhaps it’s
time to take Proshansky’s considerations and students’ suggestion seriously. This, in part,
requires acknowledging how the university and the city are entangled and considering how the
city-situatedness of CUNY as an urban university shapes the material-discursive practices and
conditions for the emergence of learning.

The Local Context: New York City
As their maps and narratives demonstrate, both the students and the university are
entangled within the processes, practices, and materialities of New York City. Public spaces,
private homes, apartment buildings, stores and bodegas, social and cultural practices of urban
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life, city budget lines and infrastructure all shape to the material-discursive components and
practices that make up students’ learning ecologies. Students’ recommendations about
transportation and food access demonstrate how their ecologies that are deeply entangled within
the city infrastructures.
Mass transit is an institution unto itself in New York City. Every student in the project
alluded to taking public transit to travel throughout the city and to CUNY. Riding the buses,
subways, and regional rails within and beyond the city is less expensive than travelling by taxi,
Uber, or car, and it’s the method of transport across the city for most New Yorkers. Past research
revealed that students spend an average of 45 minutes commuting to and from their CUNY
campus, all of which are accessible via public transit (Smale and Regalado, 2014). Students used
their commute to relax, sleep, listen to music, text with friends, and to complete school work.
When talking about their commutes, several students reflected on the cost: “I actually just
started budgeting, too, because I'm financially taking care of the LIRR which is $364 a
month…$4,000 a year”. Remember, a majority of CUNY students come from households with
incomes less than $30,000 per year (CUNY Office of Institutional Research, 2017). So, paying
$20 a week and up to $4,000 dollars a year to travel to and from school can present a significant
financial burden for students (or anyone!), and students often must factor this cost into their
ability to attend college. When they were asked how their experience at CUNY might be
improved, and how their learning might be better supported, 5 students specifically
recommended that the university should consider offering some kind of public transit benefit or
discount to students.
Student support programs that offer free MTA cards and transit benefits do exist at
CUNY. The Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP) offers transit funds to associate-
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degree seeking students at nine of the CUNY colleges, and the Accelerate, Complete, Engage
(ACE) program offers transit support for students at two CUNY senior colleges. In order to
enroll in these programs, student must apply to the CUNY campuses that host the ASAP or ACE
programs, complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and the New York
State Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) application each year they wish to be in the program,
and accept the admission and financial offer through CUNYFirst each semester. Then, they must
attend an orientation to learn how and when they can receive the transit cards, along with the
other benefits included in the program.
These programs offer significant support to students however, applying to programs
requires a significant amount of work and time up front. First, students must know about the
program and know that they have to apply to a certain college. Then, students must be able to
successfully submit the required government forms each year and qualify for the benefits;
sometimes students’ family income can disqualify them from enrolling in the programs even
though students may be paying for their college expenses on their own. In short, students must be
able to jump through significant bureaucratic hoops in order to get their free metro cards, often
with limited guidance from the university. Just in this process, it is easy to see how breakdowns
in university communication and lack of information and support structures will shape the
development of students’ ecologies and their navigation through the city on public transit.
During his interview Danny spoke about how he transferred to John Jay for his
Bachelor’s degree after completing his Associates degree at Guttman Community College.
Talking about his time at Guttman Danny said, “They do help, the resources they have, I guess
you can say because they have the metro cards.” I asked him if he had been part of ASAP while
there, “No. They didn't have that. Because only that school had the metro cards and then that's
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when the ASAP started.” Technically Danny is incorrect, ASAP started in 2007, but he is
offering us a glimpse of how differentiated access to resources changes a student’s agency in
accessing these resources.
Guttman, the newest CUNY community college, was founded in September 2012 after a
CUNY planning committee was formed to “imagine a new community college that will create a
research-based innovative academic program geared to moving students quickly and efficiently
towards graduation” (History, GCC) To ensure students’ would graduate on time with their
associates degree, Guttman developed extensive support systems that included a three-week
orientation and the establishment of a learning community model that included advisement
sessions on “Learning About Being a Successful Student (LABSS)” (Foundations of Excellence
Final Report, n.d.).
Guttman students were offered significant financial support, including access to free
metro cards get to campus. To do this, Guttman partnered with the City of New York to provide
students with 30-day unlimited Metro Cards. Any student could receive a Metro Card by signing
a student success agreement and adhering to specific guidelines to maintain their eligibility each
month (College Partners with City, 2015) All students, including Danny, were able to access
these Metro Cards by filling out a single form on campus. That’s it. Danny’s access to these
resources were not mired in bureaucratic red tape; getting a metro cards did not require online
government forms, or financial documents from his parents. When he needed a Metro Card he
was able to get one on campus because of a partnership between the city and university, both
public institutions working together to support the citizenry of the city. Years later, after
completing his Associates degree and transferring to John Jay, Danny was still thinking about the
support these Metro Cards offered.
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It’s important to note that many of the curricular and support-driven goals of Guttman CC
directly relate and respond to many of the students’ recommendations in this project. Guttman
students receive significant orientation to the college, ongoing academic advising, experience a
contextualized and integrated curriculum, under the assumption that this approach would help
students graduate on time. It’s clear from their success that these methods work. However,
Guttman’s strategic goal documents reveal issues of scalability and funding that is all too
common at CUNY. Appendices show that much of the financial support provided to students
came from private funds that were provided to Guttman, but are not available at scale across
CUNY (Foundations of Excellence Final Report, n.d.). Though these private funds helped
Danny, relying on private capital is not scalable across the institution and moreover, reliance
would further entrench neoliberal privatization mechanisms within the public university.
Programs like ASAP and ACE are promising initial steps towards providing transit and advising
resources at scale. But reducing barriers to access and developing better communication about
resource availability would bolster the possibly that students can get the resources they need to
develop and maintain ecologies that support learning.
In addition to transportation, food emerged as another foundational necessity that came
up often in student narratives and maps. Recalling the numbers from Chapter 4, 16 of the 26
students (61%) included food or food-related items to their map and, during the interview, eight
students (31%) made food-related recommendations for improving their experience at CUNY.
Students at John Jay asked for increased food choices such as healthy, vegan, and kosher options
in the cafeteria and some wanted an option to buy a meal plan. Others wanted a reduction in the
debit card minimum so they could buy a snack without having to spend the full $5 minimum.
Students pointed out how the school worked with a corporate vendor, many noted that the quality
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and the price of the food left much to be desired, “John Jay has corporate vendors where they
buy from like sandwiches, subs and things…What if students want something hearty, or
something affordable? All I could really afford was like a bagel for a dollar or a sub. Those
things are not healthy for you to eat every day, you know what I mean?”
Even more fundamental, Baruch students desired access to food on campus, “We had an
awesome cafeteria. It had sushi, it had sandwiches, it had Chipotle type things, it had a whole
bunch of stuff. I used to get lunch there every day. And then they decided to renovate it…it's
been like two years and it's not done." As Emily describes, at the time of these interviews in
2017-2018, Baruch’s cafeteria had already been closed for several years. By Spring 2019 when I
began writing this, the cafeteria had still not reopened. As a result, food options on Baruch’s
campus included vending machines and the Starbucks café that offered a limited menu of snacks.
Being on 23rd street in Manhattan, there are many other food options around the campus.
But these vendors charge Manhattan prices, which can often be upwards of $10 for a sandwich
and a drink. As previously discussed, most students commute to campus and often spend the
whole day there. Understandably there might be an occasion when they don’t bring their lunch or
need a snack during a long day. Paying NYC prices for a snack or a meal is often well beyond a
student budget. Baruch students suggested that the school could offer discounts or meal plan
options in partnership with surrounding restaurants - anything to ease the burden of accessing
food while at school. Having access to affordable, healthy food is not only foundational for
quality of life, it is also integral for learning. As Madiha pointed out, “Food is so important in the
sense that if you're not feeding your body the right things, what you're creating in your mind is
chaos, sugar crashes, you're not thinking right. You're doing the bare minimum.”
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The inability to access food presents a significant barrier to attending college. In the Fall
of 2018, the Hope Center conducted a #RealCollege survey at CUNY to assess basic needs
security among CUNY students (Goldrick-Rab, et. al., 2019); results indicated that 48% of
CUNY student respondents had experienced food insecurity in the last month and 55% of student
respondents had experienced housing insecurity in the last year. The survey reported that
marginalized students, including African American and LGBTQ students, are more likely to
experience needs insecurity and that working for pay was not an indicator of lower rates of
insecurity. The survey also revealed that “students with basic needs insecurity are not accessing
all of the public benefits that they could.”
Food insecurity is an issue for CUNY students, and just because they are working does
not mean that will not experience food insecurity. Moreover, there are likely benefits students
could be accessing but they need support in locating and securing these benefits. Students’ needs
security is not just a learning issue, it is a racial and economic justice issue. Students should not
have to drop out of college because they are unable to afford food and housing. Food access is
not just an issue for CUNY to solve, this problem entangles the food and housing programs in
New York City into students’ ecologies.
Goldrick-Rab’s research on college students’ basic needs sparked the #RealCollege
movement which aims to redefine how colleges support students, focusing on housing and food
security as essential requirements for learning. Goldrick-Rab’s work revealed that many college
students in the U.S experience food and housing insecurity and examined how confusing aid
structures leave students without the means to attend college or to make ends meet while in
school. As the #RealCollege survey demonstrates, CUNY students are real college students.
They work, they study, they raise families, they act as caregivers, and they may also experience
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food and housing insecurity while living in one of the most expensive cities in the nation.
Students cannot learn if the ecology they inhabit lacks access to food and other resources
required to meet basic needs. Recognizing this, as a public institution CUNY should fund
programming and support structures to help its student access these necessities.
Across CUNY campuses, organizations like the KCC Urban Farm Initiative,
HealthyCUNY, the CUNY Student Food Navigator, John Jay’s Food Pantry and Wellness
Center, and Baruch’s Student Health Center actively work to address students’ needs. Most
fundamentally, the university could better support students by funding and promoting the work
of these organizations rather than defunding these pivotal projects whenever budget cuts arise
(Save KCC Urban Farm). Moreover, the university could develop processes for connecting
students with resources that function beyond the reach of the institution such as public benefits,
alternative sources of funding, and mutual aid networks.
Though the university alone cannot and will not resolve these issues, explicitly
acknowledging and gaining a better sense of when students experience food and housing
insecurity could cultivate a community in which students are able to seek and find support.
Understanding students’ needs on a semester-by-semester basis, and having a mechanism for
students to connect and ask for help is foundational to getting students the support they need.
This would require robust, well-funded student support centers and access to staff, mentors,
advisors, or counselors with whom students might come to with these issues. In order to nurture
ecologies that foster learning, recognizing these entanglements is the first step in developing
practices that address these materialities. These practices might include prioritizing completion
of cafeteria, providing access to healthy food, lowering the debit card minimum, offering low-
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cost food options, and simply providing rather than cutting funding to programs and offices that
work with students who experience needs insecurity.
Students’ recommendations reveal how ecologies entangle material-discursive
components and practices that span the university and the city. Developing practices for
providing access to resources is how we foster more supportive and nurturing learning ecologies.
And, as the next section will address, if class is not happening on campus, as it has not been for
the past three semesters during the COVID-19 pandemic, we must also consider how the
institution acts through technology and teaching practices to shape students’ learning ecologies.

Technology
Students recommended updating and increasing access to the technologies they use to
create and maintain their learning ecologies. As past research has shown, many students
complete school work with their smartphone while commuting or at home (Smale and Regalado,
2017). But many students also reported using their cellphones to access the Internet on campus
because the Wifi goes down, which means they are using their own cellular data. Janeece
captured many students’ feelings when she described her predicament, “That's the only thing,
though, lately the Internet hasn't been working… I can usually always rely on my network at
home, and if not, I'll just use – if I don't use my computer, if nothing's working, I'll just use my
cellphone.” This requires that the student has a smart phone and a data plan that allows them to
access the Internet from their phone. Data plans can be expensive, and as Sai points out, students
are already paying a student technology fee that should offer them access to the technologies
they need, “Update the Wi-Fi systems because they suck… I say that because I think we pay a
student technology fee. It would be around $200 and the Wi-Fi never works. [I] can’t really
utilize the money that I’ve spent.” As Sai’s anecdote makes clear, if students need to access
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course materials and complete homework online, and they are paying a student technology fee, at
minimum, they should be guaranteed access to functional Wi-Fi networks, devices, and spaces
for completing work while on campus. Like the degraded campus infrastructure and
communication channels, the malfunctioning Wi-Fi and outdated computer labs are a result of
the persistent underfunding of the CUNY system. The ever-shrinking university budget results in
financial shortcomings that materialize the campus and shape learning ecologies. The lack of
funding at CUNY undermines the institution’s ability to fund upgrades to the technologies that
act in students learning ecologies.
Miriam recommended that Baruch’s Information Technology Office streamline their
digital infrastructure to ease student access to online portals and resources, “I feel like [at
Baruch] it takes a while to like, search things up.” Amy also experienced confusion attempting to
navigate the digital infrastructure, “We log into Blackboard because you have to do CUNYFirst
now I think. So, it's just weird. Sometimes it won't even let me log in…a lot of problems, yeah.”
Ben noticed the same problem when trying to access CUNY’s digital platforms: “Blackboard,
it’s really annoying to access…You go to your link, which is some complicated long link… then
you log into the CUNY Portal thing. Then it takes you to this page where it gives you the options
and you click Blackboard.” Evidently, students are frustrated by the run-around they endure
when trying to access the digital spaces of the university.
For context, CUNYFirst is the “Fully Integrated Resources and Services Tool for
CUNY” that was rolled out across the university in the 2012-2013 academic year. Prior to
CUNYFirst, each campus has its own technology infrastructure for course registration, billing,
and other administrative processes. Though idea of CUNYFirst may have been a good one – a
system to encompass all university and campus processes into one tool – it’s implementation was
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problematic in a myriad of ways and was not a welcome change in CUNY community. Faculty
and staff saw the platform as a way to “concentrate information and decision-making in CUNY’s
Central Administration” (Hogness, 2013), as way to control the curriculum (more colloquially, to
“[shove] Pathways down our throat” (Arnow, 2013), as a mechanism for centralizing access to
college discretionary funds, and as a way to for the Central Admin to create increasingly
stratified, centralized, and neoliberal institution that was asked to do more with less. The
implementation of CUNYFirst resulted in the upheaval of all administrative and academic
processes, rendering years of institutional knowledge obsolete. Moreover, the purchase of
CUNYFirst was exorbitantly expensive, robbing campuses of funding for other resources.
The initial price tag for CUNYFirst was upwards of one billion dollars. Yes, this
massively underfunded institution planned spent over one billion dollars on a technology
platform built for corporations. Not being able to afford a customized version of the software,
CUNY spent much less, roughly 600 million dollars, on a non-customized version of the OraclePeoplesoft software (Arnow, 2013). Because this software was initially designed for businesses
and corporations, not a university, students now add courses to a “shopping cart” and “check
out” in order to register for classes; administrative processes now occur through platform areas
titled “Self-service”, “Human Capital Management” and “Campus Solutions”. Navigating
through the very dated user interface and clicking through layers corporate-speak menu items
feels like a walk through the digital realm of the neoliberal university.
Soon after the platform went live, David Arnow highlighted the many problems on the
platform in his article “CUNYFirst Users Last”. The article received hundreds of comments from
faculty and staff detailing the issues they had experienced (Arnow, 2013; PSC Members, 2013).
The disdain for CUNYFirst even spawned a parody twitter account, @CUNYFrist, that
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responded to Twitter complaints about the platform with happy-go-lucky corporate-speak, a
voice that many felt embodied the platform well (Clarion Staff, 2014). I include these anecdotes
about CUNYFirst because it offers a clear example of the disconnect between the CUNY Central
administration and the faculty, staff, and students at the campuses. Frustrations with the platform
have been voiced and yet nothing changes. The Central administration spent $600 million on a
system for corporate processes in lieu of providing financial support to campuses running their
own administrative processes. This system shoehorns educational processes into a space built for
business, where return on investment and (human) capital management take the place of
academic processes and institutional history. Investments in platforms like CUNYFirst decreases
funding for everything from adjunct pay to campus resources like printer toner and cartridges
(Bowen, 2015).
Over-investing and underdelivering could also aptly describe CUNY’s provisioning of
the Blackboard Learning Management System (LMS). CUNY pays roughly three million dollars
per year to offer Blackboard as the LMS for CUNY (Minutes of the meeting of the Board, March
2021). And despite being Blackboard’s largest, most profitable client, the university has been
running an outdated version of the system for years. An August 2020 Report from the CUNY
Learning Management System Steering Committee highlighted that teaching and learning via
this current LMS “is no longer modern, accessible, or flexible enough to meet the needs of
CUNY’s faculty and students”. Miriam substantiates this point when she says, “Blackboard is
just too boring and bland. They tried to make changes but then you get, ‘Where is this? Where is
that?’ I just feel like the IT Department, whenever they make a change, it's just no one really
knows about it.”
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The steering committee recommended that the University should begin planning for an
LMS switch by communicating their reasoning to the CUNY community. The steering
committee suggested that the university should critically consider the functionality and feature
set of a new LMS and use the LMS change as an opportunity to rethink and revise governance
and support structures around the platform. In March 2021, with little input from the community,
CUNY’s Board of Trustees extended the Blackboard contract through December 2023, agreeing
to pay almost 3 million dollars per academic year to offer the platform. Between December 2021
and 2023 CUNY will spend roughly 5.5 million dollars to provision the same LMS that CUNY
has had for the last fifteen years.
As an LMS, Blackboard is a “siloed” environment, meaning the course content and
student work is only accessible to participants and instructors in the course. On Blackboard,
students’ work is highly managed, ephemeral (it becomes unavailable after several semesters),
and essentially un-sharable, creating a disconnect between the worlds students inhabit and their
existence within the institution. Embedded within the learning management system is the logic
that learning is a process to be “managed” (Groom and Lamb, 2014); the professor adds
materials, students consume content, produce assignments, and “learn”. As part of the
Blackboard proprietary platform, third-party integrations like TurnItIn and Proctorio submit
students to mechanisms of data extraction, surveillance, and racial and algorithmic bias (Gilliard
2018; Mphahlele and McKenna, 2019; Swauger, 2020).
At CUNY, faculty and staff created and maintain a robust ecosystem of open source
teaching and learning platforms that exist as an alternative to Blackboard. Most of these open
platforms are built on the open source framework called WordPress. This dynamic, open source
ecosystem at CUNY creates opportunities for professors to choose between multiple digital
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platforms through which to offer their course, thereby expanding the possible technologies that
might become integrated into the learning ecologies of students at CUNY. In the past ten years
various groups throughout CUNY have developed open source projects which include the
CUNY Academic Commons, Commons in a Box, City Tech Open Lab, BMCC OpenLab,
Blogs@Baruch, Vocat, and Manifold. The source code from these projects has been shared back
to the wider open source community, allowing other universities to install their own versions of
these projects. These productive entanglements make CUNY an active member of the open
source community beyond the work that happens within university.
The CUNY community benefits from this open source ecosystem in variety of ways.
Faculty are increasingly using these open platforms to connect across the university, host courses
that integrate free and open materials, develop alternative assignments beyond the standard essay
or test, build websites for research projects and institutional organizations, and integrate digital
tools and multimedia into their teaching practices. Students access these platforms for their
courses but can also develop personal portfolios and projects, expanding their digital literacy and
skills for using WordPress, which they can then leverage beyond the university. Students also
have the opportunity to save, archive, and access their work and projects even after they have
moved on from CUNY. Moreover, many of the courses that students will take on these platforms
increasingly embrace teaching practices that fulfill students’ desire for experiential learning and
community building opportunities, preference for discussions over lectures, and more accessible
course materials.
For example, the CUNY Academic Commons has hosted courses where students create a
multimedia essay, develop a music playlist based on course content, participate in a public facing
project to collect oral histories of particular neighborhood, use social annotation and online
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discussion to explore texts, and build an open educational resource as their final project (Hurson,
2021). It’s not to say that hosting these kinds of courses on Blackboard is impossible, but
teaching on an open platform allows the course to open up in multiple ways; the spectrum of
openness spans open resources, assignments that open up to worlds (communities, places,
sources) beyond the course, the course can be completely public, and other open digital tools can
expand what is possible- from annotating, to creating video, to using open databases. On these
open platforms, faculty members have the opportunity to reimagine teaching, expanding their
repertoires of practice and what is possible within their course.
Courses can be hosted on any digital platform offered at CUNY. But authors have
highlighted how alternative and open technologies create opportunities to foster dialogue, work
with/in the community, flatten hierarchies, and create customized spaces for producing
knowledge. (Rosen and Smale, 2015). With this in mind, it seems that open platforms can and
often do produce different possibilities for learning and act differently to shape students’ learning
ecologies. Pedagogy, technology, and the possibilities for learning are deeply intertwined;
Therefore, making technological choices are not separate from the practice of teaching; the
emergence of ways of being and knowing (learning) are entangled with these choices, “learning
that takes place in a particular space…is an emergent property of that space” (Thomas, 2010).
On Blackboard, the community that defines CUNY disappears into the hierarchy of the
platform. Conversely, the teams that maintain the open platforms at CUNY work loseyl with and
gather feedback from the faculty, staff, and students that use the platform. This information then
guides development priorities for changes and updates to the platform. So, unlike Blackboard
which has remained the same for roughly fifteen years, the open platforms at CUNY evolve to
meet the needs of the community.
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Even the open platforms serve the community and offer expanded possibilities for
teaching and learning, the university pays almost nothing to maintain them. Most of the open
platforms are partially grant-funded and receive only some funding from the institution itself.
This under-resourcing is yet another example of reliance on and funding for private solutions
over public ones. This lack of funding for open source, community-driven technological
infrastructure demonstrates how lack of budget transparency and community participation,
obscure administrative processes, and the provisioning of high-cost proprietary platforms
entangle to degrade to possibilities for learning. The funding for certain tools over others directs
the funds that CUNY does have to private corporations instead of providing funding for: the
open source tools the CUNY community has developed, or staff support to develop
administrative processes and programs, or paying adjuncts a living wage, or maintaining and
bolstering student organizations like the KCC Urban Farm.
Like many other higher education institutions, CUNY claims that today’s students are
“digital learners” (Master Plan 2012, p. 39; 2016, p. 10) and academic technology will play an
increasingly important role in the future of the university. This recognition exemplifies a recent
trend in higher education to leverage technology to progress the goals of the institution while
also attempting to mitigate funding and labor issues. Educational and administrative technologies
are often heralded as a disruptive force and an “innovative” solution that are essential for
advancing the university towards the goals of cost-cutting and operational efficiency (Carey,
2015; Christensen and Eyring, 2011; Bowen, 2015; Bass, 1998; Groom and Lamb, 2014).
Blackboard and CUNYFirst are prime examples of these neoliberal mitigation tactics,
demonstrating how technology can act in the restructuring of the university and the promotion of
commercializing and privatizing solutions.
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Critics argue that disruptive and innovative Ed Tech solutions entrench university
corporatization and the stratified power relations it creates within higher education (Watters,
2016). These critics argue that many Ed Tech innovations “originated in the arena of business
but have since been applied to arenas whose values and goals are remote from the values and
goals of business” (Lepore, 2014). Technology that makes education mechanized, cost-effective,
and market-oriented upholds “the demands of politics and power much more often than they
reflect progressive pedagogical concerns or teachers’ or learners’ needs” (Watters, 2015). More
hopeful advocates contend that educators can “reclaim innovation” by moving away from
corporate, proprietary uses of educational technologies to embrace the open solutions that
support collaborative and participatory methods of teaching and learning (Groom and Lamb,
2014). Advocates of open source platforms contend that educational technologies can assist in
transforming the university into a networked and dynamic learning institution with new
structures of organization and knowledge that serve the needs of a 21st century population
(Davidson and Goldberg, 2009).
In light of funding cuts and neoliberal shifts within the university, it is important to keep
in mind that decisions about technology are never neutral and often, “instructional technologies
[that] have been incorporated into public higher education have largely served to deepen
inequality” (Fabricant and Brier, 2016). “Pedagogically appropriate” tech solutions determined
and led by faculty and students are more likely to spur transformative changes and avoid further
entrenching already existing inequalities (Fabricant and Brier, 2016). It is clear that this tension
is playing out across CUNY, as evidenced by the provisioning of CUNYFirst and Blackboard
and the proliferation of open source, community developed platforms that have developed across
the university.
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The platforms and technologies within a university make certain kinds of learning, ways
of being and knowing, more or less possible. The technologies instructors, faculty, staff, and
administrators choose to use within the university will shape the material-discursive practices
and the materialization of the university itself . The technologies that become part of and coproduce the university leverage considerable agency to either build or resist an increasingly
corporatized university (Fabricant and Brier, 2016; Bousquet and Nelson, 2008; Aronowitz,
2000.) These technologies also act in the shaping of the learning ecologies and types of learning
that are possible.

Tracing Entanglements
This chapter explored entanglements and agency of the university, the city, and
technologies. The university create interferences in learning ecologies, and is situated within the
city, intra-acting with various city agencies. The technologies provided by the institution and
leveraged by professors in a course are also entangled in the production of learning ecologies and
the emergence of learning. Diffractively reading through these entanglements expands our lens
to better understand how learning ecologies materialize and how learning emerges. Ecologies
will materialize differently depending on funding for CUNY at the state and city level,
administrative communication mechanisms, provisioning of proprietary technologies, access to
food and transportation in New York, and a professors; choice about which technology
platforms use in their teaching. Ecologies do not exist in a void, it is entangled with materialdiscursive practices at scale. It all depends on where we draw the boundaries of our inquiry.
Of course, not all the entanglements that shape ecologies can be examined in a single
reading. But this diffractive reading seeks to acknowledge how ecologies emerge from a variety
of entanglements and the onto-epistemologies that are possible are shaped by these
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entanglements. Ways of knowing and being are intertwined with political economies that are
often taken for granted in the study of learning. Diffractively reading for entanglements seeks to
expand and change our conception learning, from a defined linear process to the being-knowing
that emerges from an ecology of entangled material-discursive components and practices.
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CHAPTER 8 | Conclusion
The learning ecology has been used in connectivist, social constructivist, and ecological
explorations of learning. Past conceptualizations of the learning ecology have been fragmented;
the concept has been defined as an environment, a context for learning, a set of elements, and as
a metaphor (Sangrá et. al., 2019). In this dissertation I have sought to define and materialize the
learning for clarification and future use of the framework. In this project, the learning ecology
was defined and explored as a “specific material configuration” of “components” and “materialdiscursive practices” (Barad, 2007) that create the conditions for the emergence of learning.
Drawing on Barad’s theory of agential realism to offer a new materialist framing of the learning
ecology, learning is understood as an onto-epistemological (being-knowing) phenomenon that
emerges from the intra-action of components within the ecology.
Chapter One outlined my new materialist approach using Barad’s framework of agential
realism to explore the emergence of learning ecologies. Using an agential realist framing of the
learning ecology, I sought to identify the components that intra-act to produce learning ecologies
and shape the emergence of learning. This approach to the learning ecology explored what, who,
and where matters in a student’s educational journey and demonstrated how material-discursive
intra-actions (practice) between places, supplies, technologies, and people coalesce to form a
learning ecology.
Chapter Two detailed the grounded theory and visual methods used to set up and carry out
this research project. I entered the research process without a definitive hypothesis about learning
ecologies but I sought to better understand the materialization of the ecology. My open-ended
research questions aimed to produce empirical information about learning ecologies in order to
refine the fragmented definition of the “learning ecology” found in the literature (Sangrá, et. al.,
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2019). My exploration sought to illuminate the utility of the learning ecology framework and in
particular, how we might foster the development of supportive ecologies within higher educational
contexts. Chapter Two provided information about the semi-structured, qualitative interview and
mapping sessions I conducted with 26 CUNY undergraduates; the chapter includes the students
maps and a brief overview and introduction to each student.
Chapter Three introduced diffraction and diffractive reading as a method for engaging with
and analyzing the data collected in this project. Using the diffractive reading method, I sought to
explore patterns of differences in the materialization of ecologies and examine how these
differences foster or degrade the conditions for learning. I used this methodology to avoid
fracturing my data into codes and themes in order to read students maps and narratives more
holistically. I diffractively read students’ maps and narratives through one another and through my
own positionality within CUNY. In Chapter Three, I also provided insight into my own diffraction
grating by laying out my entanglements within CUNY and acknowledging how these
entanglements shaped my analytical readings and the project as a whole.
Chapter Four, Five, and Six contain diffractive readings of students’ learning ecology
maps and narratives to provide a deeper understanding of what components make up learning
ecology, how learning ecologies form, and how intra-actions within these ecologies foster or
degrade the conditions for the emergence of learning. Chapter Four revealed that students’
learning ecologies are comprised of places, supplies, technologies, people, and practices. The
maps reveal that learning ecologies are a network of components that students engage with
through material-discursive practices (aka intra-actions); discursive practices are understood as
always already material – intra-actions that take place between material places, people, and
items that (re)produce meaning and discourse. For example, cultural norms and academic
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processes are sets of discursive practices that are entangled with and produced through specific
material intra-actions
In creating their maps, students provided a visual and material depiction of their learning
ecology. Chapter Five examined the maps’ topographies to more deeply explore the students’
organization of their maps. Map topographies were defined and bounded by places, courses,
time, items, practices, and affect. The map topographies provided insight into the foundational
organizational mechanisms that help students understand and navigate through their ecologies, in
other words, how they intra-act with the other components within their ecologies. Exploring the
map typographies sought to illuminate how the maps were set out on the page and think through
how students performed and made their ecologies legible. Students laid out their maps in
networks, categories, schedules, lists, and quadrants. The way students chose to put together and
arrange their ecologies may offer preliminary insight into how they organize, perform, and
understand their own intra-actions within their ecologies however, it would be reductive to
suggest that map organization or layout points to some form of learning style of way of knowing.
In Chapter Six, I engaged in a closer diffractive reading of four maps created by Baruch
students. This reading sought to explore how components and intra-actions within the ecology
both create the conditions for, and leverage agency to interfere with, the emergence of learning.
Diffraction patterns within and across the ecologies revealed that Baruch’s campus acts as a
catalyst in the formation of the learning ecology, and that access and barriers to resources
materialize through the ecology, and that different forms of interference can support or stifle the
possibilities for learning. Intra-actions between components in the ecology reveal the various
entanglements of material resources, academic processes, university and city infrastructure, and
social relationships that coalesce into a student’s learning ecology.
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Chapter 7 expanded the lens to further diffract the wider entanglements within the
university, the city, and technology infrastructures that leverage agency to shape learning
ecologies. The focus on these systemic actors stems from my own positionality and diffraction
grating for this project but also seeks to highlight how ecologies do not develop in a void.
Ecologies are embedded within larger structures of power, politics, and agency. In explorations
of the ecologies that foster the emergence of learning, reading for and through these
entanglements is pivotal for understanding the development of ecologies within a particular
institution or “along trajectories across a stage of spacetime (often called history)” (Barad, 2010).
This dissertation has sought to demonstrate the fundamental role of learning ecologies in
facilitating the emergence of learning and materialize the learning ecology by revealing what,
who, and where matters in a student’s educational trajectory through Baruch and John Jay
colleges. Grounding the learning ecology framework in an agential realist approach takes
seriously materiality of the ecology and frames learning as emergent phenomena. My goal with
this approach was to materialize the learning ecology as a “specific material configuration” to
contribute to the literature and better define the concept of the “learning ecology”. I hope that
this project has provided insight into what a learning ecology is and how the learning ecology
can be productive of learning, understood here as an onto-epistemology where “knowing is a
material practice of engagement as part of the world in its differential becoming” (Barad, 2007).
I also hope that the methods used in this project have demonstrated the value of
diffraction as generative mechanism for reading across and through the ecologies, and their
differentiated entanglements, to highlight how ecologies coalesce and function to create the
conditions for the emergence of learning. Diffraction allows a reader to acknowledge how
bodies, places, materials, and practices entangle to produce possible and various onto-
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epistemologies. The specific material-discursive configurations of learning ecologies open up or
shut down avenues of possible intra-actions which, in turn, foster the emergence different kinds
of knowing-beings, learnings.

Implications of Mapping Learning Ecologies
Perhaps the most fundamental implication of this work is that ecologies matter. Ecologies
do not develop in a void, they matter, they materialized into existence and are embedded within
structures of power, politics, and agency. The learning ecology materializes through intra-actions
of professors, pedagogies, students, campus spaces, city infrastructures, technologies,
administrators, and university policies. All components leverage agency to shape the ecology,
open up or shut down possibilities for the emergence of the onto-epistemological phenomenon
we call learning.
The intra-acting, material-discursive components coalesce into the ecology and create
conditions for learning to emerge. In these ecologies, within the inta-actions of components,
there are interference points where actors can support (or hinder) the possibilities for learning to
emerge. Intra-acting within their ecologies students enact ways of being and knowing, and
fostering constructive intra-actions depends on our (actors’) knowledge of our agency in
students’ ecologies and our understanding of their (students’) desires for their emergent learning.
Importantly, ecologies will materialize regardless of whether or not a student or other actors
facilitate their development.
Acknowledging how learning emerges from these ecologies and their entanglements
gives all actors entangled in these intra-actions (student, professors, university administrators,
technology platform creators, places, resources, political structures, infrastructure) the
opportunity to foster ecologies that support specific and transformative ways of knowing and
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being. This approach to learning ecologies reveals that the emergence of learning, the ability to
develop ways of knowing-being within a course, the university, and along the entire trajectory of
education, is no longer located within or emergent from the actions of the student alone.
That all components have the capacity to leverage agency in an ecology that facilitates
learning has specific implications for professors, university administrators, the provision and
access to resources, and, finally, students. For professors this requires recognizing and analyzing
how pedagogical choices may shape students’ ecologies and interfere with the emergence of
their learning. Professors leverage agency to shape ecologies through the materials and
technologies that they use in their courses, how they materially set up and occupy their
classroom, and through the methods they use to engage with and communicate with students.
professors’ agency shapes ecologies and therefore can constructively or destructively interfere
with a students’ emergent learning. For example, as previously mentioned, using high cost
materials or employing teaching methods that lack active student participation within the course
may diminish the likelihood that learning can emerge. Conversely, by intra-acting with students
the course will develop as co-created by both students and professor and help to illuminate
students’ situatedness in the world and what components are already entangled within their
ecologies; this creates opportunities to constructively interfere within the ecologies so students
can engage in the development of specific ways of knowing and being related to the course.
Both the student and the professor are entangled within the larger structure of the
university and, perhaps more than other actors, the university in its many materializations –
through places, technologies, resources, people (administrators and staff), enacted institutional
processes – shapes students’ learning ecologies. As outlined in previous chapters, the university
acts to shape ecologies and possibilities for learning through departmental requirements related
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to learning goals or certain teaching methods, through offering, funding, and staffing (or not)
student support services, by providing resources such as course textbooks and computers, by
provisioning technologies for administrative work and teaching and learning, by creating and
maintaining a variety of campus spaces, and through funding structures and providing access to
resources beyond the university. The many entanglements of the university will, at some point,
shape the student’s ability to act in their ecology to engage in their own learning.
More than other actors, the university leverages agency to shape the definition,
requirements for, and discourse around “education” and “learning” in its particular context. The
university administration and governing boards’ decisions about funding, technologies,
resources, faculty pay, and campus maintenance are not passive machinations of an institution.
Instead, they directly and indirectly shape the ecologies that materialize to support or hinder
learning. When the university administrators and the board of trustees examine and critique
colleges’ retention and graduation rates, they might also consider turning the mirror on
themselves to inspect their funding priorities, including executive level pay rates and large
institutional expenditures on technology and other resources where faculty and students have no
input (or input is ignored).
The mapping of learning ecologies laid out in this project offers a method for visualizing
students’ intra-actions and entanglements in the world and this understanding can be leveraged
by various actors to constructively shape ecologies that facilitate learning. The mapping and
interview methods presented here offer an initial example of attempting to gain insight into the
composition and function of learning ecologies. Most fundamentally, we must have some
knowledge of students’ ecologies in order to act constructively within them.
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This dissertation has identified places, supplies, technologies, people, practices, and
potential organizational and performative mechanisms of the ecologies of 26 students who attend
Baruch and John Jay CUNY colleges. This provides some initial insight into the components and
material-discursive practices that are fundamental to the emergence of learning at CUNY.
Exploring and mapping learning ecologies presents opportunities to further examine the
component intra-actions that materialize a learning ecology and explore how various and
differentiated ecologies might contain similar components or processes that support the
emergence of learning. Mapping and exploring learning ecologies can be leveraged at any school
or university to better understand the networks that students engage with to progress through
their education and to develop emergent learnings.
A learning ecology can contain communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991), zones
of development with capable peers (Vygotsky, 1978), systems of intra-action within and beyond
the student and the school (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), span and connect formal and informal
learning environments (Barron, 2006b) and include technologies, just as the original connectivist
framing postulated (Brown, 2000). Reading the past approaches through the framing presented
here allows future researchers to identify the actors and components of these spaces, systems,
zones, and consider the materiality and material-discursive practices of these zones, systems, and
communities.
In addition to materializing the ecology and recognizing how all matter has agency to act,
we must recognize how certain components leverage agency and cause interference in the
emergence of learning. In several interviews, students noted how they often felt a lack of agency
to act or make changes within their own ecologies. When asked about her recommendations for
improving her experience at CUNY Ava said, "To be honest, you asked me about three things to
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change, and I'm so used to [the problems] …and taking it as it is normal. Like, that's the way it
is, and I cannot do anything, so I would have never thought about saying what [to improve] …I
should complain about it, but it's just the way it is. Sometimes you feel like, ‘Okay, what can I
do?’" This lack of agency articulated by Ava was felt by several of the students I spoke with and
demonstrates how students are not often heard or taken seriously as arbiters of their own learning
and education.
Students’ lack of agency materializes as coping practices such as using their data plans to
access the Internet on campus, or bringing their own mouse to use campus computers. In these
instances material-discursive components within their learning ecology such as WiFi networks or
university policies shut down avenues action. Students are often navigating their ecology to meet
the requirements of other actors, rather than being given the agency to enact the kinds of
learning, or being-knowings that they desire from their enrollment in the university.
Though “learning” is often defined by the university and the professor and the resources
to engage in this emergent process are limited, students have very good ideas about what
constitutes their own learning and the onto-epistemologies they would like to enact. When I
asked students about their meaning of learning they responded in a variety of ways, some of
which are captured below:
•

“Everything else that you surround yourself with while you're in college is what's really
going to make you.... Education is so much more than memorizing and forgetting the next
semester.”

•

“When I apply it to my life, because I get information all the time like yes, sure…like
when you actually apply it, you learn it…kind of keeping it in my life.”
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•

“To be better me. Get a job. Affording stuff, then I don't need to rely on other people.
Support myself.”

•

“So many students they get good scores – it’s because they only do the review questions
at the end. If you ask them what they really learned, they don't know…A grade is not a
part of learning … I don't think that's part of learning. Learning is: find out what you're
really interested in and just do well. If you're not really interested in that, just study for
the quiz."

•

Sometimes I like to spread, in case my friends don't know because some of them aren't in
college, I like to spread knowledge.... You can tell someone else about it. That way, you
learn it too because you have to explain it again.”

•

“To actually understand something rather than I can memorize something, but I'll forget
in a week. If I learn something, that's going to stay there forever.”

•

“Self-knowledge. The things you learned or anything you learned make sure it becomes
like, what can you learn from that.”
Developing a better understanding of students’ ideas about and desire to shape their

learning can help to illuminate how other actors within the ecology can work to foster ecologies
that support their learning and their desired onto-epistemologies. There is an assumption that if
students are within the university they can access and act on what they need but this is not
always the case. The university has metrics and educational standards it seeks to meet,
departments have required learning goals, and professors often have their own goals when they
enter the classroom. These goals are usually well-defined and students are expected to meet
them. But what about the other way around? What are the students’ goals for being with/in
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CUNY and how can the components that materialize the ecologies act to facilitate these
emergent ways of knowing and being?
As Ava and other students articulated, they often felt unable to act to change their
situation or to leverage agency to shape their ecology in the ways that they would have liked.
Moreover, when students encounter interference in their learning in the form of barriers to
accessing resources, places that lack affordance, muddled communication and administrative
processes, and disengaging teaching methods. These interferences might become so substantial
that a student is unable to pass the class or matriculate through the university.
So, in addition to better understanding the broader components and material-discursive
practices (intra-actions) that produce a learning ecology, the second implication is simple: listen
to students. Actors who materialize the ecologies must understand both how they function
within this ecology to support learning, and what kinds of learning, onto-epistemologies, a
student seeks to enact. In short, we must ask students about their ecologies. Gaining a better
sense of students’ access and use of resources and support networks, the technologies they use,
how they imagine engaging in courses, where and when they study, what has worked and what
hasn’t worked for them along their education trajectory, and their desired ways of knowing-being
would allow actors to act in a way that nurture an ecology that fosters learning.
In other words, we have to know something about the ecologies students inhabit in order
to act in a way that positively contributes to their ecology and shape the learning that emerges.
The first step in fostering nurturing ecologies is understanding their make-up. This dissertation
has sought to illuminate the work of this first step. Knowing about the places, supplies,
technologies, resources, people, and practices that comprise an ecology allows future research to
further investigate how the intra-actions between these components facilitate learning and how to
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better foster ecologies that allow a student to progress through college and develop their unique
onto-epistemology.

Ethics of Mattering & Materializing Ecologies
Regardless of whether we acknowledge them, ecologies will materialize with and through
the components and practices that are accessible and actionable. As laid out in this dissertation,
learning is an emergent being-knowing (onto-epistemological) phenomenon, indeterminate until
components within the ecology intra-act to produce the conditions for its emergence. The
components in the ecologies have agency to shape the ecology to produce this emergent
phenomenon. Whether you are a student, faculty, researcher, or administrator (or none of the
above), we all have a learning ecology and we also act within other ecologies through our mutual
entanglements. Ecology development and emergence is part of our practice of being and
knowing in the world.
Though our intra-actions (material-discursive practices), we materialize the world. How
we act shapes our surrounding ecologies, making certain ways of being and knowing more or
less possible. Barad noted that agential realism was an ethico-onto-epistemology, highlighting
the ethics embedded in our making of the world and creating possible avenues for action, being,
and knowing. Developing and fostering ecologies that support diverse ways of being and
knowing is an ethical task. Acting in these ecologies to foster learning is inherently ethical, “we
are not merely differently situated in the world; ‘each of us’ is part of the intra active ongoing
articulation of the world in its differential mattering” (Barad, 2007; p. 381). We are making the
world, and what is possible, through each intra-action. Our practices materialize and co-produce
the university, city, and technological infrastructures that shape ecologies.
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Our intra-actions within students’ (and all) ecologies have ethical implications since they
are productive of future phenomena. Considering creation of learning ecologies as an ethical task
raises questions: What kinds of being and knowing do the ecologies make possible? What can
become-known from the ecologies in which we are acting? Do we act to open up new ways of
knowing and being? Do we act in support of racial and social justice? Do we act in ways that
support, uphold, or perpetuate systems of oppression and capital exploitation? Do we act in ways
that allow students of various background and abilities to produce the ways of knowing and
being that are supportive of their goals, within and outside the education system?
Although there are many components and actors in students’ learning ecologies, I am
particularly focused here on those of us who are administrators, staff members, and instructors
within higher educational institutions. We are closely embedded and embodied in the material
discursive practices of the university and leverage considerable agency in the “mattering” of
learning ecologies. Perhaps more than other components, when it comes to the development and
fostering of nurturing learning ecologies we must consider how there are “particular possibilities
for acting exist at every moment, and these changing possibilities entail a responsibility to
intervene in the world’s becoming” (Barad, 2003). Once we take responsibility for the agency we
have in maintaining spaces, teaching courses, providing support services, for learning and the
development of learning ecologies we have the opportunity to (re)configure and even create new
possibilities for being and knowing within our institution.
Pedagogically, consciously setting up classroom seating to foster discussion and
community, developing teaching methods that invite various forms of interactions, bringing
students outside of the classroom into real world spaces like art galleries, neighborhoods, or
workspaces are all practices for intervening and productively interfering the materialization of
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learning ecologies. Administratively, repurposing campuses spaces to better meet students’
needs, better understanding these needs through the development of participatory governance
structures, pushing departments to re-think and re-invigorate curriculum, and resisting
expenditures that prioritize cost-savings over utility and use by the community are examples of
ways to begin making changes to the material-discursive practices that produce the university.
As Hayles wrote, “what we make and what (we think) we are co-evolve together” (2006), in
other words, how we materially produce the world gives rise to ways of being and knowing.
I think a limitation of this dissertation is how university-centric it became in its
emergence. This is likely due to my own positionality and the methods used. In the future
different methods and different diffraction gratings could expand the understanding of the
learning ecology. But nonetheless, schools and universities will continue to act in the process of
education and the development learning ecologies, “schools with all of their imperfections, are in
a unique position to seed interest and initiate growth in a child’s learning ecology (Barron,
2006).
Practices for nurturing ecologies that expand possibilities for being and knowing require
agency and agitation with/in our educational institutions. Universities are historically
problematic institutions (re)produce white supremacy and settler colonialist practices (paperson,
2017). In A Third University Is Possible (2017) la paperson presents the “scyborg,” as a
decolonizing actor that can work from within the university to subvert practices of oppression
and colonization, “The scyborg’s medium is assemblage. When we take assemblages seriously as
both analytical of power and as the medium for, then the question becomes, how do you hack
assemblages?” How can those of us inside the institution unlink and link apparatuses, dissemble
and re assemble the machine of the university? The goal is not to remake the university, but
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rather to create pockets of possibility to foster expansive ways of being and knowing. The
learning ecology may offer a way of thinking about assemblages and identifying intervention
points for hacking the assemblage of the university.
This new materialist and agential-realist framing of the learning ecology offers a way
explore and parse the intra-actions and entanglements that create the conditions for the
emergence of ways of being and knowing. Understanding that our intra-actions and
entanglements shape these ecologies presents a responsibility and an opportunity to foster
supportive and transformative learning ecologies at CUNY. Acting in the learning ecology as a
method for hacking could entail leveraging learning ecology as an analytical lens, a pedagogical
tool, a pathway for academic trajectory, and as a source of knowledge.
Mapping learning ecologies exposes and helps to materialize entanglements, creating
opportunities for analyses of power and agency. Mapping our own learning ecology can be an act
of self-knowledge, identifying what we have and what we need. Sharing our ecology maps might
offer opportunities to collaborate on finding and pushing for resources. Mapping learning
ecologies might also be useful as a support mechanism, they visualize what working or not
working for a particular student. Moreover, once it is clear what a learning ecology lacks, the
students can be connected to these resources and/or the university can be held accountable for
providing them. A (re)newed focus on ontological aspect of learning puts student support
services and centers for teaching and learning in a position to advocate for material
improvements throughout the university.
Using the learning ecology as a pedagogical tool would entail examining points of
interference, incorporating more experiential, place-based lessons and assignments, and
reconsidering what “learning” means in the course, which would require reimaging assessment
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practices. All of this would require training to cultivate faculty that teach in ways that support the
development of ecologies that reach beyond the university and embrace alternative ways of
being and knowing. Pushing further, taking learning ecologies seriously could entail advocating
for a university curriculum that is based on curiosity, not majors. Instead of credits, students
navigate their academic trajectory in ways that make sense to them , weaving together ideas,
topics, and courses of interest. Degrees might be project-based and applied, and might include
the public-facing projects and/or participation. These are all very preliminary ideas for how the
material-discursive configuration of the learning ecology, which produces the conditions for the
emergence of learning, might be used to “hack” the assemblages of the university.
Most fundamentally, with this project I have sought to better understand and materialize
“learning ecology” for future use of the concept, especially within higher educational contexts.
Ultimately, through this research and analysis I contend that ecologies matter, both literally and
figuratively in the production of learning. Ecologies materialize the conditions for students to
enact learning, a process of being-knowing in the world. Ecologies are foundational to learning;
the components, the intra-actions between components, the entanglements within larger
structures, materially and discursively shape what kinds of being-knowings are possible. People
matter, places matters, supplies matter, technologies matter, institutions matter; their intraactions matter/materialize the learning ecology.
The mattering of ecologies and the creation of possibilities for learning is an entangled and
ethical task. Ecologies produce and shape (the possibilities for) learning. Ecologies “come into
existence, evolve, fade away, regenerate, and transform” (Looi, 2001) depending on the students’
intra-actions with/in the world. Students themselves, peers, instructors, university administrators,
technologies, places, supplies, and entangled components and systems possess agency to shape
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and evolve ecologies over time. Those if us within, connected to, entangled in the process of
producing and shaping ecologies have the agency and ethical imperative to work towards creating
conditions in which all students have opportunities to enact desired ways being-knowing.
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Appendix A | Study Recruitment Flyer
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Appendix B | Learning Ecology Interview and Mapping Session Protocol
You have been invited to participate in an interview and mapping session to gain a deeper
understanding and empirical information about how educational technologies and other
university resources support students’ learning processes and shape their collegiate experiences.
The interview session will be audio recorded and may last anywhere from 1 to 2 hours. Your
participation in this study may involve questions that are personal in nature regarding academic
lifestyle, schoolwork practices, and technology use. You are not obligated to answer any of the
questions, if there is a question you would like to skip, just tell me. You will work with the
researcher to produce a “map” of your academic life, also called a “Learning Ecology”. This
learning ecology map can include any resource, device, place, space, person, thing, etc. that you
feel helps you succeed in school. I will provide guidance during this mapping session. If you
have questions or feel uncomfortable completing the map, tell me and we can figure out a
process that might work better. You do not have to complete a map if you are uncomfortable
with this exercise.
Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may decide not to participate without
prejudice, penalty, or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You are free to leave
the interview at any time.
You will be compensated for your time spent in the interview/mapping session. For your
participation will receive $20 in the form of an Amazon, Starbucks, or MTA card. In addition, the
information you share will provide valuable insight into how CUNY students complete their
schoolwork and structure their academic lives.
Your information will be protected and your confidentiality will be maintained by securely
storing the data. The data obtained from you includes the audio recording from our session and
map you create. The collected data will only be accessible to the researcher, Laurie Hurson, and
her research colleagues. The collected data will be stored on a password-protected computer in a
password-protected folder. All participant information will be de-identified unless otherwise
indicated.
If you have any questions about the research now or in the future, you can and should contact me
at (301) 592-7048, laurie.hurson@gmail.com . If you have any questions concerning your rights
as a participant in this study, you may contact the Graduate Center Institutional Review Board at
gc-irb2@gc.cuny.edu.
Protocol – Post-Interview
…I think this concludes our interview and mapping session. Thank you for opening up and
sharing this information with me. Do you have any questions for me?
I want to thank you again for agreeing to participate in this interview and mapping session. It is
always enlightening to hear about how students develop new and varying ways to succeed in
school. If anything else comes up that you might want to discuss, I am always available through
email and we can always set another date to talk if you would like. Also, if you ever have any
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questions in the future regarding the research or related topics, please do not hesitate to contact
me.
Questions
Start: Year, Major, GPA, class (like/dislike) + why?
Schoolwork
Tell me about a time when you completed an assignment or project for school
What was the assignment/project?
What was your process for completing it?
What resources did you use to complete this assignment/project?
Did you work alone or with others?
Did you ask anyone for help?
Did you use any outside information source to complete the assignment/project?
How do you think you did on this assignment/project?
How could it have been/gone better?
Space Use: Can you tell me about the places where you do your school work?
Why do you use these spaces?
What about these spaces helps you get work done?
What spaces are the best to do school work? The worst?
Curriculum
What courses do you like? Why?
What courses do you dislike? Why?
What were your professors like? Do you go to office hours?
If you need help with school work, what do you do? Where do you go?
Tech: What kind of tech do you use for classes?
Reading: How and where do you read?
Group Work: Have you ever participated in a group project? How did it go?
Descriptive Questions
Which technologies do you perceive as supportive to your learning?
Are there technologies that are unsupportive?
Where do you complete your schoolwork?
What campus resources do you use? How often?
When completing schoolwork and academic-related work, how often do you use:
Campus computers
Library
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Lounges
Cafeteria
Blackboard
Other Digital platform
Non-academic websites (which?)
Non-academic spaces (which?)
Top 3
If you could make 3 suggestions to improve your experience at during college at CUNY what
would you recommend/change?
Mapping Session
Please use the provided materials (cardstock paper, markers, colored pencils, pens, and stickers)
to make a map the responds to the following prompt:
If someone had to live a week as (student) you, what would they need? You can include anything
that you use to get through your daily life and engage in school.
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